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A

BROTHER, SOME SEX,

AND AN

OPTIC NERVE

Mona Houghton

The automatic sliding glass doors open and you spot your
older brother sitting in his car at the curb. With his hands
he pounds the steering wheel rhythmically, pretending it is
some kind of drum, and his head moves with the beat. From
an overhead speaker a pre-recorded voice repeats itself: "The
white zone is for loading and unloading of passengers only.
No parking." You breathe in the smog and the airplane engine
exhaust and it smells like home.
When you were in college and came home for holidays your
brother used to pick you up at the bus terminal in downtown
Hollywood. One time you brought home some mushrooms that
your roommate sold you-she called them "shrooms"-and
you and Mike each ate some the next morning and spent the
day out behind your mother's house, in an empty lot, looking
at sow bugs, examining eucalyptus leaves, smelling dire-again
a boy and a girl. You don't have any drugs with you roday. You
are here because of an optic nerve, your mother's.
As you approach the car you can hear Jimi Hendrix's guitar
screaming and you stop for a moment and watch your brother,
gray at the temples, as he rocks out, looking insane to anyone
who doesn't know him, and then you knock on the window.
He turns, his eyes on yours, keeps up with the music for a bar
or two, then reaches over and releases the lock.
You pull the door open and the music washes over you. You
yell , "Cool dude."
He turns down the radio. "Say what?" he says.
"[ said cool dude."
"Damn right," he says.
He gets out and you meet him at the back of the car and hug
each other. He is a lot bigger than yo u are and for a moment
you lee yourself sink into his big-man, big-brother protection.

https://orb.binghamton.edu/harpurpalate/vol6/iss1/17 8
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As he lifts the suitcase into the trunk, you lean forward and grab
a handful of his hair.
You haven't seen Mike since you and your husband moved
co Lincoln, Nebraska, four months ago. You and your husband
are almost exactly the same size.
"So did L.A. look like a shit sandwich from up there?" Mike
asks as he slides back in behind the wh eel.
You pause before getting into the car. The palm trees, that
hazy blue sky. Winter is a sobering event in Nebraska; here there
is always the future; there are no boundaries.
Green surrounds the small house tucked into a corner of
Laurel Canyon, high in the Hollywood Hills. Up until September
you and Greg lived here and so when you walk in, it doesn't feel
exactly right co see Mike's books in the bookshel f, and his socks
on your old couch, and it smells different, kind of antiseptic,
reminiscent of your grandparents' bathroom , and you wonder if
your brother has taken co usingAbsorbine Junior, or some ocher
liniment. The house is small, five, six hundred square feet at the
most, but because of the windows it seems bigger. Eucalyptus
trees, a grove of them, climb up the hill behind the house, and
the ash tree in the patio, its thick trunk and huge canopy, seems
like part of the living room, some huge sculpture.
Your brother puts the suitcase on the couch. "I made some
room for you in the closet." H e goes into the kitchen, which
is connected co the room you are in by a counter, and starts co
mix up a pitcher of white grapefruit juice. "So how's the mad
sdentist?"

You tell him about Greg's latest grant, funding co study the
genetic links berween scoliosis and epilepsy. Greg teaches at the
University of Nebraska.
Mike pours rwo inches of vodka into a glass and cops it off
with the grapefruit juice. "Wane one?"
You hang up your skirt and blouse and leave your jeans and
c-shirts and tennis shoes in the suitcase and put chat on the
floor near the guest bed, which is a mattress on the floor in

Published by The Open Repository @ Binghamton (The 9ORB), 2
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the alcove off the living room. You moved into this house right
after graduating from college. At first you liked being alone, but
then after a while sometimes you got lonelier than you thought
possible and on those days you'd wrap your arms around the
ash tree and press your ear up against the trunk and listen to it
creak inside as the wind pushed its way through the branches
way up high above you. Back then you wanted to believe the
tree was talking, speaking sense.
Right now you and Mike go outside and sit in her shade, in
low slung beach chairs. Once or twice a year Mike used to come
and stay with you. He'd be between jobs, between apartments,
between girlfriends, and end up in the alcove for weeks-once
he slept in there for a month.
After snow boots and long underwear the late afternoon sun
feels good on your legs. Mike talks about your mother and what
the doctors expect to find tomorrow. Last week when he called
you, told you what they had discovered inside your mother's
head, you looked up eye and optic nerve in one of Greg's old
biology books. You read abour the compound eye, the camera
eye. You read abour some experiment where a scientist cut the
optic nerve and eye muscles on a newt, then rotated the eye 180
degrees, and afterwards the newt moved its head in the opposite
direction of stimulation. You had to wait until Greg finished
reaching his class that day to find out what it all really meant.
Mike tells yo u why things ended between him and his old
girlfriend. "I had an affair, she had an affair, I had another affair."
It's a story Mike has told you more than once.
Then he talks about his new girlfriend (they met three weeks
ago; she works in the office of the neurosurgeon who will be
operating on your mother tomorrow). They celebrated her
twenty-first birthday last week and she might be the one and
they haven't been to bed yet. He's moving slowly this time, he
says, because he wants it to work. When you start to tease him
he insists that this is love. He tells you her hard little-girl tits
turn him on like no others.
9
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"Right Mike," you say, and breathe evenly, refusing to be
drawn in. But later, after his third drink and your first, when
he will ask you about married life, you will describe happiness
in terms of your own breasts. You will be careful co go into
vivid detail about their softness, and how you like to look down
and see Greg's lips on them, and exactly how the nipples perk
up as you watch Greg's tongue dance and tease, and how chat
makes a want in you chat makes you think you've never wanted
befo re. Mike will laugh and feel uncomfortable. You will feel
uncomfortable too, embarrassed almost, but you will go on and
on anyway, hoping your brother gets the point.
Your mother looks vulnerable in the hospital bed. She doesn't
even try to smile when you and Mike walk into the room. You go
to her, kiss her and pull the sheets that are soft from thousands
of washings up close to her chin and you whisper into her ear,
"I love you." She says, "Kiss my eyes," and as you press your lips
against her cool skin a picture comes into your head of her doing
the twist. She is earnest, trying hard to have fun. By then your
father has been dead for three years and she has finally grieved
all she ca n grieve.
Your brother stands on the other side of the bed. He's holding
one of chose sports bottles, the quart-sized ones with a straw
coming up out of the lid. It is Day-Glo green and has a picture
of a pole vaulter on it. Before leaving the house he filled it with
ice and vodka and grapefruit juice and has been sucking on it
ever since. He holds the boccie down and slips the straw into
your mother's mouth. She takes a long pull.
You say, "Do you chink chis is smart?"
"Can't be any worse than what they plan to pump her full
of tomorrow."

Mocher says, "Really, Alice, it's the least of my worries."
You believe the tumor is benign and the doctor won't
accidentally sever the optic nerve, and so you disagree. But
since your mother knows her head is riddled with cancer, knows
doctors always make mistakes, there is no celling her that to drink

10
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vodka might not be good, might not be healthy.
On the way home Mike stops at Chef Ming's on the corner
of Crescent Heights and Santa Monica Boulevard and picks up
some takeout. At the house, while you zap the Chinese chicken
in the microwave, Mike makes a phone call. "Hi Amber," he
says and you know immediately that he is talking ro his rwentyone-year-old girlfriend. The microwave bleats and Mike turns his
back and starts to speak softly into the receiver. You spoon chunks
of chicken and pieces of broccoli onto a plate and step outside.
There is no moon and the stars are bright and the sweet smell of
night blooming jasmine fills your head and you wonder about
moving to Lincoln, Nebraska-into the heartland. Five years ago
you couldn't have imagined yourself living in a three bedroom
brick house on a block in a middle class neighborhood in the
middle of the country. You never imagined yourself married to a
geneticist. You thought the west coast, you thought Los Angeles,
was Mecca. And now, your forty-fifth birthday a month away,
you think maybe you belonged in Nebraska all along, that there
is something real for you in a world covered in snow, in a white
field and a meadow lark singing his song.
You go to bed early, page through a magazine. The phone
rings and you hope it is Greg but then you can hear Mike, the
low register of his voice. As you fall asleep you suspect Amber
called and you wonder what she and your brother say to each
other. Way late in the night you wake up to a high-pitched sound
that you quickly identify as the voice of a woman, probably a
young woman, climbing up towards an orgasm. As she hits the
top your brother starts to sing along with her. And then suddenly
it is quiet again, and you find yourself wanting Greg to be there
in the bed with you. You hug the pillow to yourself and that old
loneliness seeps in and you wonder if those feelings have been
here inside the walls, behind the sheetrock, waiting for you.
In the morning you walk out onto the patio and a young
woman, in one of Mike's shirts, is sitting in a beach chair.
11
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Her hair, so long, almost couches the ground. You look at her
chest-her hard liccle-girl tics.
She says, "You must be Alice."
''And you ..." but you don't fini sh the sentence because ic
suddenly crosses your mind that maybe chis isn't Amber.
She stands up and extends her hand. "Amber," she says. Her
legs are brown and smooch.
You shake hands and Mike comes out onto the patio with
two cups of coffee.
He swaggers. "Hi, Alice."
"Morning," you say and you lean up against the ash tree.
After giving Amber one of the cups of coffee he turns and
offers the ocher co you. He winks and smiles and when you say
you'll get your own he insists chat you cake his. You wane co ask
Mike if Amber is the one.
"Amber's bringing a friend over with her tonight," Mike cells
you. "He's the radiologist in her office." Mike is driving through
the parking structure at the hospital.
Amber's quiet demeanor startled you and you wonder why
Mike doesn't pick on someone his own size for a change. Amber
shou ld be in Nebraska, on a college campus, falling in love with
some boy who started shaving two years ago.
Mike says, "Isn't she something?"
You nod. And it is the truth.
"You're speechless, huh?"
"Speechless," you say. You are chinking about the inside of
your mother's head, about the neurosurgeon probing in thereeasing past sections of the brain, hearing and speaking, pausing
at memory, sixty-three encapsulated years-then heading on
coward the tumor, small, no bigger than the end of your finger,
chat sits there on the optic nerve, two millimeters in front of
the optic ch iasm.
When you and Mike finally stumble inro the right waiting
room and find a nurse who knows your mother, she says your
mother is still on the cable. Your mother should have been in
12
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recovery by now, so the comment makes your stomach turn over,
and the nurse knows nothing, has no explanation for the delay,
nothing except a "Maybe the doctor started late."
Mike likes this excuse. He throws an old Time magazine ar
you and says, "Chill out," and drifts back over to the nurses'
station.
Bur as it turns our the doctor did not start late. "Your mother,"
the doctor says, "should have had this done months ago." He
goes on, "The nerve is atrophied." At the end he says, "It is
unfortunate that she let her fear get in the way."
This conference with the doctor sobers your brother up (the
two of you had lunch at the bar across the street). The tumor,
glistening, the color of a ripe plum, is at this very moment on
its way ro pathology. The doctor assures you that it is benign;
he is certain the pathologist will confirm this.
Complete blindness in one eye, partial blindness in the
other. You and Mike come to the conclusion that she will adapt.
Bur when you step into the intensive care unit and find your
mother struggling to come out from under the anesthetic, her
head wrapped, her arms secured to the sides of the bed, you
can't imagine her ever going back to anything like her normal
life-walks at the beach, bridge, the occasional trip to Costa
Rica. You watch Mike and he pales. You haven't seen this happen
since he was in fourth grade and the principal humiliated him
in front of the whole grammar school for having stolen a tray
of milk.
You go to him. "Hey, Mike, it's okay."
He steps back, laughs, goes over to a phone on a desk in the
middle of the room. You can hear him as he leaves a message
on Amber's answering machine, something about calling back
later and reminding her to bring her doctor friend along for
dinner.
While he is on the phone your mother slips up through the fog
and talks nonsense, something about being in a neighbor's house,
taking a bath, using the towels, and then being arrested on her way
our the door. Your father's name bubbles into the narrative.
13
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You and Mike don't gee away from the hospital until 7 :30.
By then Mike has called Amber four times. She left work at five,
and her phone machine picks up at the apartment. This more
than frustrates your brother.
On che way home he srops at a Japanese restaurant. The
sake with a beer chaser hies the spot and you feel the anxious
day bleed out of you. You drink one on one with Mike-and
within an hour more raw fish slips down your throat than you
thought possible.
Somehow Mike manages ro drive up through the hills to the
house. You are far roo drunk to have accomplished this. H e goes
straight to the phone machine. You're hoping Greg has called,
but the only message is from Eddie, who wants Mike to crew on
a friend 's sailboat this Saturday. "Dammit," Mike says, and goes
into the kitchen and mixes up a batch of grapefruit juice.
You and your brother sic outside in the beach chairs, under
a sliver moon, and drink some more. He's pulled the phone out
there and punches in Amber's number every once in a while.
The booze has mellowed you out and you find yourself
talking to Mike about your plan to try ro get pregnant, to take
an extended leave from your job at the university medical clinic
and start a family.
When he questions you, you say, "Yeah, yeah we do want
to."

Mike sees kids as the padlock on the chain . "Capitalism has
you then," he says.
You make a stumbl ing argument to support your decision,
trying hard to express these new feelings about intimacy and
faith and belief in the future.
Mike won't engage, accuses you of buying into the party
line, then cries Amber again and you say, "No thanks," when
he pushes himself up out of the chair and goes in to fix himself
another drink. You reach for che phone and then realize it is
almost midnight in Nebraska, that he has probably been asleep
for an hour, maybe rwo.
With your head straight back you can make out Orion in
14
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the southern sky. You hear Mike, ice rattling against glass. He
slips a fresh drink into your hand as he sits back down next to
you, and you're glad to have the burn of alcohol at the back of
your throat again.
"Check this out," Mike says.
You look over and see a gun in your brother's hand- huge
and black.
You say, "What the hell? "
".44 Magnum," he says. "I just got it the other day."
He has always had guns, but this? You say, "It's a fucking
cannon."

He drops it in your lap and you jump.
He says, "Go on, pick it up."
You feel like you are ten years old again, and Mike is bullying
you, calling you a sissy-girl without saying the words. You aren't
afraid of the gun and so you reach down into your lap and wrap
your fingers around the butt. Heavy and well balanced, it sits in
your hand like it belongs there. This surprises you.
"Ruger Blackhawk," your brother says. "It'd blow someone's
head right off their shoulders."
"Great," you say.
He says, "Go on. Shoot it off."
You aim out into the night and say, "Bang."
He says, 'Tm serious."
And you say, "Are you nuts? We're in the ciry limits here."
He says, "Fuck it," and grabs the gun. He takes aim, pointing
it at the ash tree.
As you yell, "No," a huge explosion fills up all the night
around you, and you see fire coming out the end of the barrel
and gun-powder smells sear the inside of your nose.
"You are crazy, Mike." You jump up. He doesn't move. He is
still in the beach chair, the revolver pointed out in front of him.
Your ears are ringing and you realize how drunk you really are.
You go to the tree, run your fingers over the trunk until you
find the place where the bullet entered. The hole is ragged, and
warm. There is no evidence of the bullet having come out the
15
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other side and so it must be inside, wedged somewhere in the
bruised pulp.
You hear Mike stand and then he says, "Come on." He has
his keys in one hand and the gun in the other.
Mike staggers down the path toward the car. You follow,
trying to talk Mike into coming back to the house, but he wants
to take you so mewhere where you can fire the gun off too. You
tell him you don't care about it, but he is determ ined. "We'll be
there in five minutes," he promises and you find yourself sitting
in the passenger seat as Mike, for the second time that day, backs
out of the driveway.
H e didn't lie. In five minutes your brother drives into the
park up at the top of Laurel Canyon, off of Mulholl and Drive.
You and Greg had a picnic here one afternoon last summer, five
acres, some of it in grass, most of it in native brush. You notice
an old Pontiac in the lot, but it is dark and isolated here. Mike
explains the vehicle away-"Probably abandoned." You see the
lights of the city way down below and now the idea of firing off
the gun doesn't seem impossible. You actually want to hold it
in your hand again.
You feel like an outlaw as you walk, side by side with your
brother, across the grass, past the jungle gym and the swing set
and our into the middle of the park. You can smell sage and
Orion has moved east. When Mike presses the gun into your
hands suddenly you don't need any more encouragement. You
hold it out in front of you and blast off one fi ery shot and you
are amazed at the kick, at the way the power travels back up your
arm and into your body. The very sense of this thrills you, and
even as it shames you, you let go with another explosion.
You whoop and say, "We'd better get out of here," and start
dancing back toward the car. Mike follows you. Like a movie
cowboy you pop one off into the air. The kick drills yo u back
into the ground.
fu you co me up the rise to the parking lot Mike grabs the
gun out of your hand. H e shoots it straight up into the air
too . At the same moment the light in that old Pontiac comes
16
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on, and you see a young man standing at the car, holding the
door open. A woman is beside him; she has a blanket wrapped
around her. They are frozen there, caught in the flash. In that
instant you know you have terrified the two of them, and you
feel terrible for it. Your brother starts to laugh, and shoots the
gun again. You yell to the couple, "We're just fooling around,"
and you take hold of Mike's sleeve and pull him toward his car.
Mike pushes you away and is about to pull the trigger again,
but you run back into him and somehow your legs get tangled
up with his and the two of you fall to the ground. The gun flies
out of his hand and skids across the asphalt.
Mike hollers, "What the fuck?"
"Let's just get out of here." But you feel Mike's shoes pressing
into your stomach, the toe digging into your solar plexus and
then you are gagging for air. Finally, when you sit up you see
Mike next to you, still on the ground too. The man from the
Pontiac stands nearby, one white tennis shoe on top of the
gun.
The woman calls out from the car, "Joseph?"
"We don't want to hurt anyone," you yell. To the man you
say, 'Tm sorry." You sound weak and senseless.
"Don't worry," he yells over his shoulder.
"Look," you say as you try to stand up, 'Tm Alice.... "
"Keep your butt on the ground."
"Okay. Okay, and this is my brother, Mike."
"Nice manners."

"Hey, man," says Mike, "we didn't mean to interrupt."
He yells, "Interrupt?" The woman comes up beside him.
You say, "Shut up, Mike."
The man says, "Go back to the car."
The woman says, "Come with me." She puts an arm around
the man's waist. "Come on." The man doesn't move. She is a

small woman with lots of dark hair around her face. She looks
at you, at Mike. "They're just a couple of dumb drunks."
It dawns on you that there are no more bullets in the gun,
that all six shots have been fired. You double check, thinking
17
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through the sequence again, and then you start to laugh at your
own fear.
"Nothing's funny here," the man says.
This time when you push yourself up, you don't stop when the
man yells. Instead you tell him to relax, that the gun is empty.
"Nor by my count," the man says. He moves fast, pushing
the woman behind him, bending and picking up the gun. He
doesn't handle the gun with any comfort.
Mike is on his knees. You help him up. "Let's go home."
But Mike digs into his pocket. He wants to keep going. "I've
got some more bullets here if you want."
''Are you nuts?" the woman says.
You say, "He is." You turn to Mike and see that he's holding
his hand our, palm up, with three shiny new bullets lined up in
it. He has never known when to stop.
"Take 'em," he says. "Go on , Joe, try the gun out. Pull
the trigger. It'll get her hot all over again." Your brother wolf
whistles, a high, piercing sound. "Believe me. I know." Now he
is really scaring the woman. He whistles again, and you look
at him and think of Amber (now she seems like some kind of
show he performed for you) and re-see over the grinning raw
face beside you, the pale way his skin went when he saw his
mother earlier.
"Leave the nice people alone," you say.
"Nobody's nice," Mike says. His voice goes cold. "Remember
that, little sister." He puts the bullets back into his pants pocket.
"Now, why don't you give me the gun."
The man takes a hold of the barrel and throws the gun as hard
as he can. You can see it, its darkness blacker than the night,
spinning like a boomerang, and then you can hear it as it crashes
into the dry brush down in the ravine beside the parking lot.
"Fuck you," the man says. He's scared. He grabs the woman
by the arm and the rwo of them run back to the Pontiac.
Your brother chases after them, taking only a couple of steps
and making frightening sounds. He laughs and looks at you
to join him; the sound is shrill and only makes you feel sad.
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Bur Mike is still laughing when the man revs the Pontiac as it
passes by.
Your brother goes to the trunk of the car, opens it and gets
a flashlight out of the tool kit. "Let's see if we can find that
goddamn gun," he says.
You don't move to help him. Instead you walk back into the
park, over to the jungle gym. You wrap you hands around the
cold pipe and pull yourself up and climb to the top. You stand
there, your knees braced against the last rung, and look our
into the night.
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James Pate
There's the piano downstairs
not a small one either
the size of a rotting Buick with water inside and fi sh in the
windows
and the old woman who stays there with it
as if she's its keeper its prisoner
while most everything else around them is in stacks of leaning
columns
newspapers scratched up by cat claws and boxes crammed
with armies of broken figurines illegible phorographs
is playing that piano as if she's never heard a so ng before
just one note and a long break and another
until the passing train behind our building
speeds by with its pulse of yellow windows
beating agai nst the evening air
and as the si lence after the train settles
across the streetl ights the snow-caked courtyards
another note and then
a long stretch of nothing
again
The piano is enormous
I've seen it in the downstairs windows as I go along search ing
for someplace cheap
where the waiters have a reclusive kind of despair
chiseled in their brows the cooks cough from the kitchen like
diseased dragons
where fish steams up from clay bowls
the breath of garl ic and salt
from the display of meat and bone
the other fis h codes of violet floating in the windows
in their coma of water
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the glass pane a slow blink between light and dark
I've seen that piano so many nights they thaw into one
and I've seen her in that mood she gets into around it
her on the bench in a parka even in the hothouse of July
striking one note
and then another
leading to no place
you'd ever want to think about yourself
where one tree stands and there are no birds around in the
wind
but you can't help but speculate
she's almost there
just one more note
and rhere

21
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The train smelled of the ghosts of hairy animals.
The windows were bright then dark then cold.
I curled across the seat and my thoughts marched
off to sleep on little wooden legs gnarled by frost.
My right hand turned off and my left hand stayed
on guard. I dreamt we were going down
and then up, but never across or back and forth.
The stations stood out from strips of smoke and mud,
the mountains curved their backs
along icy shores, the lakes were carpets
of moon . Underneath the local currency were bones
enough for another day. I walked along the street
with my hands in my fists , my head in my teeth.
No dog ever returns to lose what it began with.
2

From far away it didn't matter but around here it partially
did. I heard the last part
over breakfast. No one cared how it started. No one
heard the records in the room she
smoked in
in the hotel where the nights
stood in for furniture. There was the song of
the black mirror. The song of ankles
and shredded wigs. The song of war
and snow. The so ng of fingert ips and spilt bourbon . The song
of the floating wedding dress. The song of the thigh
on the TV screen. The song of the shoe
on the floor. The song of pissing in
the fire. The song of flies snapping
in the flame.
22
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We moved along with the shadow of the train.
You watched a moth, I waited by the window.
The idea of sleeping coo long is similar
co the idea of walking naked through a zoo
where the animals are bald and hungry.
Their eyes scare back in the old photographs.
Their voices are waiting like teeth in the grass.
When we arrive our suitcases will be empty. We'll
open chem co collect the rain. We'll bury chem
up ro their grins and shoot the zippers
from their smiles. It's late but never lace enough.
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Carrie Shipers

The town seemed smaller
after the water had gone.
Ac its worst, it stood ten feet deep
on Main, and the view
from river bridge to river bridge
was lovely, I wane to say:
water, houses, the top halves
of trees. W hat crash there was
went by so quickly in the current
it al most wasn't there.
But to watch the river retreat
was to see, again , junkyards filled
with tail-finned Fords,
house trailers sagging
at their centers, grain sacks
and beer cans lining the ditches,
the town's refuse on ly slightly
rearranged . We scrubbed for days
to remove che mud
and a smell I still can't nam e,
everything left to sour in che sun.
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THESE WOODS

Tara Mantel

Hibernation
In these woods, trees sway in the wind like tentacles . They
are new growth, they know how to begin from nothing. In time
their roots reach far down into the claylike layers of the earth,
unfurling stringlike roothairs that grope the raw dirt, hold on
tightly for life.
Nadja stands amid the highbrush cranberry growing at the
base of a young oak, its highest branch thrusting crookedly
into the dawn. The wee leaves below her feet are inches thick,
cushioning her step. In this season of transition, she feels her
shape shift: she is bulkier in her heavy cloches, and her sluggish
body craves breads and grains, the starch her cells will need
throughout the winter.
Sister Sky, Nadja's older half-sister, is here too. All the way
from the New Mexico side of the reservation. She is bulky all the
time. She pushes through these North Dakota windchills like
a snowplow clearing drifts. In the middle of a rock-weathering
January, her hands are warm and pulsing. She eats fresh root
vegetables as long as they are available, and red meat for breakfast.
Sometimes she fixes a batch of sopaipilla, but she eats it with raw
garlic, not honey. She says chat garlic is a charm. Nadja, who
knows chat the caseworker would not approve of charms, adds,
also an an ti oxidant.
Arrivals
How long had Nadja been in these woods? She and her
husband purchased the drafty yellow farmhouse something
like eight autumns ago, in 1979. They hadn't discussed having
25 26
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children, but when, on che way back from Chief Looking's
Village, Nadja found an abandoned baby girl in the Bismarck
bus station, they believed they had received a sign .
The baby was carried off by securiry personnel-Nadja
couldn't get the image out of her mind-and one night she
breached the name "Zola" into the bedroom air and wanted it
to be the baby's name. Bue when, a week after her training had
ended, Nadja called the department inquiring about the child,
she discovered chat the baby's heart, like chat of her husband,
was a pulsing flesh grenade quickly counting down ro zero. In
time, both failed.
The mourning chipped away at Nadja's bones, carved out in
the sticky marrow a deep nesting place. She had to remember
ro move her body forward, preferably into physical labor of
some kind, and so directed all her energy into unnecessary
home improvement projects, beginning with the interior of the
creaky farmhouse. She drove co the hardware srore for cans of
paint, rollers, angled nylon brushes, sandpaper, spackle. After
a breakfast of banana and oatmeal, she would sand and wipe
the walls, carefully paint the trim, roll on slabs of color-teal,
magenta, gold. While the walls dried she went outside co weed or
mulch or prune the rose bushes chat hung over the scone wall.
But even th e freshly painted walls held the energy of grief;
they spoke in the night of their emptiness, and when Nadja
pushed against chem, she decided co believe in ghosts.
One day the department called Nadja with a possible
placement: a young girl waiting, it seemed, especially for her. This
stringy-haired girl with pose-traumatic stress disorder arrived as
plan ned, but Nadja barely had time co get co know her when
another arrival came knocking. Nadja had not seen Sky in nine
years. Her hai r was still long and straight and raven-colored,
her bangs still choppy-she must still use the kitchen knife to
cut chem, Nadja thought- her expression like an ink blob, her
knocry fingers proof of her adolescent training as a potter. "Father
said you did not so und so good on the phone," Sky said, and
then pushed past Nadja co the stove to set a pot to boil.
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Sky found a job at the grocery store in the older part of town,
but her blood was that of a healer. The night she arrived at the
farmhouse, she sat in front of the fire, her face glowing like
melted amber. She closed her eyes and said, I remove myself
from my flesh boundary and travel with the animal guardians
to the otherworld. I fight among the supernatural in order to
see into past and future.
When Sky opened her eyes, Nadja said, "You still practice."
"I have no choice in the matter," Sky said.
In time Nadja would see that those who believed in Sky
came from miles, in rusted trucks with no windshield wipers or
hubcaps. They came from as far away as the desert because they
knew she'd give them what they needed, that she could sense
their energies and their magnetic pulls and resistances, and give
them advice they could use.
Nadja had grown up with pharmaceuticals and indoor
plumbing and a different mother. She was not going to argue
with Sky. She remembered how Sky healed the dying and
convulsing snalrebite boy, on that windless summer day in 1971,
and held her tongue.
Inquiries
In these woods, saplings spring up strong and fast. They reach
upward and downward, opposites stretching. Nadja breathes
deeply in her garden. She can hear Sky banging around in the
kitchen, setting out tea and fruit and oatmeal flavored with
cinnamon and cream. In a few minutes Sky will emerge in her
embroidered denim skirt and the quilt coat with the fuzzy trim
along the edges, go to the end of the wraparound porch, the side
facing east, and pay homage to the morning light, to hayiilka.
She will stand so still she could be a stamen reaching out from
a sweet-liquid desert bloom.
Nadja bends to gather chamomile, thyme, rosemary. The light
in this northern backcountry is lilac-colored. Lilac comes before
pink, pink before yellow. The herbs, which Nadja puts in her
basket, will dry over the fireplace and then be put into clay jars.
27 28
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Nadja needs many plants, because she cooks for the millions.
That is how she says it. At the moment she might need to cook
only for two, but she will cook for anyone, for strangers and
the estranged, for Sky's goddesses and visitors, for the delirious
and the rabid.
Nadja's children, they come from all over. The women in the
support group, which Nadja attends every other week, nod when
she says that these kids are raindrops, they are pollen. They smile
when she says she calls her latest girl Honey-Wheat because all
she ate for two days was clover honey on slices of toasted wheat
bread. Honey-Wheat's birth name is Julia, but Nadja likes to let
the child believe that her new name is a special gift.
When Nadja goes inside, Sky is at the cutting board, silent,
preparing th e ingredients for chili , and Honey-Wheat is
squirming up into her chair, which is pulled too close to the
table. She is six years old and on four medications, which Sky
glares ar when Nadja sets them, in a multicolored pile, in front
of the girl, so she can swallow them with some water crackers
and juice.
Honey-Wheat is asking about where babies come from, and
Nadja jumps in to say, motioning skyward, my little girl, babies
come from above-that is why the clouds have many colors
in them. She gets this out quickly because the truth will open
the floodgate and then there will be questions she can never
answer.

The Boy
About a year later, these woods do an amazing thing. It is a
glazed, humid week, tornado warnings in all the counties. The
sky is yellow-gray and the air so still yout ears echo.
On the edge of the tree line appears a boy of about five. He is
wild looking, with deep-set eyes, and he crouches in the brush.
Nadja is putting down a fresh layer of mulch in the garden, and
turns for the wheelbarrow when she spots him. She watches for
movement, but he is as still as a boulder.
The boy is curious, not afraid. She goes inside and returns to
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the garden with sunflower seeds and peaches.
"I wonder," Nadja says to the boy, "if you've ever tried a
peach." She bites into it and lets the juice run down her chin.
She holds the fruit out to him. ''And I'll bet you don't know
what sunflower seeds taste like."
The boy doesn't answer.
"Tienes hambre?" she says, but there is no sign of
comprehension.
She thinks of calling the police but waits. The boy will come
for food eventually.
The next day the boy is there again, but now he wanders to
the porch and sits quietly with Nadja, and on the third day he
comes inside. Nadja can't cake her eyes off him. He looks as
though he had sprung, fully formed, from the dank mud on the
bank of a stream or from the depths of totting compost.
Nadja talks to him about anything: her day, her garden, people
who mean nothing to him or even to her. She tells him about
Sky, how he will meet her soon. She puts out a plate of waffies
and watches him closely. There are things- normal, everyday
things-that the boy clearly has never seen. The waffie maker,
for instance, might to him have been an alien spaceship. Is he
interested in spaceships? She lets the silence gcow.
She talks to him about a bath: has he had one lately? Maybe
he would like one. Maybe he would like to be clean, wear soft
pajamas.
She leaves him with his half-eaten waffie to run a bath, and
when the waffie is gone the boy lets her rub him down with a
cloth. He has cuts-old and nearly healed-and several bruises
that are yellow in the middle. She checks for malnutrition and
lice, then dries him and wraps him in a towel. When she runs a
comb through his hair he looks down and picks at the chipped
spot on the sink.
"You are a sweet fruit," Nadja says, "and you are discovered."
Beside the Water
Sky has firm ideas about what children need; she takes one
29
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look at the boy and bangs her fist on the table and says, we must
cleanse him .
Nadja had seen Sky's cleansing ritual several times and
concluded that, at lease, there's no harm in it. She cells HoneyWheat and the boy that they are going down ro the pond, and
they will lie on a warm slab of rock, and they will listen ro the
beautiful songs of the meadowlark. She turns co the boy and says,
Aunt Sky will clean your clothes and give you a special necklace
to wear. She tells Honey-Wheat, come, show him yours, and
Honey-Wheat pulls out from the top of her muddy pink t-shirt
a silver chain with a turquoise medallion hanging from it.
Nadja says they will all go down and see what the frogs are up
to. She says, what do you think they do down there all day?
When they get to the rock, Sky hands the boy a rowel. "Go
behind that tree and take off your clothes. Wrap up in this."
Honey-Wheat is excited about this ritual because she is
allowed ro be naked. She smiles, showing teeth stained with
cherry Kool-Aid. She yanks at the sleeves of her c-shirt until her
arms are free , and then pulls the shirt partly over her head. She
lets it hang down past her neck like a nun's habit.
The boy comes back with the rowel around his shoulders. Sky
says to the boy, "Lie on that rock, on your back." Nadja steps
down the muddy slope and onto the rock, to demonstrate. She
smells the stale heat of baked earth. "Sky, don't fo rce him," Nadja
says, bur Sky is already gatheri ng the boy's clothes.
The boy sits beside Nadja. Honey-Wheat joins them and sits,
hugging her knees. She scratches a pebble into the rock, brushes
at the chalky outline.
Nadja says ro the boy, "Do you know this place?" The boy
looks at her. "It is a nice pond, don't you think?"
Sky does not like the chatting. "Lie back," she says, and at
the pond's edge begins beating the boy's clothes with a baseball
bat. "See," Nadja whispers, "she is getting out all the dirt and
dust." The boy looks from Sky to Nadja, blinking.
Sky begins her chant, a low monotone from the gut, and
the dust disappears over the water. Soon a giant cumulus cloud
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opens enough for a wash of sun to spread over them. The rock
heats again quickly, makes their legs prickle with goosebumps.
"See?" Nadja says to the boy. "You pulled the sun's rays right
out of the sky."
"Sunny sky," Honey-Wheat says to her knees, giggling.
Naming
Nadja calls the department and in fact one caseworker there
knows of this boy. This one is called Cody, and he runs away,
the woman says, he's been placed all over the area. She says that
Nadja should hold tight. Someone will come by, she says, to
take a history, but the days pass and no one shows up. Calls are
not returned.
Nadja searches deep for explanations but there is nothing for
a situation like this. She consults her training manual and talks
with the support group, but there is nothing regarding a child
who is spit out by a woods and does not speak. That the boy
doesn't speak does not, on its own, concern Nadja. These kids,
they have already tumbled down from strange mountains; they
do not necessarily believe in the benefits of speech.
The boy receives his special name a week later: he helps Nadja
with the yard cleanup, uprooting with his bare hands stunted
bulbs and weeds with stems as thick as Nadja's thumb. And so
he becomes Claw.
In the spring Claw digs additional rows for the garden and
clears the area around the shed, which Sky wants to turn into a
hut for her rituals. He pulls wormwood and foxtail for hours,
even thistle, forms six piles circling the shed. Nadja goes to him
with lemonade and apples and peanut butter bread. He eats while
squatting beside a mass of bent white rudbeckia, the ground dug
away and the roots half-exposed.
Honey-Wheat wanders over next to Claw. Her dandelion
crown sits crooked on her head and her face is smeared with
mud and the orange frost of lily stamens. Her ponytail hangs
limp at the base of her neck.
Claw counts out half his apple slices and places them, one at
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a time, in Honey-Wheat's hand. She bites into one and smacks
noisily.
C hewing, and imperceptibly, surviving.
Deliverables
Nadja wants C law co see life in the town, kids playing on the
sidewalk, merchandise bought and sold, pigeons and hot tar.
We will rake a trip to town, she says, co the sco re co get some
yummy things. C law looks at the floor, chewing on the nail of
his index finger.
In the front seat of the truck, Honey-Wheat yammers on
about where to get the best oranges; how Mr. Guslander, the
score owner, sometimes gives you a lollipop and you don't have
co pay for it; that there's a church with ladies sitting in front ofit
and sometimes the high bell is ringing but sometimes it isn't.
Up ahead is the racket they've heard for a mile: large machines,
and then dust rising from the site of a future strip mall. The metal
contraptions emerge from the cloud, folding and unfolding their
grasshopper-like appendages, and Claw is pasted co the window.
H e turns to Nadja, his eyes ask seven questions. Nadja says they
are making a very big building and so the workers have co gee
up in machines with high seats and lots of controls. Claw looks
out. His fingers pick at the peel of an orange and fin ally gee a
grip, pulling it away. Tiny oil droplets spray into the air.
Nadja has never seen a child so silent. Bu e she will lose him
if she coaxes, if her mind is full of ideas of things she feels he
muse do. She will lay a finger on him lightly, give him a sentence
or rwo, and wait.
When she pulls into the score parking lot, she says, "I will be
just a few minutes." Honey-Wheat has questions about what,
exactly, is going co be purchased, and climbs over C law and
out of the truck. She goes co shut the door but scops. C law is
moving co gee out, and then he does, dropping himself onto the
pavement. Even Honey-Wheat is frozen with surprise. Nadja
winks at her, motions "shhh."
They go into the score and roam the aisles. Honey-Wheat
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tosses boxes of cookies into the cart, and Nadja stops to remove
them. Claw looks up and down the stacked shelves, but the fruit
section stops him in his tracks. He wants a lime, so Nadja bags
one and gives it to him to carry.
At the counter Mr. Guslander says, "Is this another one
of yours," and Nadja says, "Yes, this is Claw." But Guslander
hears "Claude" and says, "Well, Claude, how about a lollipop?"
Honey-Wheat grins and jumps around. Guslander places two
lollipops on the counter and Claw inspects both before curling
his fingers around the red one.
On the way home they have to stop. A train is working its
way along the freight line. Nadja stops at the flashing lights. The
train rumbles ahead and blows its horn. Honey-Wheat squeals
with delight.
The boxcars pass, shades of red and rust and gray flash by.
She looks at the children, watches their eyes follow the cars, then
flick back to their original position, only to follow again, as if
quickly reading lines of text.
Nadja's eyes burn. One boxcar is open and empty; she thinks
she sees a drunk man slouched in there, or a child in the corner
covered with a burlap sack, breathing the dust of husks and
wood chips. When the caboose passes, Nadja looks left at the
snaky line of cars disappearing. The sun hits a piece of broken
glass lying on the track, and as she pulls forward, it beams out
a pupil-piercing glare.
Claw stacks his lime peels against the seat's back, one on top
of the other, but Honey-Wheat bounces up and down on the
seat and they fall over. He bites into the lime and makes a face.
Irritated, he eyes the fruit, giving it a silent interrogation.
Ritual, with Jell-O
No sooner is the shed transformed into a healing hut when
a pregnant woman rings the doorbell. She is tired and pale and
says to Nadja, yeah, looking for the healer.
Sky takes the woman along the path leading to the shed, its
roof covered with early fall leaves the color of candied apples and
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cantaloupe. Nadja fi xes an echinacea tea flavored with ginger
and brings it our.
H ealers need a lot of space, so the hue is sparsely decorated.
There is a twin mattress covered with a quilt, which sics on a
raised platform, and bunches of dried lavender hanging from
nails.
Nadja enters with the tray of tea and sets it on a low cable
beside the platform. Sky has already lit the sage. The woman
cakes a cup and drinks. The three of chem drink, sil en tly. Then
Sky claps her hands together. She says, good, we begin now. To
che woman she says, clean up your hair, it is tangled. Sky hands
her a comb, says gee our all the knots.
The woman cakes down her hair and combs it, then lies back.
Sky spreads the woman's hair out on the pillow. Nadja crosses to
the wi ndow, where she can see Claw and Honey-Wheat playing.
Behind her, Sky rummages ch rough boxes of beads.
"You are three month s?" Sky says.
"Yes," che woman says. "I have had one ch ild but chis one
already feels so different."
The stranger's truck is empty; che woman must have come
alone. Sky rolls up her sleeves. She approaches the woman. Nadja
watches Sky move her hands-they tremble at times, slow down,
jerk back, move in closer-over the woman's body. They stop
above the woman's womb. Sky says, "Is rhe father of chis child
a good-for-nothing weasel?"
The woman hesitates. Sky says, "Do not lie to me."
"Some would say char he is," the woman says.
"He is angry with chis baby and his bad energy wi ll hurt it.
You muse go live som ewhere else until it is born."
Sky again passes her hands over che woman , moving chem in
small circles. She chants softly, then strings blue and green beads
onto a chin cord, which she fastens around the woman's wrist.
She goes co che miniature refrigerator and returns with a bowl
of red shimmering globs. She secs it at the woman's feet.
"Jell-0," Sky says .
The woman's forehead wrinkles. Nadja leans in. "le symbolizes
34
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your placenta."
"Oh." The woman smiles faintly.
Sky says, "What you get here is a little bit of shimdasani,
a little bit of Western nurse, and a little bit of me. You get all
flavors ofJell-O, see?"
Sky passes her hands over the woman yet again. This time
she leans into the woman here and there, pushing into her aura.
Sky moves toward the woman's calves and, fifteen minutes later,
stands at the woman's feet. She stretches her arms outward, her
head up, breathing a release into the air. Sky opens her eyes. "It
is done.',

The woman gets up and writes a check. She is sobbing. Nadja
says, "Do not worry. Your baby will be fine. Keep yourself calm."
Nadja gives her Valerian root and skullcap and chamomile, and
says, do you know how to make a tea for when you cannot sleep,
and the woman nods.
Nadja watches her walk to her truck and drive off. Nadja
turns and says, "You could have been more sensitive."

Sky begins sweeping. "I am sensitive in the way I am getting
paid for. They do not come to me to hear kind words."
"What if this woman cannot leave her home?''
"Then she risks loss. She will have to use all of her resources."
Sky opens the shed door and sweeps out a pile of debris.
Nadja stares out the window. Outside, Claw builds up the
dirt, bulldozes it with both hands, then pats it down with hard
slaps.
These children are like pieces of frayed rope; they come with
barely a beginning, with no story to anchor them. They might
even be figments of her imagination.
Dreams
Nadja stirs from sleep with a vision of Claw running. In a
few seconds the vision is gone and Nadja feels consciousness set
in, feels the morning light against her closed eyelids.
But when she passes Claw's room she notices that he is not in
bed. He is not in the bathroom. And when she goes downstairs
35
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she sees chat the front door is unlatched .
Her heart races as she opens the door. In her nea r panic her
eyes Ay to the light blue smear passing behind the spindly trees.
She makes her way to the woods, where she finds C law in the
brush, crawling around on top of a large mound of dirt. It is as
high as Nadja's thigh and is oblong, coffin-shaped. How long
has he been digging around in chis dire? And he is not so much
piling and patting the dire as he is sculpting: the mound has an
entrance, and the back ofit is wedged against th e base of a tree.
It is big enough to hold a small boy, and as she thinks this, she
sees Claw disappear inside of it.
Philosophy
One Saturday night Sister Sky tells a story: there is a man who
decides chat schedules and clocks and calendars are overrated.
The man wanders around the world, through che ancient cities
ofl srael and India, through fields with rounded stones marking
out the vague, overgrown circles of ritual. Commerce has broken
him and he needs to find something to make him whole. He
is obsessive in his search. He checks along the sides of bluffs,
wades ch rough streams, and hunches over earthen pits, studying
soggy wood. H e is convinced that he will find an answer. H e is
so certain chat he abandons even his books, relinquishes every
single one of his material objects. H e walks for days in a ci rcle
nearly three mil es in diameter, looking, inspecting, searching.
The man dies of starvation.
Nadja says, "What is chat story?" They are all in the kitchen ,
where she and Honey-Wheat play Uno. It is H oney-Wheat's
turn to deal but the cards gee away from her and fall, coating
the old linoleum . She goes to collect chem, but Nadja says, never
mind, it's time for bed.
Sky turns to Nadja. "You must not have been listening."
Honey-Wheat cakes Claw's hand and pulls him toward the
stairs.
"Did Dad tell chat story?" Nadja says.
"You do not chink these stories are important."
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"That's not true."
"These kids are weighed down with bad energy," Sky says.
"Their pores are clogged with lead and they have mercury in
their blood."
Nadja does not disdain rhe ancient ways. Despite her
secular upbringing, she feels that karma or kismet or nirvana or
reincarnation are all compelling ways of framing relarionships
with forces we cannot see. But there are daily battles to be fought
here on the ground; here, there is a rising sun ro contend with,
there are disorders ro manage and administrators and officials
to deflect.
Nadja says, "The children just need a stable environment."
"And that's what they're getting."
Nadja picks up roys, throws them into a large wooden bin.
Sky says, "You are still ignorant, then."
"Ir's just that I think the story is roo abstract. They are not
ready."
"The srory will stay with them. Your problem is that you want
to understand everything right away."
Nadja glares at Sky. "You have seen the scars on HoneyWheat's back. But your answer to all this is philosophy."
"Nadja, your roots, they are smooth and shallow."
Pronouncements
There are times, for instance when all of rhem are sitting down
for dinner, eating silently because of some punishment doled out
to the children, knives and forks clinking on emptying plates,
when Nadja feels something important disappear: the sheer white
curtains billow in an updraft, and she imagines that her purpose
has blown under them and out and away. She thinks, who are
these children? What are these woods and this house and this
roaming half-sister? Where is the origin of the ivory sheen that
spreads over this land at midnight?
The other foster mothers, they have strange memories that
creep up on them in the middle of a session- memories of failed
parents, betrayal, sometimes neglect. The stories differ only in the
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tiniest details. Nadja herself recalls a depressed father, a critical
mother. Perhaps Sky is right about how stories come back to you
and deliver messages. Nadja remembers one story in particular, a
tale involving a melon that houses a protective spirit, and when
the melon is split open the spirit is released.
Sometimes she gtopes around fo r this melon spirit. What is it
and how does it work? Will it protect her from the sand slipping
beneath her feet and will it keep the wind from whisking up
her sunwashed little beauties and carrying them off? Will it tell
her that out of grief comes love even though you will feel as if
you are drowning?
Nadja knows that the social worker does not think highly
of her. She has spoken up about being left out of discussions
concerning the children's futures. She has grown frustrated
talking with other mothers, hearing about children being thrust
back into a dangerous life for the sake of the nuclear fam ily. She
is tired of calling for late checks.
O n these days and on the days when the social worker drops
in unexpectedly to snoop around and form ulate opinions, Nadja
feels she has sold her body.
One night she announces a new rule. Everyone must knock
before entering rooms. No barging in. Wherever you go, she says,
if there is a closed door and you want to enter, you must knock
first. We enter lives with no warning, she says, swing right on
in and out of each other's spaces; knocking on a door is a sign
of human icy. A sign of respect.
Sky and the ch ildren watch her. Honey-Wheat's brow is
crinkled, Claw looks at Sky, Sky looks at Nadja and says, now
look who is talking about spaces.
It is fal l, again, in these woods, the short days descend upon
them all. Nadja takes C law for his first day of school, but he
cannot manage it. In rhe classroom he is as tight as a metal clamp
until Nadja touches his arm. Afrer a week he can finally make
it through a couple of hours, even do the projects with tissue
paper and pipe cleaners.
But he is smitten with cave life, and when he comes home he
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goes outside and invariably withdraws into his small dirt house
pushed up against the base of the tree.
A Message
Honey-Wheat's papers are not coming through. The good
news is that her mother successfully completed rehab, and this
is enough ro convince the department to reintroduce the girl
into her family. Nadja gets the call well after lunch.
Nadja goes out to the field, where Honey-Wheat sits playing.
Honey-Wheat looks up at her and into the low sun. She leans an
elbow on her knee, squints her eyes, and says, "Howdy there,"
pushing the lid of her baseball cap back with her thumb.
Nadja's thighs give out but she steadies herself. "Howdy,
pardner," Nadja says, sitting down with the girl in the dirt. The
corners of Nadja's eyes tighten. "I reckon I got some news for
ya."
Shapes

If the stories Nadja hears at the support group could swirl
together and touch down from above, they would do so in the
form oflightning, a rare kind, one that strikes in the same place
over and over again.
Nadja and the other women watch for signs and clues, and
as the months go by they note the tiny steps forward: tantrums
of twelve minutes, not fourteen; a child no longer afraid of the
bed or of night. Kids are young and elastic, they stretch and
bounce back, relearn and unlearn, come and go. They go back
to a grandmother's house, a mother's house, they go to group
homes or to the apartment of a jobless sister who drinks too
much, they walk into hailstorms of promises and fresh starts, to
places that cannot support their weight, to ideologues and Jesus
freaks, to those who want them for dangerous reasons. They
visit prisons, are on speaking terms with adult dementia. They
leave town on a midnight bus to New York City. They leave life
altogether with a razor blade's slit.
The first snow of the season sifts down in granules and in the
39
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noonday sun melts into Rorschach patterns: butterfly wings,
profiles of grotesque human faces, crescent moons. The day
Honey-Wheat is taken away in a navy blue sedan , Nadja srops
cooking and, at night, waits vainly for sleep.
In these woods the mourning is constant and changing;
it aches deeply inro limbs. It is a monsoon that flows in to
every organ and washes away longings, addictions, wishes,
intentions.

Sky simmers a chicken, soaks the bones and skin for stock.
More marrow, more flooding.
Nadja tells Sky of her latest dream: there are bloody tracks in
the snow and she is a girl, she is young, she knows that the tracks
will lead her to something awful but then sees the fawn, spotted
and still in the center of a field, she is close to it, she can see its
breath in the chilly air, and knows that this fawn is not the one
chat left the tracks and that no matter what, she must find the
other fawn , the dead fawn, the bloody carcass.
Sky says the dream's message is simple. "You have encountered
fear but you have determination. You gain strength, even now."
She says, eat the soup.
But Nadja cannot bring the spoon to her mouth.
Do not worry, sister, Sky says. I will dance for you, for your
health, for all the miracles waiting just under our feet.
Meditation
Nadja lies on her back in her garden and looks at the tops of
the trees through her fingers, which she has extended in front
of her face. The sunlight eases around them , turning them
a transl ucent orange. It is November, and winter is already
chainsawing through the atmosphere. She has her snowsuit on
because she wants to lie comfortably, let the downy thermal
layer absorb her heat and distribute it. As the sun reddens her
cheeks she sinks deep into her body, feels her chest rise and fall
with the gusts swooping in from the north.
The bare branches of the tops of the highest trees sway into
her line of vision; a few giant dead leaves of the maples refuse
40
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co let go of the mother stem.
She cannot compare her idea of kinship co an oak, maple,
or pine tree, nor co a protective forest canopy. It is, rather, like
the young underbrush that starts from square-foot one, getting
by on what it is offered.
A child can be Rung ruthlessly back co a starting point co
begin again, Sisyphus-like; but if that child is healthy and fed,
then there is a foundation. Nadja has co believe that it is thicker
than it seems.
Lost
Claw does not play well with others. The children instinctively
avoid him. He has developed a problem with balance; he leans
co the left, or when kneeling, for example, he fal ls over. The
speech therapist mentions encephalitis but the caseworker
finds nothing in the file. The caseworker says she's seen this
happen after a child's head is hit particularly hard, but there is
no documentation here, either.
In the special classes, Claw acts out by not participating.
Nadja thinks that this is his way of protesting and goes co the
teachers to talk. She is embarrassed when she cannot answer
questions about his earlier years. One teacher is visibly burned
out, stretched coo thin, and cannot stop complain ing about the
lack of resources. She breathes exhaustion into Nadja's face when
asked what else can be done.
Cabin Fever
It's the middle of winter now, the wind so frigid it welds your
nostrils shut, waters your eyes, scrapes the pores off your face,
blows dark depressions into your brain.
Sky adds two bags of sand co the truck bed, then rides off
co Fargo co visit friends. To combat cabin fever Nadja gets an
additional stack of books from the Salvation Army, a clay set,
a book of instructions for fun indoor projects. Claw drifts co
the clay. Nadja shows him how co Hatten it on the newspaper
cartoons co get the image co stick. She does this between trips
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to the attic, where she is storing boxes of Honey-Wheat's things.
Honey-Wheat rook little with her when she left; the mother did
not want to be reminded of her daughter's days with Nadja.
Honey-Wheat has five boxes, which Nadja adds to the one box
for Zola, bunks them together in this slant-roofed attic, this
hollow place, this unlikely heaven.
Periphery
C law's demons begin visiting him in the depths of February.
At rwo in the morning Nadja is awakened by a shriek. She
springs to her feet and runs to Claw's room, flicks the light on,
sees the child running back and forth. Claw, honey, she says,
Claw, what's wrong? He slows for a moment but there is primal
fear behind his eyes.
Sky now stands in the doorway. The hallway light has been
rurned on. Claw goes to his coy chest, breathing heavily; he glares
at it and then scrambles to the closet to hide from it.
Nadja knows he cannot respond to her, that so mething has
taken him away. Is he sleepwalking? she asks Sky.
Night terrors, I think, says Sky. The snakebite boy used to
have those, don't you remember? He'll come out of it.
And he does. In five minutes he crawls out of the closet and
registers Nadja, the bright room , his surprising position in it.
Claw, Nadja says, you were having a bad dream. The shriek
is still in her ears, though, and her heart still beats adrenaline
into her cold hands. Claw collapses to the Aoor, stunned. Nadja
goes to pick him up, set him on the bed . She says, try to be still.
Take deep breaths. I'll wait with you.
Three weeks go by and still the terrors visit. Nadja fastens
a gate across the top of the stairs in case she doesn't wake in
rime.

She consults the group and learns that the terrors will not hurt
Claw, but their origin concerns her. The loss of Honey-Wheat
might be responsible for them, but she cannot know for sure.
One night, after a quiet streak, Nadja wakes. It is about time
for Claw to scream but he doesn't. She goes downstairs for tea,
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being careful to secure the gate behind her. When the water
begins to rumble inside the kettle, she crosses in front of the
window. She stops. At the edge of the woods is a fawn, already
sensing Nadja's presence through the glass. It slips away. There
are no leaves on the trees to hide it, but the infinite layers of
trunks swallow the animal's sleek body.
The kettle's whistle jostles Nadja into motion. Tomorrow she
will ask Sky to read Claw's energy. Yes, that might yield some
infonnation.

But why her eyes shift to the secured latch on the back door,
she doesn't know.
Poof
Was there really any doubt that early one morning Nadja
would find that the door was not latched? That she would go to
the dirt mound and not find a boy anywhere in it, not find a hint
of his presence? See for miles nothing but steam rising from the
wet fields bordering these woods, nothing but evaporation?
Transformation
The police search yields nothing. Sky explains terrors to the
young officer, says the boy couldn't have gotten far. They will
keep looking, the officer says, but when Sky comes in she says,
Claw's run away. I think he's run away yet again, because terrors
don't work like this.
Nadja watches Sky pace, then pause, then leave for the
shed.
Nadja's layers have been peeled away. She is nauseated in
separate, aching waves.
Later, Sky calls the agency and in time someone comes to close
the case. The boy's got to go back to somewhere, the caseworker
says. He rurned up for you, and he'll turn up for somebody else.
Nadja wants to punch the caseworker in the face but below
the sting of the comment are visions of her own girlhood, of a
scrubby plot ofland in the Southwest, of an eternity of orange
ground, of resilience. The trick of the desert is its ability to turn
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scarcity into abundance: inside the cactus is a small river, infinite
and replenishing, as neverending as shadow.
In time, C law's dirt mound flattens with the weather. Nadja
watches new flora push through it, like a patch of rough skin
sprouting hair.
In these woods is a past and future boy, an everyboy, rained
on and tackled and pulled down into the mass of roots and rot,
smiling, content, as he is coated with the cool, wet earth.
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IV

F. Daniel Rzicznek

The forest is white with the month,
blank as an acre of rain.
The brief tale in which the mind
sews a pasture out of timber,
fescue writhing day on day higher,
the cattle meant for meat released
to fill their bellies with sky and earth.
The mind in the mean time invents
a blade to be swung, a hook to sink.
The fescue rises taller and lower
depending on the year, the cattle
milling in shade or resting under clouds,
the mind killing them now and then
until the day a train flows past.
Saplings uproot the pasture, limbs
growing dense as the decades roll
where cattle and fescue thrived.
The forest is white with the month,
blank as an acre of rain.
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Even still, buried man, all of it really happened, what in some
quarters passes as life, the routine jabberwocky of machines and
men, beats beating blithely in the background, the man, the
part of a man, landing in the backyard, landing in the river, a
park across the street, teeming on sundays, love reduced to its
outings, to singing that soon becomes shouting, and singular
nouns in the gutter, tiny, washed-out, wounded nouns, with
egos that shrink and squish beneath the rain, then cymbals
crashing, smacking bells to rouse the eunuchs from their stupors,
the resurrection forest, dewy green with stone announcements,
bursting forth with silent pride, unfolding like the butterfly,
unlikely yet happening, despite all disbelief,
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Simon Perchik

Agreed! The firm handshake
wipes it dry the way one reef
irons things out with another
circles down as your shadow
already seawater, homesick
and the exact spot it remembers
- that's the deal, you
become rain while this stone
is run backwards, girlish again
touching everything and the dirt
comes loose, floating past
not yet sunlight and side by side.
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BITING MY ARMS O FF

Amanda Nazario

I have never seen Omaha before, and I'm fascinated: it's a
real metropolis. There are small skyscrapers, as in a smaller,
younger N ew York- the New York of a black-and-whi te movie,
maybe. I know that when you send away fo r something in the
mail, it usually comes from this city-when, as a child, I sent
a coupon for a pack of Lucite ice cubes with Aies in them (for
example) , this is where my coupon went. I don't know anyrhing
else abou t O maha. As Anton drives us into the heart of town, I
wonder if each of the little skyscrapers houses crates fill ed with
millions upo n millions of plastic novelties. I also wonder how
Joe M orrison grew up here and still turned out to be himself.
Joe Mor riso n has told me he would never return to the
Midwest to live. H e's had enough of the dusty gold of corn
and wh eat that is everywhere here; he's tired of the way the
colors of every fi eld, building, or person are sun-bleached and
muted. Montana is more his speed, he says. I agree- Joe is too
extraordinary fo r this. Anton and I could probably live here,
though. We are ordinary enough.
The drive from Sioux City has taken longer than I expectedtwo hours is a long time for someone like me to be in a car that
isn't part of a subway-so I'm relieved to enter the diner where
Joe has told us to meet him. When we see rhat he isn't rhere, we
sit down anyway and Anton orders us a rhubarb pie milkshake,
which is a milkshake made with a slice of rhubarb pie thrown
into the blender. The waitress gives us two straws.
"H ow long do you think we should give hi m, hon?" Anton
asks me.
"We have to give him a long time," I say. "He's always late."
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We drink the milkshake in silence.
I stab the last crumb of soggy crust with my straw, splitting it
in half so we can each suck up a piece and finish the milkshake
together. The waitress takes the empty milkshake glass away
and refills our water glasses, then brings us coffee in rwo thick,
pink-rimmed ceramic cups. (Are coffee cups the only things that
stay the same no matter where in the United States you go? I think
but don't say.) I snap the edge of the cream container and peel
the foil halfway back, then pour a single cream drop into the
coffee, then add a few granules from my sugar packet, then stir
it. I repeat this process until the cream and sugar are gone.
"When you were friends in the city," Anton asks, meaning
New York, "didn't you get pissed at Joe for making you wait so
much?" He gathers his black eyebrows up in a frown.
"We still are friends," I say. "And no, I found ways to keep
busy. Sometimes I tried to chew my arm off, but he would always
show up while it was still attached."
Joe and I used to live in Brooklyn, on the edge of Fort Greene
right before it becomes Bed-Sruy. That is where the realrors
cold us it was, at least-possibly because they were trying to
dissuade us from living there. The apartment was the third floor
of a not-renovated brownstone, with no central heating ("Who
needs central heating?" Joe scoffed. "] own rwo space heaters
for a reason!") and a broken window in the kitchen that, for
the duration of our rwo years as roommates, we never repaired.
In the living room were rwo orange-brown couches that had
come from the basement of Joe's parents' home-stout couches
upholstered with chat abrasive plaid fabric that leaves a print on
your leg. All the ocher furniture was mine: black or silver, shiny,
smooth. Knowing those orange couches were from Nebraska
made me confident chat every assumption I had made about
Nebraska in my life was correct.
Anton, the Iowan, did nothing ro change my mind, which
may have been part of why I fell in love with him. When I
brought him over, Anton would try to needle Joe by saying,
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"Cornhuskers can't read!" and "Nebraska is a great place to visit,
if you're a horse trainer! Or a trucker!"
Joe would tell him, "You're absolutely right. Everything you're
saying is true."

I picrured Iowa as a flat patchwork quil t of football fields ,
with handsome, square-jawed young men like Anton huddling
and running on it as far as Nebraska. Nebraska was an expanse
of long dirt roads and endless rows of crops, interrupted every
hundred miles with a silo or a freckled teen in overalls riding
a tractor.
The coffee is gone and Joe Morrison sti ll isn't here. Anton
pays the check while I stand behind him, my hand in the wide
gap between his shoulder blades. Then we go outside, around
the corner, and stare across the parking lot, dazed by the August
sun that glints off pickup truck windshields on its way to out
squinting eyes. Anton closes his arm around my shou lders and
the tops of my arms, and pulls me close to him, kissing me on
the temple. The shadows of the cars grow longer.
"Baby, we don't have to wait any more if you don't want to,"
I say. ''I'll just call him later and make other plans."
"You don't have to do that," says Anton, not apologetically,
but with loud bravado, as if he's addressing someone far away.
When I look to the spot he's pointing his chin at, I see a white
minivan weaving between the lines of the empty parking spaces.
It changes course and heads straight for us, its headlight eyes
merciless, and halts just short of our feet.
"Let's get a drink," says Joe with his head hanging out of the
driver's side window. "I can't drive my mom's car any longer
without a drink."
He gets out so we can greet him, and my arms wrap all the
way around his frame with ease. Joe is wiry, his back knotted
with the bumps of his bones. Bracing my knees, I lift him an
inch off the ground, because I can.
Joe turns to Anton and they both flash their seldom-seen
teeth . "How's it go in g, man," they say at the same time,
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nodding, shaking hands, and then dropping the hands ro their
sides. People say all Midwesterners are alike, and sometimes I
understand why this myth prevails.
Anron drives the rental behind Joe's mom's minivan. Joe is
leading us ro what he says is his favorite bar, a place near the
highway named Sally in the Alley. We drive past buildings and
streets that look cared-for in a tidy, sad way, like an ailing old
relative who still gets dressed up and taken ro family parties.
"I wonder if this bar is going ro be dirty," I say, with half a
chuckle.
"Lyd-we're in Omaha, and it's Joe Morrison," Anron sighs
by way of response. "Of course it'll be dirty."
I lean toward his face, forcing him ro look at my smile. "I
want it to be dirty," I say as we pull up outside the place, a low
cinderblock box. Still, I pull at the hem of my skirt and I have
a heightened awareness of my bare toes in my sandals. The path
to the entrance is carpeted with cigarette butts.
Joe is holding the door open. I see neon signs and beige
lamplight and a scuffed wood floor. "You look like you could
use a good liver poisoning," he tells Anton. He looks at my outfit
and says, "You're a long way from Studio 54, Lydia." I give him
a narrow-eyed, withering look over my shoulder, because I can't
think of anything to say.
Ir has been a year since I last saw Joe, and he looks softer,
less guarded, more vulnerable. In New York his hair was always
black, stiff with a medicinal-smelling pomade; here it grows
below his ears, wispy and the color of watered-down iced tea.
He's wearing a plaid shirt and faded jeans. I think he should
have a stalk of wheat in his mouth.
Anron and I each order a beer. "It's so great ro be back
home and get cheap, good beer," Anron says, lifting his glass
in salute.
"I can't tell you how many bad kegs we come across on the
Upper West Side," I add, taking a sip, wanting Joe to agree that
New York beer is bad beer.
"Beer is beer," Joe tells us from across the table, canting his
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shoulders forward . His arms form a brief circle arou nd his tiny
glass of whiskey and ice. "I think I've moved on from that fo r
good."
He reaches into his breast pocket and takes out a pack of
ciga rettes. After showing each of us the opened end with that
half-questioning look, he lights one and sinks into the booth's
fake leather embrace as he inhales. ''Are you officially a quitter?"
he asks me. I nod.
W hen I met Joe Morrison, he wasn't a smoker yet. I was. I
used to carry two packs at once, one in each side pocket of my
jacket; I liked switching between the two brands accord ing to
my mood. When I was out of matches, I'd light the range top
and lean over the stove. I kept an ashtray beside my bed, and
another on top of the toilet tank next to the shower.
I sat in ou r living room one hot afrernoon, playing a mix
tape of'70s songs to drown out the sounds of car alarms wailing
through ou r broken window, wondering in my boredom how
long it would take to gnaw all four of my limbs off. I was drinking
lemonade and, of course, smoking. Joe's key rattled in the lock
and he came in gaunt and exhausted.
"You want some lemonade? " I said. "I just made it. Ir's in
the fridge."
"My father died," he said. "H e had a heart attack."
Some spri ng broke inside me and made me jump to my feet.
I stood there, my arms out like a manneq uin , waiting fo r him
to walk into them. When he did, when he was in the right place
between my right and lefr arms, they both snapped tight over
his body and held him. Minutes passed . Then I offered him a
cigarette. We sat and smoked until we fell asleep, and when Joe
woke up in the morning he lefi: the apartment to buy and smoke
his first pack of Marlboros. He has never stopped.
For years I boasted that I'd been his tobacco guru- the one
to initiate him into the rich world of th e smoker, with all its
paraphernalia and bronchial complaints and fatalism. What I
was really boasting about, I think, was that he had slept with his
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head on my lap, frosting my pant leg with drool and rears.
Joe told me this later: in rhe after-death aftermath, his mother
sold her house and moved into the house across rhe street.
Somewhere in Omaha, while we order round after round at
Sally in the Alley, Joe Morrison's mother is existing in the house
across the street from the one she raised her family in, maybe
watching game shows and earing off a TV tray, maybe peeking
into the front yard to make sure whatever fam ily lives there
now is still irrigating the lawn. The whole situation is, to me,
sweepingly tragic and desperate, bur so quiet-so American , so
Midwestern. I have never even known anyone who has died,
and when one of my parents goes, I am sure the other won't do
anything so drastic as move, because they have been divorced
for over twenty years.
Joe has been dating a blonde actress named Kim. When I ask
how things are going with Kim, Joe says they just broke up.
"She said she wasn't ready to be married," he says. "I told her
I wasn't either, and that we weren't married. I mean we weren't
like you guys. You guys are married."
"Nor yet," Anton laughs. He pinches my shoulder. I laugh
too, bur I have to force it.
"Well, cheers to that," says Joe, picking up the wh iskey glass
with his thumb and forefinger, "bur that's not how we were."
He is nor laughing. 'Tm nor heartbroken, though. Don't think
I'm heartbroken." He reaches across, seeing my look of poor-you
empathy, and squeezes my hand. "When I get to Missoula, I'll
be drowning my sorrows in undergraduates."
I laugh a real laugh rhar shoots our of me like a bottle rocker.
"I guess God doesn't close a door," I say, cocking the eyebrow of
sarcasm, "without opening a window?"

"Yeah, my version of that proverb is a little different," Joe
sneers. "Ir's that God, um, doesn't exist."
Joe is going to Montana to study, although I can better
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imagine him going there to ride bulls. In addition to Omaha
and New York, Joe has been to Sydney and Honolulu and Los
Angeles. H e has been to Houston and St. Louis and Tampa. I
have been to none of the above. Anton travels on business, so
he has been to many cities, too-in rhe past two years, he has
been to Tokyo and London and Paris. "They're a far cry from
the Missouri River," Anton says to those who ask what he thinks
of these pl aces.
As a child I traveled to Europe every summer. It has been
over ten years since Lydia's charmed girlhood, though, and I've
traveled so little as an adult that I might as well have never
been anywhere. I am left wirh wisps and rags of world-traveler
knowledge, about a trivia game's worth. For instance, I know that
when someone mentions Brussels you are supposed to envision
Manneken-pis, the fountain where water Aows from the penis
of a naked statue. I doubt either Anton or Joe knows the name
of Manneken-pis, but rhis comforts me only a little.
More drinks arrive at our table. We reminisce about the
girls-the glittering parade of lip-glossed, pedicured girls who
used to throng our Fort Greene brownsto ne in the hopes of an
audience with Joe Morrison. When they saw me and said, "Oh,
are you Lydia?" their lovely faces would register relief, because
they had been thinking of me as competition until they saw that
my thighs were wide and my makeup was from the drugstore.
I sat smoking with my one girlfriend, Karolyn , while we yelled
our conversation over rhe moans and thumps we heard in Joe's
bedroom. "I think I need to date a foreign guy," Karolyn used ro
say, giving me a vamp look through her mascara-thick lashes and
curtain of wavy brown hair. "I can't stand sex talk in English."
"I think it's all right," I'd tell her. "I want an American."
Days later, Joe would show me the fingernail scratches on
his back or the hickey in some absurd place like his armpit.
We would sit together in Langosta Cafe with glasses of their
syrupy, headache-making red wine, regarding and laughing at
those marks of fi erce sex, both of us perplexed that they could
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be inspired by Joe.
"They were all insane," Joe says now. "The only difference
berween them was their varying degrees of insan ity."
"Why are beautiful girls always insane?" I wonder aloud.
"Because they can afford to be," says Joe. He leaves to go to
the bathroom.
Wh ile he is gone, Anton looks at me with sad-bea r eyes. "]
don't th in k you're insane," he says.
'Tm only slightly insane," I correct him, making a bucktoothed
face, "since I'm on ly slightly beautiful." I hug the top of his arm
and lightly bite it.
When we leave Sally in the Alley, it is blue dusk. Anton and I
are beyo nd late for our Sioux C ity supper-we have temporarily
fo rgotten that Midwesterners sup when it's still light out. I wish
Joe luck in Montana, referring to it as "out there." "Good luck
out there," I say, and point to the direction I think is west.
"Where? The Gulf of Mexico?" Joe replies. "Mo ntana is
this way." H e comes up behind me and takes me by the hips,
swivel ing me and my pointing arm to face Montana. I curl my
li p, embarrassed.
A woman is walking a chihuahua across the strip of grass
beside us. The ch ihuahua smells a spot of earth, drops, and starts
to roll around in it, flailing with a weird, wild urgency. His legs
wave in the air.
"I guess he found his place, huh ?" says Anton.
"T har doesn't look like a dog to me," I say. "It's like a
chipmunk." Anton laughs; Joe rolls. his eyes. This is what my
creativity, my singularity has come down to: comparing animals
to other animals.
Through the rental car window, on our way out of town, I
glimpse the lit-up Mutual of Omaha building. I imagine it is
stacked to the ceilings with bond notes . Anton drives silently,
concentrating on the road, pretending he isn't drunk. His mess
of black hair stirs in the breeze from the open window, his broad
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fingers relax on che steering wheel. There is something touching
in his nonchalance; I can see him remembering all the times he
partied in high school and drove home without a scratch. If I
squint, I can almost see the white leather sleeves of a varsity jacket
over his arms. On the highway, I watch for deer and rabbits but
spot on ly a dead cat.
When we arrive at Anton's house, his mother and father are
sitting in the living room with their feet up, reading different
sections of the same newspaper. They are under a line of framed
photos of Anton and his brother and sister, all the kids leaning
against trees and sitting on stoops at various stages in their
development. Supper was hours ago. "So, what does your friend
from Omaha do?" Anton's mother asks us while we microwave
rwo pork chops and rwo ears of corn.
"That's a good question," says Anton.
"He's a student," I say. "He's going to che Un iversity of
Montana to gee a Ph.D."
Anton's father snores a laugh from his chair in the next room.
"A Ph.D.!" he guffaws. "D idn't you cell him Cornhuskers can't
read?"
The building in Manhattan that I live in with Anton has its
entrance at the foot of a long concrete slope. When we leave to
go to work every morning, we have to scale the hill, trudging up
toward the subway's red beacon at the top. Before we even begin
our commute, we have achieved someth ing monumental.
In the fall , I gee an email from Joe Morrison . He asks how I
am, how Anton is, if we are getting married, if we want to leave
New York since there is "nothing of cultural value" here. You, as
a native New Yorker, might think that's a rash statement, he writes,
but let's face it: I can buy a book about what's at the Met, and you'd
have to go at least a thousand miles before you could find a rodeo.
I imagine chat every room in Montana is paneled in pinewood,
and that all the furniture is made of anders. I write back, saying
I would like to visit sometime. He does not respond.
Weeks lacer, while Anton and I eat sushi out of foil takeout
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containers in front of a football game, the phone rings. Ir's Joe,
and he says he doesn't have rime to talk. "I just wanted to say
hi, though," he says. "I have a small group of friends in my
department now."
"Is your hair still long?" I tease him, grasping for something
to say in the time he doesn't have.
"Yeah, they all call me a hippie poet," he replies. 'TU see you,
Lyd, okay?" He hangs up. I suddenly remember all the times
when we lived together that Joe stood in the bathtub and handed
me a razor, asking me to shave the back of his neck.
The commentator on TV says, "If they had gone for the
touchdown, I honestly believe the Colts'd be sitting pretty right
about now."

"Got that right," says Anton to the TY, stabbing a California
roll with one chopstick. I put down the phone, wondering with
vague horror if this is what I have always wanted in a mate:
someone who voices his agreement with sports announcers.
In the Brooklyn place, Karolyn used to shake her head,
clucking, when she saw the sticky liqueur stains on the rugs and
counter, the garbage can overflowing with takeout containers and
bottles. She demanded Joe and I organize our bedrooms, a messy
home being one of the hallmarks of mental illness. Now she
runs her finger over Anton's desk and cracks a proud grin when
the finger comes up clean. We sit in the living room drinking
martinis out of martini glasses, saying, "Remember when we
used to drink martinis our of coffee mugs?" Joe Morrison was
the worst, we recall: loath to wash a glass, he simply removed
the plastic lid from the paper McDonald's cup he was carrying
and poured vodka straight into his orange soda and ice.
When I can't see friends, I imagine a gathering of them-a
party whose theme is me, attended by everyone I know. What
are they saying? Lydia is twenty-seven years old now, her days
of rebellious debauchery long behind her.
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Joe doesn't call anymore. More weeks go by, then months,
until our street is paved a foot high with dirty snow. My boots
stab and sink into it when I walk to Langosta Cafe to meet
Karolyn. She is already sitting there, with frost climbing the
window all around her-she is holding a strand of her dark hai r
and staring at the ends.
"I hate to tell you this," she begins.
I think, Why do something you hate?
She says, 'Tm not surprised that he ignores you now. Don't
you realize your relationship with Anton makes him crazy?"
"I know," I say. "We're too boring for him."
"No, idiot!" Karolyn scowls. "H e's jealous. Joe Morrison is
in love with you."
This is perhaps the least true thing I have ever heard , and l
laugh at it. On my way home, I let myself believe it fo r about
fifteen minutes.
I won't let mysel f believe I will never see him again. Instead,
I construct in my head the letter I know I'll gee-not today, not
tomorrow, not in a month, but sometime before I die.
Dear Lydia, I cannot disclose my whereabouts, and writing this
letter to you is itselfa major security breach. Please don't tell anyone
you got it.
Lyd-You never do anything, you never go anywhere. Youve
become hollow, a husk. Come visit me and we'll ride four-wheelers
around this ranch I know. You'll love it.
Lydia, Since I last wrote to you a lot has changed. I had been
enjoying my daily regimen ofhiking in the woods, until one morning
a puma leaped in front ofme and ate both my arms. ft has been a
long road to rehabilitation. I am typing this with my nose.
Lydia-Do not try to contact me ever again. You are dead to
me. You read right: DEAD 1
The day after my twenty-first birthday, I was awakened at
seven in the morning by the wind blowing through our broken
window, actually whistling, raising goosebumps all over my
reluctant, shuddering body. I realized I was slumped over the
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kitchen table-I had been sleeping there, sitting up, with my
face in the crook of my elbow. My head raised, throbbing dully,
brain swelled and strained against skull. A string of Christmas
lights blinked in the living room, making everything look grey,
red, grey, red, grey. Beside my arm was an empty Southern
Comfort bottle with a brood of shoe glasses crowded at its base;
a mixing bowl on the counter brimmed with ash and cigarette
butts. I stood up, straightening my coo-chin, coo-scant cloches,
struggling to balance on stiletto heels, closing my eyes when I felt
the familiar tide of saliva rush to the front of my mouth. Don't
throw up. Soft, feminine snores emanated from the couch-I
saw Karolyn asleep there with her pink toenails protruding from
an army blanket, one hand cushioning her mascara-and-blushsm udged cheek.
"Hey, you okay?" I asked, sitting on the rug so my face
met hers. She groaned, then her brown eyes went wide and
solemn.
"Oh my God," she said.
"What?" The Christmas lights blinked red, grey, red.
Karo lyn sat up and held both my shoulders. "Do you
remember what happened last night? At around midnight?"
I cold her I didn't; I had no recollection of anything after
eight-thirty (revelers throwing potato chips in the air for me
co catch in my mouth), or maybe nine (dancing merengue in a
sweaty crush of bodies co the Latin station on the radio).
Karolyn cook a deep breach and cold me chat, at midnight,
I had kissed my roommate. Made out with him, she said. "You
don't remember it at all?"
I crunched my eyes shut to hear her play-by-play.
When she was done, I stared at her with nothing in my head.
I could not remember one shred of it, could not even see it on
the plane of the imaginary. I wanted co and I could not.
Joe's door whined as I shuffled into his bedroom, stepping
over dirty jeans and c-shircs, books open with the pages curled
against the floor, condom wrappers, a pizza box. Wearing
boxers and one sock, he shivered in his sleep. I thought about
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it, wriggling in bes ide him and pulling the covers over us both.
Lying down to bend myself with the angles of his spine and
shoulders, to test the strength of his cold bones in my arms. A
tal next to the bed, aimed at
space heater sar on a brick pedes
his chest. I switched it on. The room fill ed with the sound of
the heater's el ectric breath, and I tiptoed out.
A year passes-the knee-high snow turns ro terrible grey
water and runs into the gutters; square islands of dirt in the
co ncrete sprout daffodils, then tulips; I go for a leg wax and
buy a new wardrobe of shorts and tank tops. Anton buys us a
blender and we learn how to make margaritas, which we drink
sitting before the TV, holding hands but saying nothing. Then,
the air conditioner is uninstalled and put into a storage locker
in the basement; I recover a suede jacket from the closet; piles
of brown leaves collect in the doorways and crunch under our
sneakers. Football begins again. Baseball ends. The piles of
leaves are buried under piles of snow, and th e snow once more
becomes filthy with dog shit and garbage. When I th ink about
Joe Morrison, I usually square my shoulders and say to myself,
foe Morrison is dead to me. I have no Joe Morrison!
Sometimes, however, I picture him: he is driving a pickup
tru ck und er enormous white clouds , su rrounded by the
mountains. He wears steel-toed boots, orders whiskey by the
bottle at his favorite roadhouse bar, shows girls the one front
tooth that isn't real because he lost the real one when he was hit by
a yellow cab-yes, a real yellow cab!-crossing Madison Avenue,
al l those years and miles ago. Since the sky in Omaha didn't get
dark until nine o'clock, I imagine that, in Montana, it never gets
dark at al l. I think Joe probably likes that. Once, in a moment
of weakness, I write an email to rhe address I don't even know
if he still has. It reads, Does it ever get dark where you are?
The first time I saw him, in a neon-lit campus offi ce, he had
his hair greased back and was wearing a jacket the color of a fire
truck. "Is this the student housing board?" he asked me. H e had
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been in New York fo r rwo weeks.
I shook the bangs from my eyes to look at him ; my earrings
jingled . A cowboy, I rhought- ropy body, long fin gers, giant
teeth. "Yeah," I said. 'Tm trying to fi nd an apartment."
"Me too," he told me, loosening his collar. "I want to live
in Brooklyn, though. Not Manhattan. I think I'd like it there
better."
I smil ed, not saying anything.
H e said, "I mean, I just think it would be more me."
I said, "Okay."
We cemented our friendship with a walk th rough downtown.
Since Joe Mo rrison didn't have any money, I bought him a paper
bag full of pork buns from my favo rite Chinese bakery. It felt
good to feed him , ro make him happy and stro ng.
Lydia: W ho's gonna kiss me on my birthday? Isn't anyone?
The din of voices and the bass thump. The roo m close and
dark. Joe: Five minutes left, right? Some guests checking their
watches fo r confirmation , laughing so hard that when they look
up it is already happening. Joe dips Lydia, one arm gripping her
waist and the other hand on her thigh-Lydia, who has never
had a tango lesson! When they stand up she is too rail in her
sexy shoes, she is stooping to reach his open mouth, so they
move to the couch, he lifts her (Whoo!), they fall back and she
is on his lap. W hile he kisses her he pulls the hair away from
her tem ples, strokes her face and pulls the hair taut, with hands
that look li ke they would close around her throat. Someone:
Ir's past midnight! Twelve-oh-seven! Lydia's back snaps straight.
She and Joe leap away from each other, laughing riotously with
rears in their eyes.
Does it ever get dark where you are? I wait rwo weeks for a
response to my email , and no response comes. W hen I lie on
the bed and cry, it is because I realize it never will.
An ton finds me. "I don't want to live here," I tell him, but
I wonder if what I really mean is, I don't want to live. In the
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Brooklyn years, I was terrified of rhe end of the world, of standing
on the sidewalk while the planer broke in half and everything
around me was rossed into space like a bag of feathers. Now,
I love the idea of things ending-all earthly matter scattered
into cool, blissful nothingness. How delicious, to be gone and
disappeared and dead.
"You know the hill?" says Anton, stroking my head like it's
a kitten. H e means the hill rhar leads to our building's door,
the one we have to climb in the mornings . "Ir's nor getting any
easier to climb."
"I know," I say.
"When we're thirty-five, forty, we're going to hare rhe hill. I
thi nk I've already started to hare it." I see the fine wrinkles around
his eyes, the bulk of his belly. I close my eyes and think: Anton
hares walking anywhere. H e hares having to stand at crosswalks
bes ide so many other human beings, shouldering heavy grocery
bags that anywhere else in the world could have been hoisted
into the backseat of some SUV. He hares cafes and museums
and yellow cabs. He hates it here.
H e says, "You know I like it here. Bur I would love to rake
our lives and bring them to a place that makes it easier for us
to live them."
Through the rears, I look up again at his face , the kind eyes
and slow smile of the only person who really wants to love me.
I think of a house wider than it is rail, with a doorbell and a
brick porch, a mailbox with a metal flag, windows showing the
pro mise of a white carper and puffy reclining chairs. I chink of
deep, plush grass divided into squares by borders of cement. I
kiss Anton and tell him how much I agree with him. I tell him
that leaving here would be wonderful.
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C lay Matthews

Out of pi ty I bring you the empty soup bowl,
and say We are all just metonymic functio ns
for what my fathe r called a higher cause.
Th e glass breaks. The wind breaks
through the chimes that some hippy made
out of depression silverware, as if
anyone had reason for silverware in the great
and relentless emptying of the soul
into the bottoms of old suitcases and trunks
of cars. You thought I was goi ng to say
depress ion? My mouth has not been that
tired since I 932, when it wasn't, when we
wasn't, when the old and familiar rune
of the wind on a flat surface was neither old
nor fam iliar, bur some sound against
which the Okie's heart sank. I am in Oklahoma
now, I am writing from there as we speak.
I grew tomatoes this year, and if you think
about where we come from this is a great
achievement for both myself and Oklaho ma.
You see how the self loses itself in the state.
You see the vice versa as well. I have not seen
the Dust Bowl but I have seen several individual
vers ions of a scar. If you stand on high ground
here, you can see a long way. You can see
the places the land has given up, and where
the low spots become their own sort of resistance.
The wind is even something some people
are proud of now. fu if to say we have stood
upright in the face of disaster, and even
dare it some times to do what it was it once did.
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PUFFER

Farrah Field

You
hum a nimble song and boot-tap a carcass walk.
cried: high heels, finger paints, three women
with the same last name.
harness no precious water.
search for my name in the dictionary.
At home, I
feed my plants from a rainwater bucket;
this is a new ceremony.
leave-off underwear for a cello recital
with another.
introduce Animosity to its new environment;
damn, it says, whats a doll like you
doing with a tentacle like me.

am aware you stole a pair of my stockings.
Your
queer tablet has misspellings.
only wisdom is to fort your mashed potatoes,
providing a bowl for gravy.
elaborate counter-attack on the cuckoo clock
failed; there is little or no bird in your soul.
tongue, please. I want to singe it in candle flame.
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HE' LL H AVE SURGERY ON HIS BRAIN IN THE FUTURE

Farrah Field

Ir's no secret Sonny lives in a home and didn't hang
his coat. Snow in the creases melts smooth ly through
a box of pastels on the floor. He was good at chis:
my fault he waited for spoonfuls and my fa ult, no art.
He looks like a nice boy and acts like a smart person.
I cue my legs for marrying potential. A baking woman
wi ll wait four hours and twenty minutes to be touched.
Those who set cables have napkin rings and questions.
Anchored with brim and banned nurturing, my eyes
are big for wrong reasons. I didn't couch the weeks
of d ishes, nor the garbage can lid. Rain nets his hair;
I barely speak. He's not invited under my umbrella.
A waitress asks how I lee him out in no coat! Sonny
smokes. At home, I mix bleach to clean up maggots.
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PREY

Alisha Laramee

The day I walked into those woods, I smelled it before I saw it.
The bloated boar had already grown roo big for its dark purple
and blue skin, stretched tight over the swollen space. White
maggots ate paths in and out of the eye sockets. The rotting
body's weight muzzled the long snout shut. I tried pushing it
over with my foot, the way perhaps a killer does ro see if his
victims are dead. The smell of any rotting animal is the same.
The guidebook said Rwanda is about the size of Vermont;
maybe that's why I went. Or maybe, because it said that in an
abandoned school building I could see 500 bodies. Dusted in
lime. Reduced ro shriveled skin over bones-some broken, some
missing. I could barely determine their sex: length of a femur,
clumps of hair, brown teeth, shreds of a cotron skirt still clinging
to a woman's hipbone. I imagined the day her neighbor dropped
the machete on her skull. Like chopping wood. 500 pieces. But
my gaze couldn't raise her remains, nor lift the fetid flesh of the
blackening boar whose bullet slowly 1urched roward the earth.
Vermont 2004, Rwanda 2001
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DRAG

Angelique Chambers

Ir rakes two
ace bandages, one roll
of duct rape, a sports
bra and a white r-shirt ro
ru rn Sarah inro
Zack. Twisting and spinning
in the handicapped
stall, I pay more attention
to her breasts than I have
in months and only in their
annihilation do I dare to touch
them. Her tits battened down,
flattened remind me of a
dream I once had of coming home to
find her breasts gone-a surgery completed
without me and only scars and scabs, red
bandages and black stitches remaining of
the chest I had grown to love and
ignore (kissing and grasping
biceps instead, both of us cringing when
I made a mistake) . This lirrle bit
of drag is nearly complete-a sock
strategically placed, my mascara becomes
a beard. I take two steps back, purse
my lips and kick open the
door. For the next few
hours we rake in the heat of
overhead lights and alternate between
grinning and gasping for
breath.
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ROOF LINE

Donald Francis

"I bought a house," Lint says. 'Tm thinking of living in the
attic."

Earlier, the woman says, "Janine, but if you want, you can
call me Abigail."
Before that, she says, "Lint?"

The woman follows Lint around the gym for three days, all
the time moving closer. Then she is next to him, on the treadmill
next to his.

Lint stands looking at the house he lived in until he was
rwelve years old . He moves along the sidewalk, looking at
it from different angles. The real estate agent says, "I'm not
following. "
Lint walks up the driveway and rings the doorbell. When
noth ing happens, he opens the screen, presses his ear against the
door, pushes the bell again.
The real estate agent returns to his car. Lint crosses to the side
of the house. He tracks the line of the bungalow's roof and the
placement of its windows. He continues into the backyard.

"Top or bottom ?"
"I beg your pardon?"
'Tm just wonderi ng," the woman says. "Are you a top or a
bottom?"
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As a child, Lint sirs in the attic for hours. He likes it because
it is dark and enclosed. He listens to the sounds below him, his
parents talking, moving through the house. The television. His
sister.

Lint says, "I have no idea what you're talking about."
"I figure you for a bottom. What I can't tell for sure is, are
you straight?"
It is mid-morning. The gym is not crowded.

The house Lint buys has nor been touched since the seventies.
He hires a contractor to gut it and start over.
Lint often gets to the house early and climbs up to the attic
through the hatch in a bedroom closet. He sits and listens to the
sounds of the work. Some of the men don't like it, bur there is
nothing they can do. He's the owner.

"I know where you live," the woman says.
"How do you know that?"
"This cop I know? I had him run your plate."
"Why?"
"Ir's what I do."
"What is?"

Lint is in the attic the day his parents move to the new
house.
"Louis," his mother calls. She is standing in the hallway just
outside his bedroom door. He is not Louis. He is Lint.
69 70
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They walk to a bar not far from the gym. Televisions are
mo unted high on the walls.
"Do you like watching sports?" Lint says.
"I come here because I can smoke."
"I don't understand. Why do you have two names?"
Tm trying them our, deciding which one I like better."

"Louis, are you in the attic?" Lint's mother has moved into

his bedroom. Her voice sounds different because the furniture
is gone.
"H e can't be up there," his father says. "There's no ladder or
anything."
"Well, where is he, then?"

Lint looks at the woman's face , then he looks at her breasts.
"You like chem?"
"Were they expensive?"
''A client paid for chem."
"You,re a prostitute, then?"

The new owners walk through the house. Lint is still in the
attic. H e wonders if they will let him live there forever.

"Not a hooker. A role-play specialist."
"There's a difference?"
"No sex," the woman says.
"You're propositio ning me not to have sex?"
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Brenda, his lawyer, says to Lint, "You're crazy."
Lint says, "I don't want to work anymore."
"This is a mistake."

"Do you think so? I mean, really?"

When the contractor finishes renovating his house, Lint hires
a different man to do the attic. H e says to him, "I want to be
able to stay up there for long periods of time."
"You mean, like, for hours?"
"For days ."
"Why would you want to do that?"

The woman looks around, the waitress comes over. "Another
one, hon," she says, indicating her drink. She takes the waitress's
hand. "And be a doll. Get me a pack of Rothman's."
"We don't sell cigarettes." The waitress points with her other
hand. "There's a store just down the street."
"I know where the store is , hon. " The wo m an pushes
something into the girl's hand, the one she is holding. "Here's
twenty dollars. Go get them for me."
The waitress looks at the woman's hand holding hers, then
at the woman's face .
"I don't know. I mean, I'm on shift."
The woman slides her hand up the waitress's arm, squeezes
it. "Go."

Lint climbs up the ladder until his head and shoulders are
through the hatch. A floor, a carpet, and track lights have been
installed. A toilet is in the center, positioned under the highest
71 72
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point of the roof. Space heaters run along the outside. There's
an air conditioner, sink, small refrigerator, microwave oven.
Standing back from the ladder, the co ntractor says, "The
A.C. unit and the water heater are the kind they use in mobile
homes."
"Geez."
"[ wasn't sure what you wanted to do about sleeping. Getting
a mattress up there might be tricky."

When the waitress returns, she puts the cigarettes on the table,
then the change. The woman picks up a ten dollar bill, reads
so mething on it. "That's your name, is it, hon?"

"Yeah."
"And what's this, your phone number?"
"Yeah."

Lint stays in the attic until the new owners leave the house.
Then he climbs down the rope ladder he took from the gym
supply closet at school. He is halfway to his parents' new house
when his mother picks him up in the car.

After the sports bar, standing outside, the woman hails a cab.
Lint says, "Where are we going?"
"One of my favorite places."
The woman sits with her legs crossed, lighter and cigarettes
in her hands. "What are you going to do now?"
The cab is in a line turning left, which is going to take a while.
Downtown Toronto, early afternoon.
"What do you mean?"
"Now that you've sold your company, what are you going
todo?"
"Well, there's the house to think about," Lint says.
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"Look around. I'll be trying on corsets."
The store carers to the fetish community. It is narrow, exposed
brick painted white, which makes sense, Lint thinks, because
almost everything for sale is black.

The real estate agent is standing at the gate. "I don't think we
should be in the yard without permission."
"I grew up in this house," Lint says.
"Well, that's fine. Unfortunately, it's not for sale."
"I want you to try. If they won't sell, I need one that's
identical."
"Identical?"
"Or very close. With an attic."

Lint watches the woman come out of a change room at the
back of the srore, followed by a young man. She is naked from
the waist up except for a corset, which she inspects in front of a
mirror. The nipples on her breasts are conical, almost puffy. She
says something ro the young man, who circles behind her, puts
his knee in the small of her back and pulls the laces righter.
"What do you think?"
"Who's he?" Lint says.
"Don't worry about him. He's one of the owner's boys."
"I see."
"Get this for me. Then it's your turn."
"My turn?"
"To buy something."

Lint's house is ready, bur he has not moved in. He stays there
73 74
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sometimes, sitting in the attic, sleeping on an air mattress. The
rest of the time he lives in his apartment and goes to the gym.

"You decide," the woman says. The question is what to do
next.

"All right." Th ey return to the gym, where Lint's car is
parked.
Lint drives to the suburbs, an older subdivision. Bungalows.
H e stops, gets out, opens the passenger door.
"What is this place?"
"This is the house I bought."
Lint walks up the driveway, around the side of the house, into
the backyard. The woman follows him . "Why don't we go in?"
The fl oors are refinished and waxed, the wal ls freshly painted.
In the kitchen, the counter tops, appliances, cabinets, all new.
Standing in the living room, the woman says, "Nice drapes.
Where's the furniture? "
"I haven't moved in yet."

"Why not?"

Lint is not in the attic. He is in the living room. His parents
are in the kitchen. His mother says, "I can't live in this house,
anymore. I walk past her room . . .."
"We'll move."
"I just can't."
"I'll call an agent. Who's the guy Jean and Wink used, you
remember?"

Lint goes into the kitchen. "I don't want to move," he says.
"Oh, honey."
"Your mother is all alone during the day."
'TU stay home."
"Oh, honey, I wish you could."
"This house makes your mother sad."
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'Tm sad, too," Lint says.

It is night. The woman sits on the couch in Lint's apartment,
the ninth floor.
"This is great furniture," she says. "You should keep chis."
"Here's what I'll miss," Lint says, and walks out to the balcony.
The view is of the roofs of houses.
"I don't gee it."
"I come out here , chink about, I don't know, life. The
attics."

"Well, chat's definitely not the weirdest I've heard. What do
you do, jerk off?"

"Bue he's a boy."
Lint's sister says, "H e's only nine."
Lint's sister and her three best girlfriends are eleven.
"He'll see."
"] get ro play," Lint says. "You said I could play if I lee you
come up."
The attic is Linc's fort. Planks over beams, a blanket to sit on.
An old lamp without a shade, extension cords linked together.
"If he's going to play, he has to keep his eyes closed. And no
peeking."
"He'll peek for sure."
"No, I won't."
"We'll cover his eyes," Lint's sister says.
Linc plays, but he can't see anything. Later, when his
underwear is off, somebody touches him. He flinches.

The evening air is chilly. Lint ducks back inside. The woman
does not follow, so he puts on a jacket and goes out again. H e
offers her a sweater, but she shakes her head.
75 76
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"I lived with my father until I was sixteen," the woman says.
"My mother took off when I was little."
"My house? The one I showed you ? I grew up next door."
''The corner ho use?"

"The ocher side. My parents sold it after my sister died. The
day they moved, I hid up in the attic. They thoughr I went ahead
to the new place . They thought I rode my bike."
"Really? Ir was close?"
"Prerty close, yeah."
The woman lights a cigarette. 'Tm sorry about your sister."
Lint reaches for the pack on the railing between them. The
woman hands him the lighter.

Looking fo r the washroom , the woman walks into Lint's
bed roo m instead. Lint is in the kitchen.
"Lint," she says.
The woman is standing beside the bed, a single mattress on
a low platform. There is no other furniture in the room. Two
of the walls angle in steeply, almost meeting at the ceiling. The
woman puts a hand on one of chem.
"It's supposed to be like an attic, right?"
Linc nods. "I did it myself."
The woman removes her hand from the false wall, peers at
the tips of her fingers, then looks at Lint.
"I should probably go," she says.
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KILLING TIME

Andrew Michael Roberts

I suck a toothpick in the car outside someone's house, idling
under an oak, loading and unloading my gun. Noticing things. A
bicycle on its side in a driveway with jokers in its spokes. A bird
with a broken leg. Leaning against another bird. Chimneys. A
gas tank hatch duct taped shut. Most people never kill anybody
on purpose. Most of us want the boat unrocked. Love. Who
wonders how many deaths he's caused and never known it? We
make choices. Sink. Swim. Paper. Plastic. This is not my street.
These are not my people. A bullet, another bullet. Nothing's
right. Nothing's wrong.
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searching birds' nests for eggs speckled for
palm full ovals lying end-to-end she will tuck
them beside her breast carry them unbroken
down the mountain if there is only one she will
eat now break it between thumb and forefinger
hope for yolk fluid hope for new bird embryo
that won't catch in her throat if there are bones
beak feathers she will spit them out or perhaps
grind between molars and swallow anyway

the earth shivers the earth buckles the
earth sighs and perhaps she calls ro
her sister roo far up the rockskinned slope
perhaps she can't see her sister hungry bold
climbing a blind cliff to search for eggs
perhaps she slips three speckled eggs under breast
hands free for balance free to walk carefully
down to the shore eggs still whole perhaps
her sister slides stumbling down eggshells in hand
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WHAT BIRDS PLUNGE THRO UGH IS NOT I NTIMATE SPACE

Jen Lamb

but the reckoning the sign unexpected
flush of wings seen watery through windows
strung muttering along telephone lines
and standings- necked in a settling pond
a vastness that denies the existence of voice
bur she is singing her own depths the plunge
and terrify of space hollow within only
a portent of flight a knowledge denied
the wingless she spreads ready to cast off
cornice eaves treeline a defiance sure to fail
a renunciation of even makeshift gods
her uncertainty leaving only the drift and settle
of down and pinfeather bruising vowel and dusk
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MARGIN SHORE

Matthew Colglazier

The Aood creek wri res
its own history.
Three inch rain,
nail-thick and
all night.
And in the morning
the unmowed grass
is brushed over
like oily hair
caked in thin crusts of earth.
And along the shore
artifacts glimmer,
sodas circa
1956 play mausoleum
to a stony cake
and so much plastic
fans like snakes
among the weed-born
and quiet eddies
where one split shovel
glistens under clean rock
ro say, if this whole earth
could be turned over
it would, and the stars
Roat like trash in the sky.
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Process

Robert Kauss ner
David Hamill
Michae l Sulli van Hart
Joseph Hart

a gr aphi c essay
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I get much of my inspiration from other artists (past and p resent). I fi rst met
Scott Morgan at a phot0graph ic workshop in Santa Fe en ti tled "Breaking
Creative Boundaries." He was the most amazingly creative artist 1 have ever
had the pleasure to work with. After the workshop, I sent Scott a letter offering
my assisting services for free (the words "j ump, and the net will appear" came
ro mind). Score hired me immediately, put me on his payroll rwo weeks lacer,
and I learned more char year than I've learned about anything. Now I mentor
other you nger photographers who are do ing very wel l.

A Leisurely Afternoon at the Fontainebleau (2003), digital in frared image
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Fox Run # I (2003), chrom oge ni c image
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DAVID HAMILL
My drawings are based on com plex geo-po li tica l situations. I work in a CAD
environment combining various texts, maps, architecture an d objects that,
to my unde rstanding, all contribute to the reali ty of a particular time and
place. I use the cools of the program in non-traditional ways to scu lpt all of
this data virtually, creating a new form char is an amalgam of the contributing
facto rs. I'll then create a series of drawings on paper from different stages
an d viewpo ints of th is virrual model. The final pieces contain only small,
scattered du es as to th e nature of th eir origi n.

Sequence 12, View 12 (2004), 55" x 72", waterco lor an d graphite on paper
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Sequence 15, View 23, detail (2005), 72" x 55", watercolor and graphite on paper
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My process is a mixed media approach ro image making, using eleme nts of
co llage and traditional drawing and painting techn iqu es to build an image
based on the chose n subject matter. I draw inspi ratio n from ind ivid uals
who challenge modern conventions by creati ng compelli ng work which is
as aesth etic as it is meaningful. 1 feel it is important fo r artists co use their
craft as a cool to com municate and share ideas.

?his Chair Is Too Small, 20 "

x

22", mixed media on paper
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A Worn Seat, 22" x 30", mixed med ia on paper
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JOSEPH HART
My current works focus on belief and value systems, and hm..v these ideologies
relate to faith, human capacity, and myth. I am also interested in the role
of myth in the face of uncertainty and change. TI1e origins of these belief
systems, their various interpretation s and uses, and the societies chat surround
chem are all topics chat 1 investigate in my artwork.

Untitled (Structttre Study) (2005)
16" x 22", prisrnacolor, ink, collaged paper and graphite on paper
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CoNSPADAMO, ARTERY AND EYELET

Jennifer Merrifield

Snow was coming, and when I thought of it
I saw his face . How it scrunched up one-sided
ro muster a wink. How I was deep-folded in the creases
and happy. Driving rogerher, it was enough
ro open my arms in a world of center-line blur,
ro scoop lungfuls from the window and feed him,
dew-stained fingers ro oxygen -high breath.
When a blue jay perched within claw-swipe
radius ro serenade a purring car, it was love
because it was unexpected. A monocle on a hipster.
A new alphabet set down in cursive frill. We traded
artery and eyelet before rhe fireplace, before
we collected ash, held hands and slipped together
over rhe si ngle body of ice, let cinders freckle the drive
for traction . When rhe door clicked quiet so he could comfort
his wife alone, I was happy ro be two hinges away.
When the phone rang and his voice disintegrated the two
hundred miles of cable pushing our chests apart,
my voice hummed smiles and spaced our its regret
for her: sad, to swing closed with such a flim sy wooden door.
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MY GRAN D MOTH ER'S WEDDI NG

NIGHT OR

TH E OLD THRESH AND GATHER

Kate Beles

Fi ngetptess
over neck veins

slow to

brui sed-apple-red
as rotted
frui t falls
fro m youc eyes.
And you carve
the skin of our babes
from the grain of my words.
So tonight, my swollen
tongue already sings
with the post-bitter
achefrom a caste of
chis harvestits blue skin
blackening into a lifelong

gasp.
Please, step lightly
my love,
as now

my breath is

yours
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to

husk down
to the teeth,

strip down
to the hush.
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PROFESSIO N

An is Shivani

T he ir fi rst sto p was the barb er sho p across fr o m hi s
condominium at the Towers on Madison's State Street. "Well,
here he is at last! Give the boy his first American haircut,"
Professor Arthur Fishbach instructed his longtime barber. "Try
to even out the chopped-off style. Jeez, do they use cleavers to
cut hair there?" Th en, recalling his wife Lauren's advice not to
convey frustration in front of his eleven-year-old Vietnamese
adop tee, Na m Loe Nguyen , Arthur assumed his steadiest
Buddhist countenance, spending the duration of the haircut
whisperingly rehearsing basic Vietn amese phrases fro m his
ambitious guidebook. The boy sat still in the chair, so rrow
cloudi ng his tiny brown eyes, never wavering his glance from the
cover of Arthur's book. The barber didn't have to question where
the boy had co me from, because Arthur had kept him apprised
of every step of the adoption process, expertly co nducted by
Lauren, except for the actual pickup visit to H anoi, whi ch
Arthur had man aged alone. Arthur and Lauren had spent their
entire careers at this university; all these decades, the barber
and Arthur had colluded in a conspiracy of innuendo against
Lauren's muddled intentions, without crossing the line into
outright accusation. Now the boy, unambiguous evidence of
Lauren's goodness, confused the issue. "You got yourself a good
one," the barber told Arthur, brushing imaginary hair from the
boy's shoulders.
Back on State Street, Arthur started walking slowly toward
the capi tol, instead ofin the other direction toward the campus.
It was Sa turday morning, and the Fa rm ers' Market on th e
edges of the state house would be in full swing. It might be
a comforting sight to the boy, Arthur thought, to witness so
ea rly in his American sojourn old-style haggling and peddling,
men and wom en of impeccable Western clothes descending to
the level of primitive marker barbarians over mere cents. In the
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early years of their marriage, Arthur and Lauren, both ardent
Kennedy supporters, had actually held up the prolific Kennedy
family as models of procreative style: the world seemed innocent
enough then to populate with as many children of one's own
as possible. That was before the doctors discovered, early in the
Johnson years, first Lauren's, and then Arthur's, incapacity to
reproduce; the ready peace they had made with their inadequacy
still seemed to him testament to their total love at the time.
"We're going to the market," Arthur said to the boy, who
nodded sagely. The master closest to him at the orphanage by
Haan Kiem Lake in Hanoi's Old Quarter had said that Nam
Loe was given ro the shortest melancholy spells among any of
his fellows. Arch ur sure hoped that was true. Lauren was not one
for tolerating dejection, even for acceptable reasons.
The rown's constant air of festivity- and in early October,
well before the grind of exams and papers, what ocher mood
could dominate?-had irked him for long years, until it became
converted into a pleasant ache. The jugglers and musicians and
tricksters had vanished with the hot days of summer; every young
American was now in complete charge of his own moments
of distraction and leisure. The bright, shiny smiles made him
think slyly of how soon their possessors would grow old beyond
rescue. In her moments of compassion, Lauren explained that
Arthur was finessing his way into premature acceptance of his
mortality, by way ofbelittling others. He missed the panhandlers,
some of whom would take to outright insults and curses, even
when you gave them money; those were necessary disruptions
in a town so happy, so convinced of its perch on the pinnacle
of humanism. Nam Lac's eyes were still narrow and sleepy; if
he took offense at so much easy merriment, so much casual
display of affiuence and generosity, he didn't yet express it in
any revulsion on his face.
When Arthur was growing up on the North Side of Chicago,
he'd pretended the milkman really came to pass on secret
messages to his mother, her work instructions for the day; in
reality, she'd been a contented rump Hull House worker who
93
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shunned unnecessary mystery and complexity. Now, as Nam Loe
gripped his hand tighter, Arthur wondered if the boy experienced
Scace Street's effortless traffic in similar Sherlockian terms.
Did he imagi ne spies and double-crossers everywhere? Arthur
suppressed a chuckle: over his forty years of reaching sociology,
graduate students had plunged to somewhere near the level of the
best high-school students of his own era; they all did indeed give
the appearance of being in class only as a hobby, pursuing more
dastardly designs as their core activity. The most radical-sounding
manifesto became in the new students' hands a platitude to get
by berween ups and downs in private life. There were no more
real wars; Vietnam was the last one. Why couldn't his charges see
chat? The world had reached an acceptable steady state, despite
occasional conspiratorial moments; chis was unlikely to change.
Arthur's generation had become so efficient at managing their
own guile that future protest had become futile .
They should have driven to Ho Chi Minh C ity in the South
first, before flying out of Vietnam; then Nam Loe could have
seen that frenetic activity of a toying kind wasn't j use an American
innovation. Nam Loc's father had been a schoolteacher, his
mother a nurse; probably eminencly middle-class Vietnamese,
and nationalists too. What would they have made of an avantgarde American female professor's gesture- for it had been
Lauren's idea to adopt a Vietnamese child- thirty years lace in
the com ing?
This morning, after a long bath and a full breakfast, Nam
Loe had conveyed in his rudimentary English that he wanted
to forger his past, his homeland, his whole previous life, and
start with a fresh slate. It had been an astounding statement.
Where had he learned such a complex and mature thought?
Had his master at the Hanoi orphanage, where Nam Loe had
managed to thrive for rwo years after his parents died, trained
him to say chis to his new guardians? Lauren would know what
to make of chis near-Gothic eruption. Although nominally
a professor in the English department, where in the affiuent
sixties she had held forth on the silences of the female-authored
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Victorian novel, Lauren was all over the place now: pulp fiction,
Hollywood, sitcoms, billboards, and internet chat rooms. In
the age of cultural studies and theory, it was what one did, to
maintain currency.

Lauren's newest passion was the presumed desecration of the
van ish ing female body in Haruki Murakami's novels . When
her star graduate student, a woman with the looks of a model
who Lauren said reminded her of her own impetuous youth,
committed suicide last semester, Lauren went into a frenzy of
output that had yielded a Times Sunday Magazine front cover
article on corpulence as a defense mechanism turned inward
under late capitalism's severe regime of discipline. True, but
couldn't it be as simple as some people just eating too much
and getting fat? Arch ur's "common sense" -as he unfashionably
called it-made no headlines these days, was directly responsible
for declining enrollment in his classes, while Lauren was the
academic star in the family: exactly the opposite of the situation
at the start of their careers. Arthur no longer felt that the
institutions responsible for integrating and assimilating average
people were as oppressive as the popular thinkers of the fifties
and sixties had presumed. While desirable female colleagues
at best only tolerated Arthur as an eccentric past his prime, so
many male colleagues crowded into Lauren's personal space these
days that Arthur had to try to stop obsessing about their evil
intent toward his still petite and pretty wife. Maybe when they
performed Marxist hermeneutics on the Mexican restaurant's
menu, they weren't acting from romantic motivation; maybe
they were as boring as he took them to be on the surface.
On Johnson Street, a music store that sold used tapes and
CDs side by side with new ones seemed to hold Nam Loc's
attention. Arthur said, "Want to go in?" and when the boy
smiled with crooked teeth-the braces wouldn't have ro wait
long, if he knew Lauren-they found themselves immersed in
a small, overheated room. A disinterested attendant with long,
dirty hair waved at Nam Loe. The rap music conveyed jarring
protest against women and cops. "You like th is?" Arthur asked
0
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Nam Loe, and wasn't surprised when the boy broke into a rare
genuine grin . This didn't mean he couldn't yet be turned into
a world-famous mathematician or physicist, under the highpowered accelerated guidance of two of Madison's most able
professors working closely with him , day and night. The lost
years at the orphanage could be made up. Nam Loe folded his
clothes neatly every time he discarded an outfit. He hadn't yet
sp illed a drop of anything. He bowed good morning and good
night. H e ate oatmeal and other food "good for him" without
complaint. Arthur was convinced all this sugges ted not a
naturally conformist personality but one trained ro smooch out
unnecessary friction. Now Nam Loe was swaying his head to the
rapper's escalating lament about police brutality. The attendant
seemed to have gone to sleep. "Lee's go then," Arthur said, and
as quickly as if he'd been in a dream, Nam Loe surrendered and
stopped movi ng his head back an d forth.
In the week he'd been in America, Nam Loe had seemed to
warm up ro Lauren more than he had to Acch ur. Acch ur cried
to be matu re about it. Sure, he'd been the one to make the
dreary trip to H anoi, but whereas his own demeanor was heavy
and dragging, Lauren's was lightweight and swift. H ow could a
growing boy not respond to Lauren's aura of benign neutrality?
Lauren readily admitted she wasn't exactly motherly, but she
did perform the de facto functions of motherhood, catering
to necessary needs without caving in to them for her legions
of fans and fo llowers-so why couldn't she do the same for
this innocent boy? The public school teachers in Madison were
used to dealing with issues of language and cultural transition;
Lauren knew, despite her critique of the devouring ways of late
capitalism , when to step aside and let established institutions do
their job. She would be fine. The boy would be fine.
They were waiting among a swarm of cheerful undergraduates
in bright clothes at the light at State and Dayton.
"Well hello, ifit isn't the international man of mystery! You've
been to Hanoi, Arthur? Oh my, what a cute boy."
Gretchen Tolliver, blonde, buxom, and discinccly Southern
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despite having lived in the North since her college days, bent to
ruffie Nam Loc's newly shorn hair, and to kiss him on his cheeks
with the enthusiasm of a Victorian governess in love with her
brutal master's neglected offspring. Her massive bosom rested
on the poor boy's head.
"You heard then," Arthur said.
"Everyone has," Gretchen said, unbending. "It's awful noble
of you, Arthur."
Arthur didn't see the nobility in it; weren't all voluntary acts
ultimately selfish, or at least pragmatic? Why had grown-ups
who ought to know better suddenly adopted the language
of romanticism and martyrdom? Gretchen was in Lauren's
department, and taught Chaucer. She too was a Madison lifer.
In the early seventies, when Arthur had come closer to infidelity
than at any other time, Gretchen had seemed to him the very
antithesis of the Connecticut old-money aloofness into which
Lauren could easily slide. Gretchen could consume whiskey like
a World War I soldier and utter imprecations against the high
culture figures around campus. He'd sat in on her class once, in
the late Nixon years, and was motivated enough to reread all
of Chaucer. Lately, Gretchen too wrote papers in the mystical
argot of Cixous and Kristeva, poor Chaucer's invention of
language bur an afterthought to whatever unintentional havoc
he'd wrought on women's bodies through all-too-masterful
manipulation of signs and codes. That is, if Chaucer could even
be said to be a discrete author in the first place, rather than
merely the intertexrual expression of the zeitgeist of his times.
At least Lauren hadn't started off acting in the lifelong role of
untouchable debutante, and jumped on the theory bandwagon
only when it became professionally suicidal not to do so.
A tear seemed to roll down Gretchen's cheek; her inability to
find a real gentleman to sire her children had long ago ceased
to be a source of concern, or even amusement, among her
colleagues. It was what one chose to do; without compromise,
there was no family.
"We don't see each other enough, Arthur. Here- " she started
97 98
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scribbling on the back of her visiting card. "I've moved to a new
place in Shorewood Hills. Come to dinner with the boy, and
Lauren, any night."
"Sure. I'll ask Lauren. His name's Nam Loe, by the way."
"Nam Loe. How pretty! Oh, he's adorable! " Gretchen again
smothered his head with her vast bosom. She expressed a desire
to visit Southeast Asia; Arthur said there was nothing to be
seen there that couldn't be experienced in rural Indiana in the
middle of winter: Hanoi had given him the impression of being
a permanent ghost town, having fought history to a draw.
"Oh Arthur, you're ever so much the romantic!"
"No, I never was, Gretchen."
Gretchen would have started a long discussion of the
difficulties of adoption in Third World countries, but Arthur
determinedly looked at his watch and lied chat he had to meet
Lauren in about an hour, after doing some necessary shopping for
the day, for lunch at the University Club. He'd had no intention
of bothering Lauren on a busy conference day, but why not?
She would be pleased to see Arthur and Nam Loe-dare he
say, father and son?-extracting the maximum from a Saturday
morning in the most livable city in America.
"About Lauren-Arthur, I'd like to speak to you-soon.
I'm worried about her." No doubt she wanted to exercise the
absurd rumors chat so many in Humanities were massaging: chat
Lauren's unpredictable bursts of rage, her unknowably vicious
putdowns ofluminaries, were somehow related to a neurological
disorder that had better be investigated soon. Lauren was fiercely
resistant to modern doctors, whom she thought of as executors
of a diseased gender-based separation between the utilitarian
and the ideal, the Cartesian duality gone haywire. Gretchen
was wrong about Lauren's state of health, even if she was the
least likely to be motivated by mere envy. It was called growing
old, entering the charmless silent zone long past menopause
when approachable figures from the past bunched together into
constituents of myths and fairy tales, and had to be either hated
or loved. Unpredictability followed .
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"Soon, Gretchen, soon."
"Okay, then. Bundle him up more next time for such a cold
day." Gretchen was pointing at Nam Loc's jacket. Yes, it wasn't
very thick. But Hanoi must have gotten cold enough. Nam Loe
was supposed to have stayed inside too much. The usual way of
learning English was to catch its rhythms from television shows;
Nam Loe had sweated over grammar books and dictionaries
for two years. He was theoretically a "boat person" who'd never
seen a boat, of that kind, up close, which didn't make him any
less a boat person. There, Arthur was indulging in essentialist
categorization-or was it binary opposition?- as Lauren
would have it. But then, why not, like the others, appropriate a
derogatory term, and vaporize its offensiveness away?
They moved up State Street. H e was glad nothing physical
had ever happened with Gretchen; where would his life be
now if it had? Lauren, like all educated feminists, was more
possessive of the male than untrained housewives caught up
in the allure of detergent and bug spray. Lauren would have
been unforgiving; she would have left him. Early on, he used
to congratulate himself, on days when Lauren froze him out of
human consideration, that she constantly motivated him to reach
for the stars, to enter realms of scholarly thought he'd have been
too abashed to go near, but for her unrelenting pressure. "Why
can't you be the department chair in five years?" she'd asked
him in 1965, when the nightmares of bureaucracy had not yet
become real. "Why can't I? Because I'm the humble son of a
small-time doctor, who never so much as posted his awards on
the walls." And she'd playfully kick him in the back, and they'd
roll in lovemaking: Lauren was never so passionate as when she
planned for the future.
Ah, the charming Farmers' Market was at hand: out-ofseason smokebush and honeysuckle, asparagus and zucchini,
strawberries and cranberries, all that was primary and tropical
and indispensable was to be had here, everything that in other
countries at this time of the year would be unavailable, or too
expensive, or simply unheard of, all at bargain prices, mere
99
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fractions of what could be had at the conglomerate grocery
stores. The vendors were soft-spoken , polite, unassuming, not
following the trend of bedlam wrought by sellers in similar
venues in other civil izing American cities. Under clean white
canopies, buyers and sellers talked about abortive hernias and
overachieving offspring. Lauren never came; neither did most
university students. They preferred their organic food in the
safety of modern supermarkets.
Over by the giant green grapes, bent double and propped by
his equally decrepit wife, was old Charlie Wilson, once Arthur's
foremost nemesis in the sociology department, twenty years
his senior and argumentative as hell about every attempt of
Arthur's in the sixties and seventies ro introduce relevance into
the classroom, some acknowledgment that a civi l rights and
women's movement was raging in the country. "Mark my words,
Arthur. No one will read Marcuse twenty years from now- not
to mention C. Wright Mills. The classics, my boy, the classics.
Better stick ro Weber." Charlie had been right. Arthur saw
other dinosaurs of the humanities and social sciences coasting
around the market; very few from the hard sciences visited the
spectacle. He knew everybody so well that he had a free pass to
acknowledge on ly when and how he wanted.
"This is like Hanoi?" Arthur probed Nam Loe, hoping to see
signs of recognition in his eyes. Nam Loe nodded doubtfully,
extending his small hands deeper into his pockets.
Of course, there'd have to be violently disturbing smells, of
discarded fish heads and shrimp shells, and rotting mangsteen
and rambutan, and negotiations over prices blustery enough to
equal mini-wars, for it to really feel like home. Some years from
now, when Nam Loe was old enough, perhaps they could talk
about how the poor boy and his parents had gotten along; they
must have been, to use a contemporary usage Arthur derided,
excellent "role models," for Nam Loe to be so studious and
disciplined. Nam Loc's parents had died not on land , but on
water, their pleasure boat having capsized in the South Ch ina
Sea; they had been too bourgeois to be excellent swimmers.
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The master at the orphanage had translated every word of the
newspaper article where the gory incident had been related.
Arthur had then tried to relay to Lauren over the phone
everything of it that he remembered, but she didn't want to
know. It would bias how she saw Nam Loe; the boy wasn't to
be objectified as a tragic figure.
"Farm fresh fruit and vegetables," he said to Nam Loe.
"Hard to get in America. Pick whatever you want. What do
you like?"
Nam Loe looked uncomprehending, and Arthur started
miming eating gestures, feeling silly.
"Professor Fishbach? Oh my God, it's you? I almost didn't
recognize you outside class? It's so lively here, isn't it? So
natural-so-so pastoral. Oh, hello? " The undergraduate
who'd accosted them shook hands with Nam Loe, who'd started
caressing a precarious mound of nectarines, as if unnerved by
their glossy smoothness.
It was Christine Marshall, from his introductory core class,
which held seven hundred students, each of whom expected
him to remember their name and obscure Midwestern place of
origin. In Christine's case h e did remember. From St. Paul, she
was the daughter of a onetime colleague, an able documentarian
of the Civil War, which she thought gave her extra privileges
with Arthur. She'd already proposed an independent study
project for next semester on early consciousness-raising groups
in the upper Midwest. She was blonde and fit and rosy and
happy, like all of them now. How long would he be compelled
to explain to everyone who the boy was, why he was with him?
"My son, Nam Loe," said Arthur. The relationship was difficult
to utter; at the peak of his academic career, when his journal
articles were beginning to find an audience, he'd thought the
wave of freshmen each year were his true children. "My son,"
he repeated. "Freshly arrived in America, doesn't speak much
English yet, so be warned about using your poststructuralist
jargon before him." He smiled weakly.
"Oh, don't kid, please. He's adorable? Anyway, I just wanted
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to tell you I loved your wife's lecture the other night? Did you
know two hundred people came?"
"Remind me .... "
"On the unintended transgressive consequences of corporate
communication manuals? Using local, Madison, examples!"
Of course, using the local always made a pursuit more valid.
The last public lecture Arthur had given was on the eve of
the 1984 election, titled "The Choice Among Non-Choices:
Democracy in the Age of Media." Almost no one had come.
'Tm sorry, I was in Hanoi then. Picking up my son."
Arthur still choked up over the word. Even if he hadn't been
out of the country, there was a good chance he'd have missed that
small blip up in Lauren's ever rising graph of appointments. Since
the early eighties, Lauren had lived in her own apartment on
the western side of campus, with a close view of Lake Mendota.
They had weeknight dinners in their own places, and usually
came together by assignation on Friday and Saturday nights.
Lauren said the move to her own place had dramatically escalated
her productivity; it had nothing to do with Arthur, it was her
own deficiency of concentration. Certainly, she had been more
productive under this setup. The predictable rumors about rhe
oddity of the living arrangements, given Lauren's ferocious
feminism, had had no staying power.
Arthur tried to describe Hanoi's dreariness to Christine: the
shabby wall-sized posters of faded communist leaders, the antiimperialist overhang which the south of the country was doing
its best to forget, the ghoulish shame over corruption which
was worse than its transparent acknowledgment in other Third
World countries. But how much could Christine understand'
Already her eyes were darting back and forth, as if in search of
other fresh faces her own age.
"We'll talk soon about your independent study project."
"Oh right, right. See you then."
She was gone.
They ended up buying apples, Nam Loc's favorite fruit. "You
get them all year long in America, every kind, red and green and
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yellow, in every store. You've made a safe choice, my boy."
He meant to sidestep the capitol and head straight to Lake
Monona- there was still an hour to go before Lauren could
reasonably be surprised for lunch- but changed his mind.
"Heck, why not! My boy, into the big white house. This is how
we run government." Minus sensation, he thought.
Nam Loe seemed more interested in the immobility of
the speechless guards than in adoring the shiny black busts of
Wisconsin visionaries and progressives, lining the halls like so
many nods to charmed affinirywith the guests. Confronting the
larger-than-Ii Fe starue of"Fighting Bob" La Follette dominating
the rotunda, Arthur wished he had the language to explain ro
Nam Loe how significant the unwavering old liberal had been
to his own sense of vocation. One day soon, one day. Arthur
would be sevenry-five when Nam Loe was cwenry. Then he saw
Nam Loe focused on a group of kids-blond and happy, half his
age-and on rhe way the parents themselves seemed their kids'
age, in innocence, lack of guile. As abruptly as he seemed to have
been energized, Nam Loe lost curiosiry, questioningly looking at
Arthur. "You want to see Lauren? It's time, yes. I think we can
safely go." The bag of apples they'd bought weighed down the
pocket of his trench coat. He tried not to mind it.
In just an hour the morning's festive shopping mood
on State Street seemed to have been replaced by grumpy
lunchtime protest. Tromping back toward campus-he'd feel
srupid asking Nam Loe if it ever snowed in Hanoi, to visualize
his eventual response ro Madison's true colors-he felt the
aggressive extremities of underemployed graduate students
and dismembered adjunct faculty inserting themselves into the
charmed circle between would-be father and son. It was as if
the hands pushing forth unfilled petitions and takeaway decals
were resentful of the boy and him. "We have to rush," he said
to Nam Loc's mystification.
Just before Park Street they ran into one of Arthur's former
graduate students, Miles, who had dropped our a couple of years
ago and never been officially heard from again. Miles had been
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part of a jazz band-or so he claimed-on the West Coast, not
to menrion having done other "dirty work," including, if you
were to believe him, dirch digging. Was that even an occupation
anymore? Miles had always been awkward in class, as if trying
to hide his worldly knowledge from his more genreel classmates,
afraid that his wised-up interpretation of theory would give
away his excess of experience. Arthur had grown fond of him,
bur kept his disappearance secret from Lauren, whose attitude
toward such loss of talent invariably was: "If they can't take the
heat, let them get out of the kitchen." Miles had been spotted
now and then in town; he seemed to have become part of rhe
permanenr anriwar movement. This time around, it would be
a lifetime job. "Miles!" Arthur had decided to finally confront
him, addressing his dreadlocks and grimy open collar, more
than his moony gray eyes. "Professor! " Miles said without a hint
of recognition, as if addressing all rhe generic professors of the
world, rhose who had done him in and those who were yet to.
Arthur moved on.
Protesr was wirhout meaning anyway. It had none of the
life-and-death value it used to have during Vietnam. It was now
entirely a vicarious operation. None of these nice kids were going
ro suffer or die because of our policies. It meant nothing. "Don't
ever ger caught up in such foolishness, my boy!" he addressed
Nam Loe, who dutifully nodded. Arthur had tried not to think
about the inevitable ribbing that was bound to come Nam Loc's
way, even in the rarefied M adison Metropolitan School District,
for his odd accenr, his exaggerated manners, his stiff obedience.
On the street he looked physically like any other Vietnamese boy
who might have been born and bred in Oshkosh or Eau Claire.
But inside he was all differenr, his soul and mind were different.
When exactly would he become an American boy? How much
was it Arthur's personal job to worry about such imponderables
on Nam Loc's behalf?
They were at the grand sraircase of the University C lub now,
welcomed by the solid pillars, the walls covered with irrepressible
ivy. W hen Arthur and Lauren first came to Madison, the club
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was attended only by old fogeys, fossils past their expiration date;
now the most ambitious among the young aspired to hobnob
here, to catch a kind word or two from colleagues with power
and influence.
The warmth inside the University Club was positively blazing.
"Here's where they plan the fate of the world," he whispered to
Nam Loe, as Arthur was joyfully greeted by the receptionist,
the manager, and one of the master chef's European deputies,
as if it was only Arthur's presence that had been missing from
the serene occasion.
"Are you here for the thought or the food'" the manager
repeated his old joke.
"I thought the two might go rogether-for once," Arthur
replied as usual, and they laughed.
"Lovely boy. I heard," the manager said. "But isn't he
cold?"
The one-day conference-pitched to younger faculty at
the campus , and to those at other research universities in
Wisconsin-was called "Welcoming the Twenty-First Century:
Rehabilitative Discourse in the Era of Diminished Expectations."
Outsourcing, globalization, deinduscrialization, militarization,
the end of the welfare state, the evisceration of privacy, all
seemed to be taken as ineluctable. The only questions, judging
by the program notes, were How do we still get along with each

other, How do we talk amongst ourselves so that the least ofus don't
feel deprived and left alone? Arthur had to remind himself that
Lauren was actually trained as a literary critic; when was the last
time she'd actually done any criticism?
They slipped into the back of the crowded meeting room
to catch the end of Lauren's speech. There she was, holding
everyone's attention, with her absolute charisma and passion!
His Lauren, petite, indecomposable, untouched by the
debilities of age, a tight bundle of warmth and energy and
empathy, with a prodigious memory for every nuance of
discussion and scholarship, and the ability to finesse seemingly
opposing points of view into a fluid conglomeration of
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reconcilable ideas . She looked gorgeous as always, her shiny
light brown hair resting on her shoulders, rhe gliming gold of
her earrings like tiny exclamation marks to the perfection of her
symmetrical face-b lue eyes, thin nose, high cheekbones all in
place, unwilling to muddy or wrinkle or jiggle or sag past the
age of sixty. W hy, she looked twenty years younger! H e could
imagin e any number of younger co lleagues- that smart-ass
Yale deconstructionist Terry Simes, for one--lusring fo r her,
over th eir you nger actual mates, who probably had li ttle ro
say except assent and mumble, if they weren't in rhe academic
profession themselves. She wore a gray suit rhar did nothing to
hide her fem ininity. Arthur almost tripped over a wire searing
himself and Nam Loe, and Lauren gave him a sympathetic look
from rhe podium.
He was glad Lauren had never been one of those femi nists
whose ideology seemed to intensify in inverse proportion to
rhe degradation of their looks. Bur perhaps this was the new
way after all. To have any influence, you must look good . He
thought with pride of the enviable pair they had always made:
Arthur, rail and graceful, ambassadorial in presence, still with
a full head of dark hair, not yet go ne leathery or rubbery in his
skin desp ite years of outdoor activity, marched with his ever
petite Lauren, smelling of precious orchids and cold spring rain .
Thar's how they'd arrived at this campus, Lauren excited by the
hothouse atmosphere of it all, which she would claim- pinned
down under Arthur on warm fall nigh rs and blissfully sanguine
about the prospect of decades of harmonious sex-meant all the
more because of her talented companion. Did she still th ink of
him that way? Twice in their married life, when she was tempted
to cheat, Lauren had done the honorable Madiso n thing, and
told Arthur of her enticement, complete with rhe name of rhe
offending male, before she could fal l into the trap. "Go rgeous,
my boy, isn't she?" he whispered to Nam Loe, and then worried
that he shouldn't have passed such a remark about Nam Loc's
"mother."
"In short, it isn't government rhar has or ever did have
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the power to make or break the stability or coherence of our
chosen lifestyles, or shall we say, the glory of our honorbound
corrosiveness, the gestative aesthetic wherein we stew and mold
and fester, like embryos in a womb, like worms-or is that too
gritty a trope?-in a cocoon, sensing our eventual climax, our
emergence in a world half welcoming, half suspicious, but never
quite sure of the final outcome, the ultimate shape our selves will
assume upon confronting the rest of creation: here I am, world,
see me and acknowledge me and love me, if you will, but if you
don't, well, I'll still find communities of affinity and solace, I'll
make my way, so if it's the same to you, would you mind making
space for me? There's that little spot at the head of the room I'd
like to sidle up to-please. That's the attitude. Attitude is what
it's going to take. Now, how that translates into the pedagogy of
the-shall we say?-formerly imperializing gaze ... " She'd left
theory home; she was addressing the disaffected masses.
Arthur didn't mean to, but the room was too warm, and he
dozed off. He must have snored, because he found the shriveled
woman next to him violently pinching his upper arm, as he
awoke to sounds of enthusiastic clapping greeting the end of
Lauren's talk, a young male colleague or rwo in the front even
getting up and yelling "Bravo!" and the manager of the club
appearing at the doorway to announce "Lunch!" while Nam Loe
seemed embarrassed by Arthur's inability to keep awake. Arthur
loudly cleared his throat, feigning that he had been meditating
instead of sleeping.
"Arthur." His wife was with him, warmly kissing him on the
cheeks, European style. "Oh Arthur, you look wet as a noodle,
so cold, so chilled. Do you have any idea how pink your face
is? " He was gratified that she attended to him first before Nam
Loe. He could no longer deny that he'd had a severe case of child
envy all the way until the actual acquisition of Nam Loe. He'd
wondered ifit was prelude to Lauren raking their separate living
arrangement to its logical conclusion. Instead, Lauren's plan was
for Nam Loe to spend weekdays with Arthur and weekends with
her. Because of the boy they'd see considerably more of each
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other. "Chao em, Nam Loe! You look wonderful, dear," Lauren
said, bending to pat the boy's cheeks. "Very strong and healthy.
Did you enjoy your Saturday morning walk around Madiso
n )"
Nam Loe nodded yes.
"How did you know we were walking around-"
"Oh Arthur, I've lived with you for forty years.... Anyway,
stay for lun ch, do, I've already asked them to make a special
place for yo u at my table. The banquet room accommodates
sixty. There are more than a hundred people here today."
"That's nice of yo u ... er, that speech you gave, it was . . . it
was ... nice, I mean . ..."

"Pish 1 That was pure bullcrap. Poppycock. Excuse me, I'm
supposed to watch my language before Nam Loe, am I not?
What the hey! He's starting fourth grade in two days. Sink or
swim. Swi m in the murkiness of American pop culture or the
vultures wi ll gee you."
Another mixed metaphor. For a woman who'd read so much
classic nineteenth-century literature, she sure didn't keep her
tropes in balance. Was it on purpose? "You're still sure we can
plunge him like chat into the school system, without a transition,
some help ... "
"The only help he needs is your and my confidence. Now
Arthur, straighten yourself up and treat this as a challenge
different in degree bur not in kind .. . oh phooey, I'm slipping
into chat motivational talk again. Nam Loe will be fine. Didn't
you read the reports from his master?" She had her hand on the
boy's head. "He has fantastic learning skills 1"
She squatted on the floor, squeezed the boy's hands, and
talked to him in reasonably comprehensible Vietnamese phrases,
infinitely better than Arthur was capable of. Nam Loe agreed
with her in surprisingly good English that he was very hu ngry
and would n't mind meeting her friends.
"Professor Fishbach!" Arthur turned his gaze to the wide-eyed
young man with shock of blond hair plastering his forehead, but
the greeting was addressed ro his wife. "I loved your talk. The way
you interpolated localized mulrivalency into politicized agency,
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it transformed the idea of insecurity into dialogic-"
"Bullcrap. Poppycock." She pivoted on her heels, still
crouching on the floor, to face her admirer. "I hope you didn't
take it coo seriously. Pure motivational stuff, which has its place,
but ... by the way, there's a brilliant new theorist from Calcutta
I'd like you to meet after lunch. Chakravarty is her last name.
She has things to teach all of us, I do believe!"
"Sure," said the young man, deflated, unable co meet Lauren's
eyes.
Arthur had never been able co decide to what extent Lauren
cook theory seriously: were all "texts" truly worth equal time'
She'd given Arthur a new digital camera and asked him to cake
as many picrures of the Hanoi streets as he could; no doubt she
would deconstruct chem, read entire histories of oppression and
resistance in obvious symbols, the way he never could. To him
a sign for a circumcision butcher was just that.
They had seats at President Isaiah Warren's table. He was an
old warrior, coo, but hid his wounds well, being the most selfeffacing big-time university president Arthur had ever known. It
was noted with bemusement that he preferred entomology over
fundraising. President Warren and Arthur had been invited to the
White House in the last days of Nixon, as part of a PR mission
co humanize Nixon to his academic critics; both had refused co
go, and had spent the latter part of the seventies congratulating
themselves for their distance.
"This man has the largest collection of butterflies in the Four
Lakes area-and beyond," Arthur said to Nam Loe by way of
introduction.
President Warren turned away from his even more diffident
wife, a self-styled "homemaker," and feeling called upon to
entertain the boy, started quizzing him about butterfly species
in Vietnam.
Lauren halted that strain of conversation. "You'l l have
shrimp spring roll," she said to Nam Loe, "they're very light, but
authentic." She ordered goat cheese and apple salad for herself.
It was always salad for her.
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"You had them eating out of your hands," President Warren
said to Lauren. "I don't know how you retain your enthusiasm,
your freshness, about the new scuff, the new . .. frankly, the
future scares me."

President Warren's wife retreated more than ever in her
capacious seat. Instead of making any wisecracks, Lauren let the
President's remark go. That was an admirable abiliry of hers: to
choose to engage or not to engage. Arthur was more controlled
by emotions when it came to dialogue.
The fireplace behind them was burning hotter than it needed
to; it seemed to Arthur that every place on campus had an excess
of energy, and this in a time of supposed energy shortages. H e
started sweating, wiping it off his head. H e could feel his wife's
eyes on his plate, to make sure he finished eating; lately, Arthur
had been suffering from a loss of appetite, for which Lauren had
so far not forced him to see his doctor.
"Nam Loe should have some time ro himself, conserve his
energy," Lauren said, noting how quickly the boy was earing.
"Tell you what, Arthur, let him stay with me the first week of
school. I've a very light workload chis semester anyway. Just
a couple of evening seminars. The pleasures of senioriry," she
winked at President Warren, who barely winked back. "No,
Isaiah, the future is brilliant. Can't you see it? The doomsayers
will have their day, but the juries will return a guilry verdict in
the end. You'll see. The earth isn't going to toast us all. There
won't be a return to feudalism. There has to be hope to keep
going. Don't you see, Isaiah?"
Arthur felt the question was really addressed to him. H e
obediently finished his grilled chicken. There was no beef of
any kind on this menu. The food tasted of nothing, it had been
so deprived of anything able ro kick start you. Would physical
decline suddenly arrest him? Would he be one of those who'd
turn overnight to helpless decrepitude?
"I've met your teachers chis week, Nam Loe," Lauren was
saying. So she had had chose meetings after all. Arthur thought
they'd only been pious statements of intent. For a universiry
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professor to deal with teachers at a lower level, for whom
pedagogy consisted of nothing but mass transference of what
they considered valuable information to receptive minds, was
an absolute ordeal. Not for Lauren, apparently, because she
consumed the next half hour, until the end of lunch, putting
Nam Loe at ease about his school. The teachers wouldn't put
pressure on him. They would be understanding abour his
challenges with the language, so he should never be afraid to ask
for extra help. He was already a very smart boy; all he needed to
do was learn the way things were accomplished in this system.
He should never forget, he would have been the cream of the
crop in Vietnam, and now that this was his country....
The boy had a second order of shrimp spring roll. The chicken
felt like prison food to Arthur. The glass of white wine was like
water. Because Lauren was sitting with President Warren, she
was secure from the politest of interruptions. The President was
an old fogey; if you sat with him, it must mean you required
privacy. Besides, wasn't she spending quality time with her boy,
converting his global insecurities into local remedies? Nam Loe
was exerting his English language muscles far more vigorously
than he had all morning with Arthur. "We went to music store."
He described his favorite rap singers, with whom Lauren was
thoroughly familiar. She said Nam Loe could borrow her discs.
He could have the digital camera too. Didn't Arthur still have it?
An iPod for the golden boy would be next. Technology was going
to smooth the wheels to the boy becoming American. There
was Arthur's answer. The boy would become like others of his
race born in Oshkosh or Eau Claire when he took his pleasures
for granted, when he felt a sense of entitlement. Nobody saw
the dark side of the pursuit of happiness anymore. One day
soon, when Arthur became Professor Emeritus, and scrounged
to collect a handful of students interested in listening to him,
Nam Loe would return home from high school, to find Arthur
not yet shaved or showered, wallowing in filth, reading daysold newspapers. Nam Loe would be the one to finally make
Lauren implement her decrees of health and well-being with
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actual force.
Arthur felt an unconquerable sleepiness stealing over him.
"Tea, I need co have some strong tea." He muse have abrupcly
blurted it out, in the absence of any waiters, because Lauren was
looking strangely at him, Nam Loe had turned red, and even
Pres ident Warren had a look of concern on his face. "Excuse me,
I think I need co get out of here," said Arthur. "I really must.
Will you be able co cake care of him the rest of the afternoon?
Yes, dea r, please?"
Without waiting for an answer, Arthur started from the cable,
and left, forgetting co tip che coat checker on his way out. Feeling
like a cheat, so meone with abandonment issues, as the talk shows
would have it, he guiltily traced his seeps toward Lake Mendota,
the watery cradle of che campus, whose crisp blueness never failed
to correct his vision. He was a coward. What would Nam Loe
think? His better side wanted him to return, apologize, have tea
with President Warren and company, stay around with Lauren
for che rest of che conference, and then take his wife and child
to a movie, perhaps a reprise of a forties class ic at the local arc
house cheater. Oh God, not Miles again, was he never go in g co
gee past his ghosts this most awful of days? It was Miles in front
of him, no doubt heading to the lake himself, with a satchel of
unused antiwar posters in one hand, and a soggy franchise hoagie
in a disintegrating paper bag in another. You coward, Arthur
denigrated himself, his head spinning, suddenly out of breath.
H e wanted co sic on the steps of one of the buildings on Park
Street. He was almost in sight of the empry chairs and cables
on the waterfront, he must keep going. That young man who'd
come up to Lauren to compliment her and been rebuffed, that
was Terry Simes, the famous Yale deconscruccionisc-Lord, why
hadn't Arthur recognized him from his pictures? And she'd put
him down so easily! Jc had co do with being a woman.
Fifteen minutes lacer, Arthur had lost himself enough in
memori es for che present moment to cease to co unt. Face
slumped in his hands, he stared unseeingly at the far horizon
cutting off che blue water. Maybe a man like Miles was better
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off than him: at least he thought he had something to live for.
Arthur couldn't even pretend that teaching mattered. In four
decades, had he been able to sway a single student to his point
of view? No one could get inside another person's mind. He
laughed grimly. A decade ago, it was Lauren who'd pulled our all
the stops to prevent him from quitting teaching. Was it then that
his real resentment of her had begun ? Would he have declined
much faster had he been out of teaching? Was the adoption of
the child a sop to Arthur's disintegration?
"Arthur." The way the soft hand was running back and forth
on his right shoulder could only mean it was Lauren. Silently,
she'd crept up to him, and was now looking at the water with
the same unseeing eyes as his.
"What, Lauren?" he said without fully turning around. Again,
she'd known exactly where to find him. 'Tm tired."
"Look who's here."
Nam Loe took the seat next to Arthur's, also facing the water,
without making a fuss of the dust everywhere. "Gulf of Tonkin
very blue-like this ."
''I'll leave you two alone. Spend the day with him. Bring him
back whenever you're comfortable. School doesn't even have to
start Monday." Then she lightly pecked Arthur on the cheek
and started leaving. "I have to put in the rest of my idiot time
at the club." H e thought she was going to turn around to hug
him tightly as if he were a child, embarrassing him before the
boy, bur she only waved daintily once she was a few feet away.
"Cam on," she thanked Nam Loe.
"So? "Arthur was going to make a genuine attempt
to understand Nam Loe this time. Some odd sense of
embarrassment had prevented him so far from asking Nam Loe
personal questions about how his eleven years in Vietnam had
really been like: if he'd felt betrayed when his parents died, if
he'd suffered at the orphanage, if he'd had any friends there he
missed. There was only a one-eyed girl with a limp who seemed
to have been sad when Arthur came to rescue Nam Loe from the
orphanage. Should Arthur talk about the time his own parents
11 3114
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divorced when he was fourteen , which in fact turned out to be
the best thing that had happened to him because he plunged
himself into study, leading straight to a full scholarship at the
University of Chicago ?
"In Vietnam, poor people enjoy ocean, lake, river. No cost.
No worry. No police." Then Nam Loe started conjuring, as best
he could , a world out of time, where people of diverse classes
managed to get by on little money and much resourcefuln ess;
where you had to be on guard all the time against theft and
force, knowing however that there wasn't much to lose to begin
with anyway; and where, worst come to worst, you could always
count on your family to be there for you, even if you comm itted
the most horrible act imaginable. Arthur nodded agreeably. H e
was willing to be educated.
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DE IUVENTUTE INEXSPECTATA

Martin Bidney
for Graham Handley

Our Magna Mater, Venus Genetrix,
Unwearyingly spills prolific power.
Mastering, moving, we command, commix

Potions for growth. Sad-shadowed Schopenhauer
In germ and seed, in spur and sperm and spore,
Deplored a random squander every hourSqualid refusal! Grumpy Einstein swore
God plays no dice. I think that dice play god.
Exuberance, from uber, udder, more
Can teach of nutriment, the push and pull
Of parenthood and parturition. Odd
That age remain, for one, exuvial,
Enfossiled, envoi ro an old ballade.
Another will become Scheherazade.
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FRA ANGELICO

Linda Dove
Cloisters of San Marco, Florence

Each monk sleeps with a fresco, each cell
a painted window. Christ's birth, baptism,
the Harrowing of Hell, the Lamentation. Noli
me tangere, Christ waves off the Magdalene
as he hefts his hoe past palm tree and tomb.
At night, these Dominicans contemplate
their walls by candle flame: the shell-pinks,
the pea-greens, lavender, orange, chartreuse.
Gabriel's wings are a butterfly's coat, a peacock's
folded fans. They stir the air, haloed
with anticipation. Who will turn the angels
white-feathered, after all? Who draws the blood?
These wings stain prayers. The words
whispered before them sound like song. In some
cells, it is different. In some cells, hands flap
around the Christ, gnat-like. Disembodied,
they slap and fist His face. Fingers offer nails
to whatever handyman tacks Him up. Heads
spit, palms collect silver. None of them
connect. They spin in space, human parts
orbiting a godhead's dreams.
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M ichele Battiste

Noc all rocks. Sharp-edged
Aars of shale char skid
across still water are nororious
for their one unintelligible syllable
as they sink. Boulders, roo,
are moscly mute: resigned
co landscape instead of song, their glorious
vibracos hardened and choked.
And while cl iffs and promontories, scarps
and reefs won't shut up, calling
like swallows across vase spaces, enraptured
with echo and wave, their language
is a privileged one, coded and closer
co God.
See char child squatting
the curb in front of the small brick house,
her jeans muddied red co the knees
in Georgia clay? She's speaking
with the gravel. She's in such deep
communion with the gravel she doesn't hear
her mama call from rhe front door.
The gravel says, "refugee."
The child answers, "yes."
The gravel begs, "rescue us."
The child shoves fistfuls in her pockets,
not doubting the seams will hold.
She never misunderstands the gravel. She
doesn't understand her mama's exasperation
at the door or at the hamper.
Gravel has been through so much, she thinks.
I can't be its only friend.
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Patricia O 'Hara

Perched in her second-floor kitchen window,
Nana shakes, then pins, each piece on the taut,
white line. Pin. Push. Pin. Push. The cold, wet weight
first do the sheets then towels and last the clothes
bowed the line (dip, swoon) toward the yard below.
Inside the steam pipes mutter noisy heat,
never enough to erase the thick, white
ice that furred the windows. Mundane tableau:
legs of trousers, upside-down shirrs, half slips
wave, fanned by snow-cold air, and grow stiff.
In the still, late afternoon she pulls, piece
by piece, the laundry in. The iron's hiss
on the pillowcase I press whispers light
and puffs midday wind through the kitchen night.
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Frnsr BoRN
Thom Ward
My aunts wrapped me in an un fort unate sweater and
dropped me in a puddle fo r safekeeping. So they say. There
is always too much testostero ne, a plague of this and that
to keep the visiting team off-balance. I did OK among the
sticks and bloated leaves, learned to scribble my name into
pebbles smart enough to put down security depos its. No pool
yet better than a sink, a puddle may have gum wrappers bur
seldom nuclear subs. W hat a rush to backstro ke and crawl in
seventy-five percent cotton , even as I came to learn how each
pagan god is an overpaid hedonist. Small and wet, our human
existence. So what if it's fuchsia and chartreuse; it's nice to
have a few threads that fit.
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Jacob M . Appel

One morning shortly after the war ended- char same autumn
their father drowned a litter of unwanted beagle puppies in the
upstairs bathtub-Arnold Minton shook his two daughters
awake with the tips of his fingers and announ ced chat the
girls were old enough to visit their grandparents. Or at least
Sandy thought it had been the same summer. le was hard to be
certain. She often suspected that people possessed two separate
memories, one for public events like Hiroshima and the firing of
General MacArthur, another for personal matters, and somehow
her experiences of that morning had ended up stashed in the
wrong caregory.
Ir should have been a shore trip. T wenty minutes. Half an
hour. (Sandy now knew a route through the municipal golf
course chat could cut it down ro fifteen.) But that was before
the days of DWI, back when driving drunk was a social faux pas
akin to dining with one's elbows on the tablerop. So they got lost.
Th en they asked directions at a filling station, bur didn 't fo llow
them, because "they didn't sound right. " They circled the same
landmarks: waterlogged scarecrows, gourds rotting on the vine.
Jinelle rode with her arms folded across her chest. She'd scoured
the girls and packaged them in dark muslin skirts, plaiting their
hair in eight waves, but when they arrived at the cemetery, she
refused to exit the Packard. The excursion had not been her idea
and she was determined ro convey her disapproval .
"S uit yourself," said Arnold.
"You know what I think," answered Jinelle.
(Lacer, after the separation, she grew more vocal in her
criticism:

"Do you know what the problem with your father was?" she
asked. "H e was always very good, bur he was never great."
"Very good is fine for some things," she explained. "A very
good carpenter, sure. Even a very good docror. My papa, rest
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his soul, was a very good veterinarian. But a landscape painter?
What the hell use is a very good painter? How many un-great
painters can you name? I'll tell you how many. Only one. Adolf
Hitler. ")
Arnold's parents were buried under a coffin-shaped marble
slab that reminded Sandy of a feeding trough for cattle. This was
in the far corner of the cemetery, where the graves were old and
huddled rogether like refugees. Through a chain-link fence, you
could see the rear yards of the neighboring houses. Many of the
porch lights remained lit. Damp yellow beech leaves cleaved to
the slate paths and the soles of the girls' shoes.
"Sandy, Vicroria," declared Arnold. His speech was resonant,
oratorical, but slightly slurred, like Daniel Webster on a bender.
"Allow me to introduce Mr. and Mrs. Josephus Minton."
Grandpa Minton had sold Fuller brushes door-to-door.
Grandma Edith did piecework in a blanket factory. What money
there was came from Jinelle's family.
"Now if you'll kindly step this way, ladies," continued Arnold.
"I have another treat in store for you."
The damp air chapped Sandy's fingers. She'd never known her
grandparents, so she wasn't sure how sad she ought to feel.
Arnold led the girls to a newer section of the cemetery.
H ere, chrysanthemums lined the broad gravel pathways and the
"avenues" bore the names of fruit trees. The graves stood evenly
spaced like tiny suburban fiefdoms. Arnold paused at a patch of
empty grass near the intersection of Cherry and Walnut. With
one fluid motion, he hoisted Victoria onto his shoulders.
"Observe, behold," said Arnold. "This is the hallowed scrap
of earth where your mother and I will take up our eternal
residence."

The gravesite was no bigger than a hopscotch grid. Someone
had abandoned a mangled umbrella frame on Arnold's "hallowed
scrap of earth," and a pair of grackles were mining the topsoil
for breakfast. It was impossible to believe that anyone would
actually be buried there.
"What's that?" asked Victoria, pointing.
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Sandy stepped forward onto the damp grass. The small
gray marker resembled a concrete hitching post, but it bore
an iron "perpetual care" badge. Oriana Grace M inton. April 3,
1937-April 9, 1937. Vicroria's rwin.
Arnold grabbed Sandy, hard , by the back of her collar.
"That's nothing," he said. "Let's go home."

Fifty-two years later: Both M inton plots were now occupiedJinelle's for three decades, Arnold's for three days-and Sandy
had been office manager at the cemetery so long that she could
locate indi vidual graves for visitors without co nsulting th e
logbook. T emporary workers enjoyed quizzing her, flipping
open the registry and asking, for example, where Maryann
Lewis was interred , but Sandy would shoot back: Do you mean
Maryann Lewis Died 1977 or Maryann Lewis Died 1984?
When the temps inquired why she'd mastered what to them
seemed a morbid parlor trick, or when a feature writer for the
local newspaper delved into Sandy's motives, she always replied ,
"Busy hands are happy hands and an idle mind is the devil 's
workshop," which seemed satisfactory to everyone, although it
wasn't quite clear how memorizing maps of the dead kept one's
hands occupied. It was the sort of response people expected
from a homely, church-going spinster. If she had explained her
desire to preserve a living memory of the deceased- the way
Jews consecrate the legacy of the Holocaust-her inquisitors
might have judged her cuckoo. Instead, th ey thought her
upright, straight-shooting, knowledgeable, generous, witry, a
lady of considerable spirit, but leading a life as lackluster as cold
porridge. Which it often was.
And now Father was dead and Victoria was coming home.
Victoria who had done nothing and gotten everything, while
Sandy did everything and got nothing. Though you couldn't
put it to folks that way.
My sister's coming into town, you said.
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Thar must be a comfort. I do hope we'll meet her this rime.
Then you had to explain that it wasn't Oriana, the mysterious
and unseen Oriana with whom you occasionally toured Italy or
cruised the Galapagos, but Victoria. Victoria, with her golden
laughter and perfectly arched brow, for whom Allan Draper
had jumped off the Jefferson Dam in the tenth grade. Victoria
who'd had rwo stalkers in a single year of high school when
you couldn't attract so much as a flasher. Victoria who'd gone
off to Los Angeles, and appeared in a television commercial,
and founded a talent and modeling agency with branch offices
in Santa Barbara and Las Vegas, but sent home crates of navel
oranges and cases of cabernet sauvignon, like a tourism agency
gone berserk, when what you and Father needed was cold hard
cash. Though you couldn't say much of that either.
My other sister, you said. The businesswoman. From
California.
For the funeral?
Too late for the funeral, you said. You know how it is.
Of course, of course. (Meaning: "We acknowledge there
must be reasons why adult children don't attend their parents'
funerals, but we cannot fathom what they are.")
Oriana is on a lemur-watching expedition in Madagascar,
you added. Incommunicado.
Probably better that you can't reach her. Why ruin her
vacation? Ir won't change anything.
How strange it was, Sandy found, to speak of Victoria in
these days following her father's death. Discussing her sister
with the office staff, or her book club friends, or the Brazilian
physical therapist, Eduardo, who was helping her with her hip,
Sandy almost believed that Victoria was the fiction . Sandy
knew everything of Oriana's life, because she'd cobbled it
together from shards of fantasy. Her sister's whirlwind romances
with titled aristocrats, the dinner parties at the Montparnasse
townhouse, the safaris and archaeological digs and culinary
tours in which Sandy was occasionally included. In contrast,
Victoria appeared every five years or so, a different man on her
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elbow, her hair varying from platinum to onyx to henna. (She
stayed just long enough to whet Father's appetite, to regain her
perch as his favorite-while paying Sandy compliments that
stung like insults, calling her "the good daughter" and "the loyal
one.") When Victoria phoned, Sandy couldn't even picture the
space from where she was phoning. It was out in the ether. An
absolute blank.
Sandy had wondered-to the last-whether Victoria might
surprise her with a cameo appearance at Father's funeral. It had
been a short service. Attendance was light: a handful of Sandy's
co-workers, paying respects to her and not to him. (Arnold's
erratic outbursts had long since driven off his few surviving
friends.) Sandy's pastor had contracted pneumonia and his
surrogate, a divinity student from Hitchcock Seminary, stuttered
dreadfully. He read a psalm and spoke of human fellowship.
Having pumped Sandy for the crumbs of her father's life, during
their walk from the parking lot, the poor boy forgot to include
them. Not that it mattered. Sandy was the only mourner who'd
actually known Arnold. As it was, she spent most of the service
thinking of a beige jacket she'd worn to an interfaith round table
the previous weekend. A reformed rabbi and a Buddhist scholar,
both women in their thirties, had examined the morality of
private property. Sandy feared she'd left the jacket at the church,
draped over the back of her chair. Although she'd loved her
father devoutly, far more than the old man was capable ofloving
anyone, anything, she was too depleted for grief.
Afterwards, Sandy hiked up to the contemplation gazebo. A
low wooden bench lined four walls of the hexagon . Teenagers
made out here, on weekend nights, blanketing the concrete floor
with cigarette stubs and spent condoms. (She'd also found a
noose one morning, hanging limp in the peonies.) Victoria had
no doubt come to this knoll in her youth, as had Sandy, once,
with Boyd Kelly, but nothing had happened berween them. If
you closed your eyes, you could see your whole life from there.
It had not-despite what people often said-gone by so quickly.
It had just gone by: demanding, haphazard, without traction.
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Sandy rook a deep breath. She could love Victoria. She could
start from scratch-adopt what someone (Thomas Merton?
Reinhold Niebuhr?) had called a hermeneutic of generosity.
They were family, after all. Blood. After everything, she was still
raring to love her sister. All Victoria had to do was to ask.

Victoria arrived by cab two days later. H er hair was shoulderlength, chestnut and braided. She sported a long gray raincoat
suited for a film noir heroine, dark sunglasses, and a turquoise
scarf worn like Amelia Earhart. Hardly altered in five years.
Even her dress size- "Would you believe I still fir into a
four?"-remained constant.

The driver hauled Victoria's luggage onto the porch. Two
large valises. A Gladstone bag. A ladies' hatbox streaked crimsonand-white like a candy cane. Who in God's name still traveled
with a hatbox? Sandy spotted her sister through the dormer
window in the attic. She'd been sorting through Father's effects,
gathering threadbare suits for the Goodwill dumpster, airing
out long-abandoned canvasses. What a moment for Victoria
to arrive! Sandy did her best to wipe the sawdust off her knees
before opening the door.
"Gracious!" declared Victoria. 'T m so glad I found you at
home. I was terribly afraid you'd have gone off somewhere-to
one of your church things- and I'd be stuck out here in the
rain with my bags."
'Tm usually at work," answered Sandy. "Not this week, of
course."

Victoria stepped into the foyer and removed her gloves.
"Will you be a dear and help with my bags? I would, but with
my back...."
Victoria had cracked her spine in high school. They'd gone
apple picking and she'd fallen off the rear of the truck. An injury
far less incapacitating, at the present, than Sandy's hip fracture.
(Yet Victoria knew nothing of the hip-and it was easier to haul
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the luggage than to explain.)
"So good to be home," said Victoria. "It's ovetwhelming,
almost. Each time the house seems somehow smaller. Dimmer."
She flicked the hall lights on and off like a realtor. "It's hard to
imagine the old place with Father gone."
"That's al/I can imagine," said Sandy.
The interior of the house had hardly changed since their
childhood. They still used a chartreuse rotary phone, secured in
a telephone cabinet. The same one-eyed rocking horse swayed
in the parlor. Their garage and cellar remained cluttered with
corroded farm implements. What a contrast to the exterior! The
original six acre tract-Jinelle's father and uncle raised squash for
market-had been slashed and subdivided until the yard wasn't
much larger than the house itself. A stately Tudor hemmed in
by parvenu split-levels. Arnold had sacrificed the rest for gallery
space, leisure time, food .
Sandy tugged the last of the suitcases across the threshold.
Victoria had already passed into the parlor. She navigated
the room as though visiting a museum, glossing her gaze
over the alabaster bookends and the mantel clock and each
commemorative plate. "Do tell me," she said, without turning
around. "How was it? I mean at the end."
"It happened while I was in the shower," said Sandy, matterof-fact. "He'd gone for a glass of milk and his legs must have
come out from under him."
(A scotch and soda, more likely-but why tell it that way?)
"So it was sudden," persisted Victoria. "No last words?"
"I don't know. I don't think about it."
Victoria turned around without warning. "Of course not,
darling. How insensitive of me-after all you've been through.
At least one of us did her part."
Sandy squeezed her hands together behind her back. "How
is business in California?" she asked.
Victoria's expression turned half-frown and half-wince. Sandy
recognized the look: it was the same one mechanics and plumbers
use when a woman asks about payment.
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"It is what it is," said Victoria, shrugging. "In any case," she
continued. "I have something for you." She rummaged through
her handbag and retrieved a small package wrapped in brown
paper. "Open it. "
"You don 't need to do this," said Sandy. She crossed into the
dining room and, tentatively at first, poured a shot of scotch
from the crystal decanter. (It was all hers now-no Father to
measure the volum e like a tide-keeper.)
"I'll unwrap it then," said Victoria. "I couldn 't decide between
the necklace and the earrings, so I bought them both. They' re
hand-crafted by this hundred-year-old Yuki Indian woman I
discovered in Sausalito. She follows her tribe's ancestral patterns.
Here, try them on. "
"Later," said Sandy. The scotch warmed her throat and the
tips of her ears. She could no longer remember the last time
she'd indulged in hard liquor.
"The necklace is abalone with dentalium. Dentalium is a
mollusk, for what it's worth. I always like to ask those things. "
"Thank you," said Sandy.
"You'd never imagine what the earrings are made of. Take
a guess ."
Sandy had settled into Father's plush recliner. The chair
looked toward the bay windows, so her sister couldn't see her
face . She dropped one of the earrings into her scotch glass. It
didn't matter to Sandy whether the jewelry was platinum or
plutonium.
"Be a sport, darling," insisted Victoria. "One guess."
"Asbestos?"
"You haven't changed a bit," answered Victoria. "They're
actually made from corn kernels. Pretty darn impressive, if you
ask me."
Sandy swirled the earring around the glass with her pinkie. It
amazed her that a woman possessing so little self-awareness-so
little horse sense, to be honest-could run a lucrative business.
"Corn?" she said. "They grow corn in Sausalito?"
"You' re upset. Aren't you, dear?"
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Sandy watched Victoria's reflection. Her sister approached
the window and rested her hands on Sandy's shoulders. "You
know I'm not good at this sort of thing, " she said. "What do I
know about bereavement and consolation and all that. That's
always been your department. But I am sorry. Truly. If I did
something wrong, that is. I do so want us to get along, darling.
Really I do. "
To Sandy, that seemed like asking. Or close enough. She
reached back over her shoulder and covered Victoria's hand
with her own. Both sisters remained silent. The poorly-oiled
attic fan pulsed like a crippled heart. Thrub-dup. Thrub-dup.
Outside, the gale slapped a rhododendron branch against the
window panes.
Victoria finally spoke. 'Tm going to miss it here."
"You'll come back to visit though, won't you?"
Sandy was amazed at her own tenderness. How strange that
a btief touch of fl esh might obscure so much pain.
Vicroria laughed. A laugh like the sleigh-bells of heaven.
"Don't be foolish, dear, " she said. "You weren't thinking of
keeping the place, were you?"
"Leaving never crossed my mind. "

How could she leave? The house fit her tight as a crustacean's
shell.
"But we have to sell," said Victoria. "You do realize that it's
half mine now. That papa left it ro both of us."
Sandy retracted her hand. She sensed her heart calcifying.
"You'll buy a condo in East Chatham," continued Victoria.
"That's much more your speed. Do you really want to stay here
with Father's ghost in every closet?"
"I live here," said Sandy.
"I spoke to a lawyer," said Victoria. "He says we'd have to
sell. If we ever went to court, that is-but I assured him that
was nonsense.''
"I. Live. Here."

Sandy tried to blink away her tears. It was too much to
process. Why was it that everything had to be taken from her?
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Every last goddamn thing. She wasn't thinking of the house.
She was thinking of her sister's fleeting affection.
"You have all that money," said Sandy, her words barely
audible. "All that mane .... "
'Tm actually a little pressed right now," said Victoria.
"Nothing serious, bur a bit of ready cash could go a long way.
Like a blood transfusion."
Sandy dangled the necklace in her scotch. If her sister noticed,
she said nothing. Victoria had consulted a lawyer? Didn't that
make love impossible?
"The more you think about it," said Victoria, "the more sense

it will make. Trust me on this one." She squeezed Sandy's rigid
shoulders. "Maybe I should drive into town for a bit and give
you some space-I'll see which shops have turned over. I did
just barge in here, didn't I? Is it alright ifI borrow your car for
a couple of hours?"
"Why not take it?" snapped Sandy. "You've taken everything
else. Take it and don't bring it back."
"I know it's hard," said Victoria. "I miss Father too."
Sandy said nothing, at first. She wanted everything to go
away.
"The keys are in my purse," she said. "Just take them and
go. Please."
She dug her fingernails into her palms and concentrated on
long deep breaths, waiting to hear the garage door close behind
her sister. She was on the verge of asphyxiating on her own
throat-as though there were not enough air in the house for
both of them.

Sandy remained at the window long afier Victoria's departure.
She sat motionless, except for her hands, which toyed with the
hem of the brocade curtains. The rain let up. For an interval, a
shaft of sun filtered through the rhododendrons, fashioning the
dust mites into globular rainbows. Then a gray twilight descended
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over che room. Sandy's mood darkened with the shadows, until
her thoughts turned ghastly. Or maybe they'd always been so.
Her yarn-spinn ing was sin, she now recognized-not "sin" in che
religious sense, a concept alien to her Un itarian skepticism, but
"sin " as shorthand for the inexcusable. Oriana had died. Victoria
had lived. To reincarnate her own Oriana, the quintessential
un-Victoria, was implicitly to wish for the opposite.
And she did wish for the opposite. She didn 't want to, but
she did.
She'd begun innocently enough. On account of Boyd Kelly.
(How naive she'd once been! How ridiculous!) Boyd Kelly
caught driving part-time at Wa rren G. H arding Memorial
High School. Wednesday and Friday afternoons. He wasn't
particularly good-looking, or intelligent, or athletic, or generally
noteworthy, except for one prematurely wh ite lock featheri ng
his auburn hair. That's how people knew him: "The guy with
the white streak. " Mild mannered, self-suffic ient, forgettable.
Boyd had landed che job, in pare, because his father owned the
cemetery: its maze of service toads proved ideal for practical
instruction. Boyd also managed the memorial park's books.
Th tough an aurumn of lessons, Sandy hardly noticed him.
She was em broiled wirh another boy, an oboist who kept her in
a tizzy. (The boy knew nothing of the entanglement.) Enmeshed
in this fantasy, she nearly steered the school 's train ing car-a
well-battered Nash-into a cenotaph. So, Boyd Kelly. His firm
hand diverting hers. Then the avalanche of hope: the crush. The
cemetery job. The stroll to the gazebo. Such a glorious April
morning chat had been for romantic confessions! She'd stopped,
she recalled, to savor the scent of a hyacinth. But there would
be no confessions. No tender endearments, no hyperbolic
pledges. What Boyd Kelly had wanted to tell her at the gazebo
was absolutely nothing. (How could it have been otherwise?)
H e merely enjoyed the view. So she tried to entice him with tales
of her exotic sister-living abroad with her mother's cousins.
How could she have known, rhe afternoon he saved her from
the cenotaph , that their hands would never touch again ?
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(How could she not have known?)
Boyd Kelly joined che merchant marines and died young of
a rare blood disorder. Sandy's creation continued co thrive.
Paris. Casablanca. Tashkent. Slowly, Oriana circumnavigated
the globe. Sandy accompanied her with increasing frequency.
She culled the details of her escapades from several water-warped
Baedeker's guides in the cellar and the complete set of National
Geographic Society magazines at the public library several
towns away. (Around the same time, Arnold took co painting
landscapes from picture postcards.) The trips abroad provided
Sandy's life with a dash of color. They were genuine adventures
in their own right, a blend of research and fancy chat she came
co relish immensely. Although she still sec aside money for her
grand tour, she did so only out of habit. Deep down, she sensed
chat her vacations with Oriana were far better than any she might
cake on her own.
Nobody ever doubted her. Not a soul. Who could? Mocher
was dead. Victoria had run off co California. Arnold culcivaced
a reputation fo r mania chat kept the remainder of humanity
at bay. Besides, Sandy was meticulous. She buttered herself
in artificial canner; she mastered basic Turkish phrases. If she
claimed she'd explored caves in Cappadocia, where did anyone
get off saying she hadn 't?
(Th e assistant office manger at the cemetery, a gabby
and insecure women named Francine Clamm, even insisted
she'd met Oriana, briefly, on a train between Strasbourg and
Cologne.)
One afternoon, seized with alarm, Sandy excavated two
dense evergreen bushes from the yard and planted chem around
Oriana's grave, concealing the marker entirely.
It could so easily have been Victoria's grave. Her own life
had been wrought by the difference.

N ight fell with no sign ofViccoria. One by one, the neighbors
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rounded up their dogs and their children. Downstairs lights
snapped off; upstairs lights flickered on. The couple in the corner
bungalow shouted themselves to exhaustion. Sandy paid no
attention to the time. She helped herself to an additional scotch.
And another. Like a wayward teenager left home unchaperoned.
She didn 't particularly want to get drunk, but drinking was
something to do. Something easy, mindless. Sandy was already
rather tipsy when the grandmother clock in the dining room
struck eleven. Only then did she notice the length of her sister's
absence.
It crossed her mind chat Victoria might have died-caromed
over the guardrail into the Shuckabee River. What then? She'd
need to purchase a new car. In all other ways, her own life would
continue as before.
Or maybe Victoria had taken her at her word . Driven off.
Would she dare phone the police to report the vehicle stolen?
(But chat was claptrap! Her sister's bags still sat in the
foyer.)
Sandy realized what she was not doing. N egociating. Pleading.
Offering God sacrifices for her sister's survival-as she'd once
done beside their mother's deathbed. And why should she? Let
Victoria do her own bargaining.
Sandy retrieved some crackers and a hunk of cheddar cheese
from the kitchen. She ensconced herself at the window, an
afghan tucked over her knees, awaiting either her sister's return
or the knock of state troopers in neoprene parkas. Wh ichever.
le was nearly three when Victoria finally appeared. Or at least
the gaunt, ragged apparition resembled Victoria. (She'd taken
Sandy's house keys as well as her car keys, so she let herself in.)
Gone were her braids, her make-up, her pashmina scarf. And
something inchoate was missing too--something as conspicuous
as face paint, yet only noticeable in its absence.
"Good God! " gasped Sandy.
Victoria said nothing. She moved her gloves m ethodically
and deposited chem on the piano bench.
"What happened?"
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Victoria seated herself beside her gloves. She leaned ba~kwards,
and the piano keys let out a low cacophonous clatter.
"I went for a long walk," said Victoria. "In the woods."
"Why?"
"Why the woods, dear. They seemed as good a place as
any."
(How tired the "dear" sounded- thoroughly denuded of its
condescension).
"That was after I stopped by the cemetery," she said. "To
take a look at Father's grave. Whatever you think, I loved him
too."

"I never said differently," answered Sandy.
"You think differently."
Then Victoria related her visit to the cemetery. How she'd
forgotten the plot location and Francis Clamm had looked it
up in the log book. Minton, Arnold. Minton, Jinelle. Minton,
Oriana. "You might imagine we had a rather long and interesting
conversation about Minton, Oriana," said Victoria. "Is she still
hunting for goddamn lemmings in Madagascar?"
"Lemurs," said Sandy, reflexively.
"Lemurs," echoed Victoria. "That changes everything."
Victoria stared into her lap and pinched the bridge of her
nose between her fingers. It had never entered Sandy's mind
that her sister would be this upset. (Also in Sandy's thoughts
was her own impending humiliation-the gusto with which
Francis Clamm would expose her.) Why did Victoria even care?
It cost her nothing.
"I have nothing to apologize for," Sandy said. "You've led
your life. I've led mine. It's not as though you ever invited me
anyplace."
"Is that how you see it?"
"How else should I see it?"
Sandy was about to say something further-something
crueler-when she realized that her sister was crying. Silently,
into her sleeve. But the tears did not last long. Victoria sat up
abruptly, her back rigid as though braced for a firing squad. 'Tm
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sorry you see it that way, dear," she said-her voice a passable
replica of its old self. 'Tm sorry you didn't appreciate the wine
or the gourmet baskets or the glassware," she continued. "I had
thought myself rather generous. I suspect most people would have
thought me rather generous. But now the Minrons have never
been most people, have they?" Vicroria srood up, pounding out
another racket on the piano keys. "Unless you have any further
thoughts, dear," she said, "I think I shall retire."
Vicroria retreated slowly coward the stairs.
Although Sandy was somewhat soused-maybe because of
the scotch- she suddenly saw her sister with razor-sharp clarity.
The mirage, once shattered, was unrecoverable. How had she ever
been so obtuse? Whatever business ventures occupied Victoria
in California, there could be no easy millions. A modest talent
agency, maybe, possibly an extra alcove or srorefront in Nevada.
More likely a shoe-string, letterhead enterprise that hardly paid
the bills. (In the movies it would be an escort service or a house
of prostitution, bur chis was not the movies.) The cabernet,
the abalone necklace- it had been generous for a woman of
Victoria's means. But this was the most self-serving, pernicious
variety of generosity. The offering that takes far more than it
gives.
For the only moment in her life, Sandy was without pity.
"One second," she said. "There is something else."
Victoria looked down from atop the stairs. "Yes, dear?"
"There is something else," Sandy said again. "In the spirit
of honesty."
'Tm all for honesty," said Victoria.
"Papa did tell me one thing, at the end. About how Oriana
died."
Sandy steadied herself on the arm of a chair. She struggled
to keep her voice level.
"He couldn't afford two babies," said Sandy. "They hadn't
banked on twins. So he drowned her. Just like the puppies."
Victoria stood motionless for several seconds. Then she turned
without a word and disappeared into her childhood bedroom.
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"Thar's how Oriana died! " Sandy shouted after her. "He
Ripped a goddamn coin!"

There had , of course, been no drowning. Even Father had
limits.
Oriana's death had been slow and horrific and entirely
natural. She'd been born with out kidneys-condemned by
fare from the start. In declaring otherwise, Sandy had surprised
even herself.
When she finally visited the gravesite, she brought a shovel.
The rool had belonged to Jinelle's father, or her uncle, and its
wooden handle ended in a jagged shear. Sandy held it near
the base and used it as a spade. Although the evergreens had
prospered over the years, weaving a latticework of sinewy roots,
they snapped easily under her onslaught. Eventually, the area
around O riana's grave had been entirely cleared of foliage. All
that remained was the freshly churned soil. If you didn't read
the headstone, you'd have thought it a recent burial.
On a whim, Sandy hiked up to the contemplation gazebo
and discarded the shovel among the detritus of puppy love. She
gazed down at the distant Minton graves. One large stone and
one small one. "Behold," she said-inro the sharp morning
air. "The eternal resting place of the Minton sisters." For, soon
enough , there would be three small srones. It brought Sandy
a perverse pleasure to think that, even from a short distance,
visitors would not be able to tell them apart.
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Sally Moli ni
Near the Smith River, Oregon

Again I'm holding a good hand at
Ellie and Marv's, Coney Island lovers
in their eighties who still shake their
salt and pepper with the dimpled heads
of kewpies. They feed me every Saturday
wh ile we play cards. Ellie gives a jump bid.
Her sister Violet, who sleeps on the sofa
beneath a stag's dusty head, frowns.
"[ read somewhere that every day
a thousand vets die," says Marv, passi ng.
He turns down the sound on the TV, Welk's
dancers wearing orange chiffon. "Maybe I'm
too dam n comfortable for my own good."
Down the road at my place, too empty
for its own good, green penicillium grows
on the backs of Blue Boy and Pinkie,
faded aristocrats that came with the house.
I tell Ellie how wallpaper fell last night
to reveal I 923 news. Sleek, hipless
women now lean above my couch selling
raincoats. She says that's the year
she was born and cal ls it an omen.
We sing a few so ngs as night
blindfo lds another horizon.
Ale bubbles rise to foam.
I feel safe with older people
as if I also had survived the future.
Violet at the Wurlitzer plays

I'll Be Seeing You,
tears in Marv's eyes.
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Honey, you know how it goes:
what doesn't kill you ...
You've got ghosts, I've
got ghosts-Oh, my wedding cup
was all over garnets. The little pops
of light, that was mica
in rhe clay. God put me
in some unlikely places and he said
grow. Just another tumbled
rock on shore, rounder and
rounder. What's a life anyhow
but sense enough for one?
And rhen , sometime, ir ends.
And what was yours was yours.
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IN THE BED BATH & BEYOND BASEMENT -

Jared Hare!

We spent the morning unloading nose trimmers,
corkboards, cap-racks and duvets.
We sliced through boxes, ripping them
open like the bellies of li vestock;
laying them flat, their entrails removed.
When the new shipment came, we wheeled it
past the lights, to the Bed & Bath basement
where our radio plays K-Rock,

Highway to Hell, and the swell of sawdust
endures our brooms.
Our supervisor, Leo, is soft-tagging toasters.
Once a banker on Wall Street, now he spends
his lunch breaks at KB-Toys, searching
for a model of the Porsche he used to own.
Beside him is Keith who is pounding espresso-kits
with his plastic price-gun, and who
I am fairly certain hates me.
Across the table, unpacking packs of a
Black & Decker cutlery-set, I hate him back, though
it's nothing personal, just the way things go
when you don't go far;
the shift-dock stagnant yet somehow running out.
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Christine Grimes

Her skin is turquoise, the color of the ocean off the coast of
France, where eighteen years ago I took a two-day leave on a
rocky beach in Nice. The water glistened in the sun; my eyes
squinted to look at it. Viv's skin is the same bluish teal. Tattooed
and shaved, she has turned her body into a work of art. She
shaves her head, even her brows, where she has implanted small
balls to make her flesh ripple. The dye in her skin is etched past
her hairline; black jigsaw pieces outline the rest of her skull.
H er tongue is scudded with a small orange ball she wiggled at
me once.

I live behind Vivian's Surf Shack in a broken-down Chevette. I
first met her at the Shack, where she worked for a guy in dreads.
I helped her lift the boards in the back and she gave me her
change when she could. She said when she surfed, she pulled
out of her body, became something else, something better. It
was hard learning, falling down at first, but when she popped
up on the board, she felt that power. A5 she talked, her hazel
eyes glowed with flecks of gold against her teal skin. She waved
her arms about, the unfinished patterns of blue tattooed color
contrasting against her pale flesh, and I wanted to touch her,
hold her. She was the promise of something different.
I ended up here a while back. I lost my family, my house,
my job, and finally I got drunk and went down to the water
hoping for a sign. I fell asleep on the sand, woke up hung over,
and slept some more in my car. That's where I stayed.
Port Aransas is nice enough. I sit on the beach and watch
people. Spring break's this week, and it always brings beautiful
girls and boys who fuck in the sand, trying ro recreate From
Here to Eternity even though they've never seen it. I like the
carnival, young people getting drunk. It reminds me of when
I was one of them.
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This morning I sat on the beach. Off to my right was a
volleyball court, a few tanned hard-bodies, to my left a little
girl and her mom under an umbrella. The girl muse have been
two or three; she wobbled when she walked. H er eyes crinkled
in concentration as she poured out water, then plunged both
hands into the mush and pulled out fistfuls of wee sand.
When I came home from the service, my daughter was gone.
My wife left me before I even knew it, and the last time I saw
Annie, she didn't know me.
I wanted to walk over and plunge my hands into chat sa nd,
dangle my fingers in front of the child, so she would lee me
pretend some bonds can never be broken , would grab my grainy
fingers and hold on. Instead, the tanned mother looked over at
me, her eyebrow cocked, her lips drawn eight. She coaxed the girl
into the water, glancing back ro size up the growing distance.
I cried to swallow, but my tongue was chick. I felt bile rising
and I wanted to chase it down with vodka, wash che hurt into
my stomach.
I walked to the liquor mart and bought a bottle, chugging
two swallows in the doorway. Then I headed to the pier, away
from the fa milies. No sandcastles , just old fishermen.
A couple regulars were casting out rigs and I sat on the planks
and watched the waves break at the jetties. The breeze cooled
my face. My head was loose on my shoulders. I swung my legs
a bit and watched as one man lose his fi sh.
Ten feet up th e pier a guy pulled in a small shark, and when
he and his son posed for a picture rogecher, I thought it wasn't
too lace for me to be that guy. I just needed the right break,
someo ne like Viv.
Yesterday, she surprised me with a Brown Bag Special from
Sonic. She joined me on the bumper of my car, and we watched
the waves break. H er teeth flashed white against her tinted lips
as she took large bites. She'd started showing up here and there
with a burger or a hot dog. Sure beats shelter fo od.
"How goes it, Joe?" she asked, offering me her fries.
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"Same shit, 'nother day." I grabbed a handful, shoving them
into my mouth.
She shook her head and stared at me. "What do you
want?"

I swallowed and shrugged. "Same as everybody."
"What does that mean? You know, sometimes that takes work.
You have to get out of this car and try."
"Look where it got me."
"Maybe it was the wrong time for you. You know, Goodwill's
hiring. They have job placement. You can use the Shack as your
address."
I just nodded and finished her fries.
So today when I found a twenty on my way to the Surf Shack,
I splurged. I bought a liter of Smirnoff and a small bottle of
Jose Cuervo for Viv. I thought she'd like an afternoon margarita
with a twist of lime. She works too hard, never surfs anymore.
She used to be out in the line-up every day. When she caught a
wave, twisting and cutting, she looked like a turquoise carving
gliding in air, until she paddled back in and shook her body like
a wet dog, her breasts jiggling in her wetsuit. But at Christmas,
the dread-head went broke and sold the Shack to her. Now she
never gets out for a set.
I walked into the Shack with the Cuervo and leaned against
the counter. Viv stood near a wall of wake boards arguing on
the phone.
"It's spring break for Chrissakes. Get the fucking sign back
up!"
She clicked the phone off and pounded her fist into one of
the foam boards. I gave her my best smile, thinking I should
have gone in the water and rinsed my oily hair and put on a
different shirt.
"What do you want?"
I waved the tequila back and forth, swirling it inside the
bottle seductively.
"Cocktail hour, missy. You need an instant vacation."
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She walked over co me. "I don't have rime for this ."
"What happened co your sign?"
"Some punk kids core it down last night."
"Maybe I can- "
"Forget it. What'd you need' Ir's fucking two o'clock in the
afternoon and I can smell you from over there."
I shrugged and cook a step, holding the boccie out as a peace
offering. "No big deal. Thought you could lighten up."
I crossed my right foot ro turn away bur my knee buckled.
I tumbled into a rack of swimsuits and beach shirts, toppling
them into a customer as I hit the floor. The bottle broke. Glass
shattered and liquor spread as I rolled over onto my belly,
stunned. I crawled a few steps trying ro get up and she was
suddenly by my side, digging into my elbow and pulling me
up.
"What's the matter with you, man ?"
I tried to shake her off. "You. Everybody. Nobody appreciates.
You know once in the army, I stole a horse, and I rode bareback
with the prettiest girl in town. I lee the reins out, just racing
across a field."
Viv srood still for a moment. "What are you ta lkin g
about?"
'Tm talking about the horse, dammit. See, I squeezed with
my legs, wrapping them around his belly, just like she held onto
me. The horse ran into the woods and he leapt into the air, and
it was like flying. " I smiled. "I got busted three ranks. Nobody
ever appreciated how beautiful it was."
"That's great, Joe, but I'm busy." She pushed open the door.
"Take it someplace else."
Outside, I tried ro lean against the walJ but slid all the way
to the ground. A group of drunk college students swarmed past
me.
"He looks like you did this morning," one of the boys said.
"Fuck off," I mumbled.
One of the boys stopped ro help, bur his buddy slowed and
turned.
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"What the hell ," he yelled. "We're on our way to a fuckin'
wet t-shirt contest. Leave his ass there."
"Hold on, man," the first said, as he hoisted me up.
But his friend walked over and pushed me down.
I fell on my elbow, scraping it.
"Fuck him," he said and kicked me in the ribs.
"Sorry, man," the nice guy said, walking away.
I leaned against the building, hoping Viv would see me and
help, but when I looked inside, her back was to me while she
talked to a customer. I stood and walked to the side of the Shack.
Viv's sign was bent and scraping the ground, the pole broken in
half. There was no way to fix it.
I shook my head and started down Main , bumped and
jostled. I moved past the boardwalk, into the old industrial
neighborhood.
In a construction yard, inside a fence, I saw a twenty-foot, sixinch diameter metal pole. It was perfect to repair Viv's sign. It lay
on its side, propped against six others. No one was working.
I rounded the block to the Korean grocery to get supplies.
Inside, the air-conditioning hit my skin and beads of sweat
slid off. Down the last aisle, I tucked my head in a cooler and,
standing with the door open, eyes closed , lee the air blast over
me. In the security mirror, I saw Mr. Yan carding seven or eight
kids. I pocketed an ice cream bar and slipped a bottle of Boone's
from a stand behind me and quickly ducked down the side
aisle. Outside, I grabbed a cart and jogged to the construction
site, eating my already melting ice cream. I shoved it into my
mouth in two bites, then licked my fingers, getting dust and
dirt with the drips.
In the army, they used to love for me to do grunt work. I was
a good man to have around. Now it had been years since I'd
lifted more than a fifth. I found a two-inch chain and rigged a
pulley to lift the pole onto the cart. By the time I finished setting
up the chain, sweat dripped onto my hands. Already my neck,
back, and knees ached, but it felt good.
I imagined her response, the hairless face surprised, eyebrows
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raised, mouth opened in an 0, then spread into a secret smile
that said thank you, oh Joe, it's wonderful, I'm sorry I was angry,
why don't you come by later?
I wrapped the chain around a post and started to winch the
pole towards me, bracing my feet, leaning back and into the pull.
When I was almost halfway, I stopped to take a drink. Down
the road, I glimpsed a police car cruising towards me. I propped
the cart against the fence and ducked behind the pile of poles
and covered myself with a tarp. Lights flashed as the car stopped
next to the cart and pole. A cop got our and crawled through
the hole, searching. He looked over my set-up and shrugged at
his buddy, then began walking into the yard. I lowered myself
into a ball. Then, his partner bleeped the siren and waved. The
cop jogged across the lot and back through the gap and they
left. I breathed slowly and took a long pull on the Boone's, then
hurried to finish.
I got the pole onto the cart. I had to get to the surf shop before
it closed. Ir was hard to balance the load, but I got the hang of
it. I kept my elbows loose bur my wrists tight. Walking down
the middle of the street, pushing a shopping cart with a twentyfoot pole balanced on it, I got some strange looks and cheers,
and was even Rashed by a drunk co-ed. Her tits were small, bur
I still appreciated the gesture-tits are tits. The cart rolled down
a slight hill and I loosened my grip, letting it pull me forward.
One boy pumped a fist into the air, another toasted me.
As I walked up to the shop, I saw Viv locking up. I jogged just
a few steps towards her calling her name, bur the cart started to
swerve and I pulled up short to keep from losing it.
"Ta-da!" I yelled, waving my arms in the air behind the
cart.

"What the hell is that?"
"For your sign. So you can advertise."

Viv just stood there, her blue face dull, her hairless brows
pinched. "You stole a pole?"
"It's free and I can set it up."
"Joe, you'll kill yourself up there. You should rake it back."
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"Viv, I got this for you."
She took a step away from me and I could feel the Boone's in
my stomach , recoiling. I licked my lips and swallowed, trying
to figure out how to fix this.
"Look. Just let me set this up for you, no charge. Then, maybe
you can take an hour or two off and we can go do something.
You see?"
"Oh, Joe." She started towards me.
I made sure the cart wasn't going to roll and went to the front
of it as she reached out to touch me with her small hands, her
fingertips grazing my arm, elbow to wrist.
"Joe, I'm going to leave it to the pros. Okay?"
"Bue-"
"You shouldn't bring me presents. And, listen, I don't chink
it's a good idea for you to hang around so much."
'Tm sorry about today."
"I understand, but I don't think we should spend tim e
together anymore. Sorry."
H er head tilted downward. The corners of her mouth turned;
it was the same look I'd seen before. There was nothing for me
there. I'd given her all I had.
Now the current pulls at my knees, funneling sand from under
my feet. The waves pass me as if I'm nothing. Each one tugs me
a little deeper, pulls me farther away until my feet flo at. I swim,
stroking up into the swell, pulling through as it crests, sliding
into the next. I can still feel where her hand touched. My arm
tingles, chat spot still feels alive. My legs weak from the current,
I kick less, letting the Gulf pull me out. Waves splash my face
and the briny water washes away any caste of liquor I had left.
A wave pulls me under bur I sputter back ro the surface,
coughing, before another one breaks over me. I sink again
without catching my breach. My chest burns as I struggle to the
surface. My fingers reach up and I stroke hard to the top, gulping
air and bobbing at the surface. Every ocher stroke, my legs and
arms give while I cry to tread water and stay afloat.
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I look cowards shore but can no longer make out the Surf
Shack. Small lights twinkle from left to right, farther than I can
reach. I pick out a spot and pretend it's the Shack and close my
eyes. Letting the tingling in my arm spread through my body,
I imagine Viv on a board beside me, both of us waiting for a
good sec to come.
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Brett Eugene Ralph

I used to see you out in the field
conducting insects with your ears.
Sun slowly sharpened
the stripe across your shoulders
and you swallowed sleep through your eyeholes.
Shifting weight to your forelegs
you lifted your head from the tender grass
and thrust it forward, long neck bulging
as a series of sharp, moist, muscular spasms,
lip-sprung, ruptured the air.
Underlying all that violence, there
seemed to be a kind oflaughter-it wasn't
malicious, it wasn't apologetic.
I closed my eyes and leaned my arms
against the fence and listened.
Your voice did not disturb me then.
It was something that had to happen:
Heavy limbs loosed
at last from the trunk. Ice
unfreezing all at once.
I hear it different in the city,
mingled with the spit of helicopters,
the giggle of broken glass.
It's like somebody choking on a car horn
or something metal being born.
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Is

Herb Kitson

If Butch can't fix it
nobody can
you remember the time
the ice backed up below the attic
and brought the whole
bathroom ceiling down
he crawled in there
in the dark in February
in 20 degree weather
and plugged the hole
said anybody could do it
"when you've done enough
of 'em they're second nature"
like when I started writing
I'd read every night
so the tune'd stay in my head
all night I read so much
Salinger and Bukowski
I couldn't shake 'em
and everything I said
sounded like Salinger
and Bukowski for years and years
until one day I was in New York Ciry
and the sky was gray and it was cool
and it was Ocrober and I bought
a hot dog in Washingron Square Park
and I walked through the park
and the trees were dull yellow
and I saw this guy sitting on a blanket
on the ground he was begging
for money and he had a little cat
tied ro a string the cat was so skinny
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it looked like it was going to die
and the man had a sign that said
"my cat's sick and needs an operation
or it'll die"
he looked like he'd done this
all his life like he and the cat
were going to do this forever
and I thought to myself
"what would Butch do? Salinger?
Bukowski?" it was then I realized
what style is.
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James Capozzi

What of the fun in merely doing
something, among trees spaced
and raised per Greek mathematic?
They conceived a copse or colonnade
in aid of gold ideas: hermetic
no doubt, hon, but not without flickering
crooks lefr half-lie by bonfire.
In chat half-dark your mind may thrive
despite itself, raise rhoughcs like ducts
across the night, a deep indoors approaching night.
You aren't overly free of an ancler raving
out of sight
cold stone that was your father.

This isn't all so long ago.
I've got a couple of feelings I had even
back then, a way che common streets begin
moving to raise you up a seep, a way all
things figure only on your pure arrival.
Semi-menaced. Absolutely poured into
a night you and Thales knew did not set
our co scatter you: to animal
brambles, to bloody dens, but would settle
instead for a small shrinking of the mind
by its own memories. Like this river rhymes
the street beside it
chancing the bare distance.
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VAS

Lo ri And erso n Moseman

"n, ere are eleven pea rs ripe for th e p icking
o n the t ree o n th e b lac k ca noe's spl ayed skin
o n th e ga ll ery wa ll. A different kim o no
i:h an o ne full of blosso ms. Urgent.

Now rh ar we ca n't go fi shin g where wa ter is
over o ur heads. I' ll bo rrow rhe hunter's ladder
(deer won't mind) fo r my im aginary harves tpr.1ycr.

"n, e pea r tree I pl a nted was dow n ro o ne lea f.
Deer fini shed rhar. I water ir no nerh eless.
"n, e rootstock g rafr mark- high above di n laug hs ar me for no r bu rying it (b irds do n',
mind). Nex t yea r, if a plane does no r crash
in this Penn sylva nia held , I'm pl antin g Aax
fo r my parienr loo m, my impatient br ush.

,..,.., i)c;irCrc:uor.
.
if 1his tree li\'CS 10 bc;ir fru it , I will bring 1hc firsi, best and l:m of its harvest
10 y111hi:1 Coulter (~Can()('
Black
wi th Pear Tfc-c," Ar1ists of the i\loHudson
h:iwk Region.

Uni\'crsi1y An f.,.lu-.eurn
.
e Alb:111y. NY: Jun 30-August 6, 2000)
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I NSTRUCT I ON S FO R A SAFE R ETURN

arri e Shipers
After Carolyn Forcht

Befo re yo ur deparrure, read govc rnm cnr
pam phl ets, journ alisrs' acco unts, any media
rccc nd y bann ed. Remem ber: rhe language
yo u spea k may say mo re th an yo u w ish.
Remember: rhere is no co unrry ca lled
Neutrnl, Surrender th e o nl y blank Aag.
Upo n arri va l, make conract w ith local fam ili es,
fi lm ma kers, and d issid ent . It is unn ecessa ry
to visit d esignated co mbat zo ne . Everyw here
danger, eve rywhere d isbeli ef Remember:
yo u arc an un invited gues r. Surveillance is likely
ro utin e. nder yo ur pi llow: pass po rt,
penicill in , pape rback Crimes of\'(lnr.
Remem ber: be., ring witness is a violent act,
tr uth the o nl y wea po n yo u may ca rry. Aspire
to poetry. U ntil t hen, w ri te what yo u see.
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R
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Merit Award in po e tr y from A tla11tr1 Review in 200 I .
A o lorado nati ve, Je n Lamb received her MFA in poetry
from olo rado rare ni ve rsiry, where she currentl y reaches.
H er p oet ry has rece ntl y appeared in Den ver Quarterly,
hicngo Rev i ew, Diner, Matter, a nd
opper Nickel.
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Alisha Laramee is currentl y fini shin g her MA at Dartmouth
Coll ege in New H ampsh ire w ith a co ncentration in writing.
A fo rm e r e mpl oyee fo r th e Natio nal O utd oo r Lead ership
Schoo l, she pr im ar ily wo rked in tern at iona ll y fo r fi ve years .
71,ese ex peri e nces co ntinue to info rm muc h of her writing.
Ta ra Mantel is a wr iter and editor. H er wo rk has appea red in
7i·iQwrterly, Ce/lier:AJournrtlofihe litemryArcr, and Quarterly West.
C lay Marthews's work is published o r fo rthco ming in Bl11ck W111·1ior

Review, Columbia Poetry Review, Drunken Boat, H_NCM_N,
CrossCon nect, New Orleans Review, Forklift', Ohio, and elsewhere.
Hi s chapbook, Muffler, is o ut from H _ NGM _ N B__ KS.
Je nni fe r M erri fie ld 's po et ry is fo rth co min g in Columbia,

Fo11rteen Hi/1.s, Phoebe, Words & Images, Redactions, Minima,
and has ap pea red in Sycamore Review, the anth ology Wild Sweet
No tes II: More West Virginia Poetry, a nd other pub li ca ti o ns.
An MFA ca nd idate at Virgini a Co mm o nwea lth University,
sh e is th e recipi e n t of th e 2006 Columbi11 Po etr
y
Pri ze.
Sa ll y Molini 's wor k ha s a p pea red in o r is for th co min g
in 32 Poems, outhern Poetry Re view, Many Mo1111tains
Moving, Tm· River Poeny, Best New Poets, a nd elsew here.
She ho lds rhe MFA from Wa rren Wi lso n Co ll ege and li ves
in Oma ha , e bra ska , w it h he r hu sband a nd two so ns.
Ama nd a Naza rio, a native of Greenw ich Village, lives in western
H arlem and isan MFA srudent at the iry o llegeofNew Yo rk. She
h kls a BFA in screen writing fro m NYU 's Tisd, chool of the Arrs,
and rep resented Team New York irylU RBANA in th e N ation al
Poetr
y Slam in 1998 and 1999. 71,is is her first publ ished sto ry.
Patr ic ia O ' H a ra's c rea t ive w ri t in gs h ave appea re d o r a re

fo rth co mi ng in The outh west Review, Brevity, Bellev11
e
literary Review, and Syc11more Review. She is also tl,e author
157
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of scholarly essays on Vicrorian li rerawre and cu lwre, and
is a Professo r of English at Franklin & Marshall Co ll ege,
where she reaches courses in c reat ive wririn g and literature.
James Pare grew up in Memph is. H e received an MFA from
The W rite rs' Wo rkshop ar rhe Un ive rsity of Iowa, and is
curren tl y working o n h is Ph .D. in English at rhe Un iversity
of Illinois at C hi cago . His wo rk has appea red in the Blue Mesn
Review, Finni Word, the Blnck V<lturior Review, and Rhino.
im o n Pe rchik is an attorn ey whose poem s have appea red
in Partisan Review, The New York er, an d e lsew h e re.
Bre rr Eugene Ralph is th e a uth or of two limited edit io n
chapbooks, and his work has appea red in Conduit, Mudjish,
Exquisite orpse, and The American Poetry Review. An associate
pro fesso r of English at H opkinsvill e ommun ity Co llege,
he lives in rural western Kentu cky, where he lea d s Bre tt
Euge ne Ra lph' Kentucky hrom e Revue, a revolving casr of
h ill bi lly dreamers, agi ng punks, and rock & roll desperadoes.
Andrew Michael Roberrs grew up in Elma, Wash ington , home
of th e Slu g Fesri va l. H e now stud ies and teaches in Am herst,
Ma sachuserrs, where he is a Juniper Fel low at the Un ive rsity
of Massa huserrs a nd coo rdinates th e jubilnt!Jo nes Reading
Ser ies. Recenr work appea rs in The /own Review, UT, Gulf
ons,, Pool, Tbe renm iry Review, Quick Fiction a nd nit Hill.

F. Da niel Rz icwek's poems have appea red in Boston Review,
The /own Rev iew, Bla ckbird, otre Dnme Review, a nd
e lse wh e re . Hi s chapboo k of prose poe m s e n ti tl ed Cloud
Tablets appeared this year from Kent Srare niversiry Press .
C urrently he reaches English ar Bowli ng Green rate University.
C:mieShi persreceivedan MFA in poetry from hio tare Uni
y versit
and is curren tl y a Ph.D. student at the Uni ve rsity of eb raska158
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Li ncoln. Her poe ms have appeared in Plei11des, Quarterly West ,
Potion, ou1hem Poetry Review, and the FlacC iry Press amhology.
An is Sh iva ni 's sto ry in ch is iss ue is fr o m h is recc n rl y
co mpl crcd co ll ecr io n, Anatolia and Other S1ories. A nove l,
Int rusion, and a boo k o f crir icisrn , America n Fiction in

Decline: Pu blishing in an Age of Plemy, a rc in pro gress.
T ho m Wa rd is Edi to r ar BO A Ed icio ns, Ltd . Hi s pocrry
t
with Oars of Different Size
co ll ecci o ns incl ude mall Boa
rw tl Orbit
Var
i ous
s. He lives wit h hi s wife and chil d ren
cld,
New York. And yes, sa d ly, he is a hrsc bo rn.
in Penr.
ancy Whi rc's fi rst boo k, 1111, Moo11, Salt, wo n ch c 1992
Washingto n Prize fo r Poetry. Her wo rk appea rs in The Antioch
Review, /3l11ck Warrior Review, Fl ELD, Massaclmsetrs Review, New
England Review, Ploughshares, Rattle, Seneca Review, Virginia
Quarterly Review and oth ers, wirh new wo rk fo rthcoming ar
ha111auq11a li1emry}o11mal, Colorado Review, Desca111, Fa11lrline,
Feminist Studies, New Zoo Poetry Review, Phoebe, an d Poet lore. he
reaches ac Adi ro nd ack ommu nity College in upsrar
c New York.
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FRI E

D S OF HARP U R PALAT
E

As a no nprofit o rga nizatio n, we are g rateful to th e fo llowing
indi vid uals fo r their suppo rt and in vite o th ers to hel p us publish
the best of established and emerging vo ices:

B EN EF
ACTO RS

Susa n lark-Jo hnso n
G ann ett Founda tio n

We wo uld also like to tha nk o ur generous spo nso rs at
Binghamto n ni versiry:
Pres ident Lo is D eFleur
Dea n Jea n-Pi erre Mileur
Professo r Susan treh le
and the English D epartment
Professo r Ma ri a Mazzio rti il lan
and th e rea ti ve W ritin g Progra m
radu ate rudent rga niza tion
raduare Engli sh rga nizati o n
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SuBM 1ss 10

GuIDELI

ES

\Y/c have no res trictions o n subj ect
marrer o r fo rm . Quite simpl y, send

us yo ur highesr-quali ry fi ction and
poetry. Read th rough o ur guid eli nes
before se ndin g yo ur wo rk. Almost

every literary magazine already says
this, but it bears repea rin g: loo k at
a co py of our publica ti o n to gee an
idea of what kind of wr iting is being
published .
Please No te: Hnrpur Pt1!11te does not
acce pt subm issio ns via email.
Ficti o n : 250 to 8,000 word s, o ne
submissio n per auth o ri ma il ro Ficti o n Ediro rs. Poecry: 3-5 poe rn s,

no more than IO pages roral per submiss ion; mail ro Poetry Ed irors.
Payment: 2 co nrribu ro r's co pies per au thor. Reading peri o ds: We
acce pt submissio ns yea r- round. 1l1e d eadlin e fo r rhe W inrer iss ue is
Ocrober 15, and fo r Summ er is March 15. end to:

Hnrpur Pnlnte
English Depa rtm ent
Binghamton Unive rsiry
P O. Box 6000
Bingha rn ro n, Y I 390 2-6000
Send a copy of yo ur manusc ript, a cove r lerrer, and a b usiness-s ized
self-addressed stam ped envelo pe. Manusc ripts witho ut SASEs w ill
be disca rd ed unread.
pi es of man usc rip ts w ill not be return ed.
SimulLaneo us submissio ns are acceptable as long as yo u let us kn ow
in yo u r cove r letter drn r yo u are sim ul taneous ly submin in g; also, if
yo ur wo rk is accep ted elsewhere, please let us k now imm ed iatel y.
Due ro the number of submissio ns we receive, we ca nnoi: res po nd to
qu es i:ions abour wheth er yo ur wo rk has been read . ur res po nse rime
is app rox irnarely 2 ro 4 mo nths.

16 1162
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Sunsc 1uBE TO HARP U R PALATE

Pasr co nrriburo rs have in cluded Lee K. Abborr, Marvin Bel l, Joan Co nnor,
Stephen Corey. Jim Daniels, Lydia Da vis, 13. 1-1 . Fa irchild, Sascha Fcinsrein ,
John Poch, J:1.ck Rid] , An is Shi va ni , John Smelcer, \'Villiam V. Spa nos, Rud1
Stone, V irgil Su:ir cz., Ryan C. Van C lea ve, and Roberr V ivian.

ORDER

D
D

Fo ,w :

$ 16/ I yr. (I nstitll[ions add $4; o utside U.S. add $6)
$3 0/2 yrs (lnstirntio ns add $8 ; o utside U.S. add $ 12)

Start wi th:

D

C urrent Issue

D

Upcom ing Issue

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
C ity/Sra te: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Z ip_ _ _ _ _ Co unrry_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
harge:

D

Visa

D

M astercard

#_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ex p ires _ _ _ __

3-d igit security code:_ __

o r Mai l with check payable ro Harpur Palate to:
Harpur Palate ubscripti ons
English Departm ent, Bi ngharnro n U niversity
PO. Box 6000, Bin gha mto n, cw York 13902
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TH E MILTON KESS LER MEMORLAL PRI Z E FOR POETRY

Award: $500 and pub li ca ti on in th e W inter issue of !-lt1rpur

Palate
O pens: Jul y I
Ex tend ed Dead lin e: Octo ber I
Mi Iron Kessler- poet and teacher-was a great fri end and men tar
ro stud ents in t he creat ive w riting p rog ram at Biny ghamtan
Un ivers
it In ho no r o f hi s dedica tio n ta th e develo pm ent of
writers, H111pur Palate is pleased ta ann ounce the Annual M iIro n
Kessler Memo ri al Prize fo r Poetry.
Poe ms in any sryle, fo rm , o r genre are wel co me as lo ng as th ey
are: I) no mo re than rh ree pages, and 2) previo usly unpublished .
Th e entry fee is $ 15/5 poe ms. You may send as many poe ms
as yo u wish, bur no mo re than fi ve poe ms per envel o pe. Pl ease
send checks draw n o n a U.S. bank o r money o rd ers. Please make
sure yo ur checks are made o ur to H111pur !'tdate, o r we wo n't be
ab le ro process them (o r acce pt yo ur submiss io n) .
Please includ e a cove r letter with yo ur name, address, ph o ne
number, email address and poe m rides. Entrant's nam e sho uld
on ly appear o n th e cover lerrer and shou ld nor appea r anyw here
on di e manuscript. M anuscript ca n nor be return ed, so please
send disposable copi es.
Send entries along with a busin ess-s ize sel f-a ddressed sramped
envelo pe(# IO ASE) for co m est resu lts ro:
Mi ltan Kessler Poetry Co m est
Harpur Palate
English D epart ment
Bingha,mo n ni ve rsiry
P. O . Box 6000
Binghamto n, NY 13902-6000
h rrp :/ / harpu rpalate. bi ngham to n .ed u
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AREAS OF STU DY

Poetry, fi ction, creati ve
non- ficcion , memoir,

children's literatu re
FACULTY

Ruth Scone, Pro/mo,· £merit"
Jaimee Wri ston Colbett
Maria Mazziotti Gillan
Thomas Glave
Les Iie Heywood
John Vernon

MA/PttD
LITERATURE
AND
CREATIVE
WRITING

ASSOCIATE FACU LTY

Liz Rosenberg
Lisa Yun
PAST VISITING WRITERS

Diana Abu-Jaber
Marvin Bell
Marilyn Chin
Mark Dory
Marie Howe
Li-Young Lee
Carole Maso
Molly Peacock
Henry Taylor
Quincy Troupe
Helena Maria Viramontes
Tobias Wolff

Maria Mazzioni Gi llan
Di recror, Creative Wriring Program

Binghamt0n Cenre
r for Writers
Binghamron University
PO Box--6000
Binghamton. NY 13902-6000

BINGHAMTON
l'l\fR,JT\

Siat, U11iversily of New York

For information visit our webpage: english.binghamron.edu/cwpro.
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WRJTJ NG B Y D EGREES
NATI

NAL GRADUATE

Binghamron

E

nivcrsiry's graduate crea tive wririn g onfe rence

is n w in ics rench yea r.

nee an on -ca mpu evenr of mainl y

local colleges and universities, Writing By D egrees has ex pand ed
m an o ff-campu
s
ve nue ho ting panels wirh wrirers from all

over rh e glo be, wirh readin gs rnki ng place ar rhe Decker Ans
and C ulrural

enrer, a resro red classi

reviva l mansion near

downrow n Binghamton. Recent guesr rea der have includ ed

Lee K. Abbott, Lydi a D av is, B. I. Fair hil d , ascha Feinstei n,
M . Evelina alang, Judirh H arris, Se na Jeter as lund, eil
hepard , and Mich ael tein berg.
1he nex
1 W riting By D egrees co nfere nce wi ll be hel d O rober
19, 20 and 2 1. " e are p roud to welcome fiction write r teve
A lm ond, poe t 'T"imochy Liu , and nonfiction w riter

uzann e

Paola as our keynote speakers. Panel wi ll include t0pics su h
as rea rive non-fictio n/ memoir, c reative wr iting pedagogy,
poe t ry and prose, and ,he bus ines of litera ry journ als, as we ll
as ex epri onal rea dings of graduate fict ion, non- fi ction , and

poetry.
FoR DETA I LS ABOUT WRJT I NG

Bv D

EG RE ES 2006

Vl IT OUR WE BSITE:

h rrp:/ /wri ti ngbydegrees.bi ngha mro n .edu
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Harpur Palate 1s now accept ing subm1 sc.ion<. of poe try, fiction,
and cream·enonficuo n for its fir<.t ever 1hemed issue o n
1:00CI, Hunger, and t\p1JC111 c, he
broad
ue i ly
et in1 erpr ecl.
l'
ss is scheduled for release in Spnng 2007
anJ will feature an c<l1blc poem inse n
ren
wmby
Cole Swe nsen,
Address a.JI submi~sions

1-larpu r Palate
Ur
1
glis
h D cpa r1men
En
B10gham1
on n1vc <.1t)

PO 13ox 6000
13mghamto n, NY 13902 6000

h:1.rpurp:1.la1c,b1ngham1on,cdu
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Jacob M. Appel
Michele Battiste
Kate Beles
--:
Martin Bidney
James Capozzi
Angelique Chambers
Matthew Colglazier
Daniel Connor
Linda Dove
Farrah Field
Donald Francis
Christine Grimes
Jared Harel
Mona Houghton
Herb Kitson
Jen Lamb
Alisha Laramee
Tara Mantel
Clay Matthews
Jennifer Merrifield
SallyMolini
Amanda Nazario
Patricia O'Hara
James Pate
Simon Perchik
Brett Eugene Ralph
Andrew Michael Roberts
F. Daniel Rzicznek
Carrie Shipers
Anis Shivani
Thom Ward
Nancy White

Bv:
David Hamill
Joseph Hart
Michael Sullivan Hart
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